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Introduction

This thesis explores two related themes: scalar implicatures of the quantifiers
“most” and “some” and the philosophical problem of existential import. Tradi-
tionally, existential import refers to the question whether the universal categorial
sentence “All A’s are B” implies that there are any A’s. The origin of this ques-
tion lies in the “subalternation” relation of Aristotle’s Square of Opposition, i.e.
in the inference:

All A’s are B
Some A’s are B

Some have argued that since “some” is existentially loaded (it is represented
in predicate logic with the use of the existential quantifier), then also “all” has
to be, otherwise we would have to lose the above inference.
Scalar implicature is a pragmatic property, based on one of the Gricean con-

versational maxims, i.e. on the Maxim of Quantity, which is a commandment to
be as informative as possible. The use of the quantifier “most” or “some” in a
sentence implicates that all similar utterances using an informationally stronger
term are not true. Since “all” is supposed to be stronger than “most” and “most”
stronger than “some”, both “some” and “most” implicate the negation of “all”,
and “some” implicates also the negation of “most”.
The first step of our study was to extend the language of Aristotelian syllogistic

by adding the quantifier “most”, and analyze all the possible inferences that can
be generated in this way. The purpose of this was to investigate the cognitive
aspect of syllogisms with “most” – their (cognitive) difficulty with comparison to
the traditional ones, existential import of this quantifier and its implicature.
The idea of formalizing natural reasoning with the quantifier “most” is not

completely new. The first syllogism with “most” was given by Rescher (Rescher,
1962) and is known as “Rescher’s syllogism”:

Most A-s are B
Most A-s are C
Some B-s are C

1



2 Introduction

An interesting approach was also presented by Chater and Oaksford (1999),
where authors developed a probability heuristic model for syllogistic reasoning,
extending it also to generalized quantifiers such as “most” and “few”.1

Syllogistic with “most” was hence a starting point for our study. Since no
comprehensive research in this field has been done so far, we found this direction
worth exploring and the gap worth filling. Analysis of complex, two-premise
reasoning required, however, preliminary examining how “most” works in simple
one-premise inferences. This stage turned out to be very interesting and allowing
many observations. Finally the more detailed study on syllogistic had to be left for
further research and, although we devoted some time to analysis of two-premise
inferences, our work focused more on simple direct reasoning with “most”. We
were interested in classically valid inferences on one hand, e.g. inferences of “Some
A’s are B” from “Most A’s are B” compared with similar inferences with “All A’s
are B” being a premise – the latter requiring for validity the additional assumption
that domains are non-empty. Thus we compared the existential import of “most”
with that of “all”. On the other hand we investigated pragmatic inferences, i.e.
scalar implicatures, such as “Most A’s are B” implicating “Not all A’s are B”,
and “Some A’s are B” implicating “Not all A’s are B” (resp. “Not Most A’s are
B”).
We conducted a series of experiments to see what kind of inferences people

are willing to make with those quantifiers. The first three experiments focused on
checking so-called active logical competence, so people’s readiness to generate in-
ferences for given premises. We checked the semantics of “most” in small domains
with the use of simple picture-tasks, direct inferences with premises with “most”,
as well as with Aristotelian quantifiers, and finally syllogisms with ‘most”. The
text-tests were conducted in two groups, with tasks using so-called empty (non-
referring) and non-empty terms. The purpose of this was to check whether the
ontological status of the entities referred to has any influence on the inferences
which require additional assumption of non-emptiness of domains. The second
series of experiments was designed to check passive logical competence, so peo-
ple’s evaluation of inferences as correct. In this part we considered only direct
inferences. Whereas the first experiment has to be treated as a more qualitative
study – the responses given by subjects required preliminary interpretation and
also the character of the experiment prevented from asking many questions in
one test, the second one was carefully planned for detailed statistical analyses
and quantitative testing of hypotheses. For this reason it allows more ceratin
conclusions and is more interesting with respect to significance of results.
Based on our results we propose modeling scalar implicatures of quantifiers

“some” and “most” in terms of fuzzy semantics. We describe these quantifiers

1It is doubtful whether “few”, as an expression with not determined cardinality semantics,
is indeed a generalized quantifier and not just an adjective – with semantics dependent on
linguistic context and not on the cardinality of the domain. Later we will see that “some”
meets similar problems.
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as vague with flexible default denotations. Roughly speaking it means that those
quantifiers have some default meanings, which can be changed (i.e. extended) in
the process of reasoning. We propose that the implicature “not all” is a part of
the default meaning of both “some” and “most”. However, since the denotations
are flexible, both considered quantifiers are extendable to the case “all”.
Chapter 4 is devoted wholly to the philosophical problem of existential im-

port. Inspired by our empirical results showing that people’s treatment of fictional
sentences containing quantifiers is invariant on whether the sentence mentions fic-
tional or real objects, we propose a unified approach to existential presuppositions
that is valid for both imaginary and actual content. We use possible worlds se-
mantics, treating worlds as mental constructions describing certain world states.
Within that framework, we analyze sentences about the real world as referring to
the real world description, treated as a special case of “possible world”, and exis-
tential sentences as applying a modal index restricting the domain of discourse to
a certain world or class of worlds. We analyze the empirical data concerning quan-
tifier usage with this theory, giving an account of how existential presuppositions
work in fictional discourse.
In the last chapter we briefly summarize our main results and pose some open

questions to answer in the prospective research.





Chapter 1

Preliminaries

1.1 Aristotelian syllogistic

Aristotle’s syllogistic is the oldest formalized logical calculus and was invented as
a device of correct reasoning. Syllogistic was a term logic – it was neither proposi-
tional, nor predicate logic – and focused precisely on the analysis of quantification,
although the notion of a quantifier appeared much later.
The language of Aristotle’s syllogistic contains two groups of symbols:

1. Termini (terms): T = {A,B,C} 1

2. Copulae (connectives): Q = {All, Some, No, Some not}

Contemporarily, copulae are called “Aristotelian quantifiers” and treated as
〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifiers: all, some, no, not all (some not).
Terms and connectives create together categorial sentences. Each categorial

sentence contains a subject (Subjectum) and a predicate (Praedicatum) bound
by a copula. Thus a categorial sentence is a sentence of the following form:
Qi(X,Y ), where Qi ∈ Q, and X, Y ∈ Termini and X 6= Y , X is a subject and
Y is a predicate.2 There are four basic categorial sentences:

1. A - All(A,B) meaning All A’s are B (universal affirmative).

2. I - Some(A,B) meaning Some A’s are B (particular affirmative).

3. E - No(A,B) meaning No A’s are B (universal negative).

1Traditionally: S, M, P . These letters were used for mnemotechnic reasons. Throughout we
will use A,B, C.
2Traditionally a predicate is mentioned first and a subject subsequently, which was connected

with the specificity of the Greek language. We use the opposite – more natural in English –
way of reading.

5



6 Chapter 1. Preliminaries

4. O - Somenot(A,B) meaning Some A’s are not B (particular negative).3

The letters A, I, E,O refer to the traditional names of the categorial sentences.
Categorial sentences create the Square of Opposition, which is a group of these

embodied in a square diagram. (See Fig. 1.1.) The following dependencies make
up the Square:

• All(A,B) and Somenot(A,B) are contradictories.

• No(A,B) and Some(A,B) are contradictories.

• All(A,B) and No(A,B) are contraries.

• Some(A,B) and Somenot(A,B) are subcontraries.

• Some(A,B) is a subaltern of All(A,B).

• Somenot(A,B) is a subaltern of No(A,B).

We need still to explain the notions. Thus let φ and ψ be sentences:

Definition 1. φ and ψ are contradictories if and only if they cannot both be true
and they cannot both be false.

Definition 2. φ and ψ are contraries if and only if they can both be false, but
they cannot both be true.

Definition 3. φ and ψ are subcontraries if and only if they can both be true, but
they cannot both be false.

Definition 4. φ is a subaltern of ψ if and only if it cannot be the case that ψ is
true and the subaltern φ is false.

1.1.1 Syllogisms

Syllogisms are tuples of categorial sentences, where one of the sentences is a
conclusion and the rest are premises. We differentiate between one-premise direct
inferences and two-premise syllogisms. Actually only two-premise arguments are
traditionally called syllogisms. Direct inferences are nonetheless important since
proper i.e. two-premise syllogisms base on them.

Definition 5. A direct inference is an ordered pair of categorial sentences:
〈φ = Qi(X, Y ), ψ = Qj(X, Y )〉, where φ is a premise and ψ is a conclusion.
3Throughout we use Somenot to denote the quantifier “some not”.
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Figure 1.1: The Traditional Square of Opposition

Definition 6. A syllogism is a triple of categorial sentences of the form:
〈φ1 = Qi([Y,X]∗), φ2 = Qj([Z, Y ]∗), ψ = Qk(X,Z)〉, where: φ1, φ2 are

premises and ψ is a conclusion, Z is a major term (predicate in the conclu-
sion), X is a minor term (subject in the conclusion), Y is a middle term, and
[X, Y ]∗ means that terms can be permuted within the sentence.
Accordingly a premise with a major term is called a major premise and a

premise with a minor term is called a minor premise.

It is quite obvious why not all possible triples of all possible categorial sen-
tences create “syntactically” correct syllogisms. For example, we would not like
a syllogism of the following form: 〈Qi(A,B), Qj(B,A), Qk(B,C)〉, since there is
no connection between the premises – there is no “middle term” and the term C
does not occur in the premises at all.
There are four possible patterns for syntactically correct syllogisms. They are

so-called figures and depend on the arrangement of terms.4

Fig.I

BA
CB
CA

Fig.II

AB
CB
CA

Fig.III

BA
BC
CA

Fig.IV

AB
BC
CA

Filling the figures with quantifiers from the set Q, we obtain syllogistic moods.
There are 43 ∗ 4 = 256 of all possible moods, but only some of them are logically
valid inference patterns – namely semantically valid (true in all possible models).

Definition 7. Let S = 〈φ1, φ2, ψ〉 be a syllogism. S is semantically valid if and
only if whenever φ1 and φ2 are true, ψ is also true.
4The order of terms in the given figures is the same as in Aristotle’s, however traditionally

it should be read backwards. We use further the traditional figures reading them from right to
left, which makes no difference since terms in syllogisms can be permuted.
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1.1.2 The problem of empty domains

Traditionally it is claimed that there are 24 valid Aristotelian syllogisms. Ac-
cording to the modern view, this is true only with the additional assumption
that terms used in the syllogisms are non-empty. Contemporarily, merely 5 of
Aristotelian syllogisms are accepted as inferences correct in an “absolute sense”,
i.e. without any assumption about the domains. These are moods with no par-
ticular conclusion that is inferred from universal premises.5 For example from the
following premises:

All(B,A)
All(C,B)

one can infer two conclusions:

All(C,A) (1.1)

Some(C,A) (1.2)

However the inference rule taking the above premises and 1.1 as a conclusion
is logically correct, whereas an inference rule taking the above premises and 1.2
as a conclusion is, due to the modern view, correct only with the additional
assumption that the terms used in the premises are non-empty.
The reason for the above is the modern and commonly accepted logical rep-

resentation of the categorial sentences in predicate logic. Thus the Aristotelian
copula “all” is understood as a 〈1, 1〉 generalized universal quantifier “all” and
“some” as a 〈1, 1〉 generalized existential quantifier “some”. Generalized quanti-
fiers are defined in terms of classes of models (so-called “Lindström definition”
(Lindström, 1966)). In this style:

Definition 8. A 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifier Q is a class of models over a vo-
cabulary τ = {P1, P2} s.t. Pi, for i ∈ {1, 2} is an unary predicate and Q is
closed under isomorphisms, i.e. if M and M ′ are isomorphic τ -models, then
M ∈ Q ⇐⇒ M ′ ∈ Q.

Since we consider only categorial sentences, we only apply quantifiers to
atomic formulas. Suppose that φ1, φ2 are first order atomic formulas. Seman-
tics for 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifiers is given in the following way:

M � Qxyφ1(x)φ2(y) ⇐⇒ QM(φM
1 (x), φM

2 (y)), (1.3)

5In the case of one-premise arguments we have 4 (out of possible 16) inferences valid with
the assumption that domains are non-empty, only 2 of them correct without any restrictions.
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where M is a model and

φM
i (x) = {a ∈M |(M,a) |= φi(x)}

The generalized quantifiers “all” and “some” are then defined as the following
classes of models:

Definition 9. All = {(M,A,B) : A,B ⊆M,A ⊆ B}

Definition 10. Some = {(M,A,B) : A,B ⊆M,A ∩B 6= ∅}

Now if Aristotelian copulae are understood as generalized quantifiers, then
a categorial sentence represented as Q(A,B) is equivalent to Qxy(A(x), B(y)),
(where Q stands for a generalized quantifier).
The logical difference between the generalized quantifiers “some” and “all” on

the one hand and the existential quantifier ∃ or the universal quantifier ∀ on the
other hand should be noted. The first are of type 〈1, 1〉 and the second of type
〈1〉, which means that the first applies to two formulas and binds one variable
in each, and the second binds one variable in one formula. However “all” and
“some” are definable in first order logic. Hence the following equivalences hold:

All(A,B)⇐⇒ ∀x(A(x)→ B(x)) (1.4)

Some(A,B)⇐⇒ ∃x(A(x) ∧B(x)) (1.5)

No(A,B)⇐⇒ ¬∃x(A(x) ∧B(x)) (1.6)

Somenot(A,B)⇐⇒ ∃x(A(x) ∧ ¬B(x)) (1.7)

Now, both universal categorial sentences All(A,B) and No(A,B) are true and
both particular sentences are false in empty domains. Therefore in the modern,
Revised Square of Opposition only contradictories are preserved, whereas all the
other dependencies are lost – including of course subalternations, which is why
all the syllogisms based on the inferences of Some(A,B) from All(A,B) and
Somenot(A,B) from No(A,B) are invalid.
Figure 1.2 pictures the Revised Square of Opposition.
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Figure 1.2: The Revised Square of Opposition

1.2 Categorial sentences with quantifier “most”

1.2.1 Semantics

Our aim is now to extend the language of Aristotelian syllogistic by adding the
quantifier “most”. We would like to be able to reason using the following catego-
rial sentences:

1. “Most A’s are B.”

2. “Most A’s are not B.”

Such sentences cannot be expressed in first order logic. As a generalized
quantifier “most” is like Aristotelian quantifiers of type 〈1, 1〉 defined as follows.

Definition 11.

Most = {(M,A,B) : A ⊆M,B ⊆M, (|A ∩B| > |A−B|)}

Now Let M be a model and A,B predicates, then:

M � Most(A,B) ⇐⇒ (|AM ∩BM | > |AM −BM |) (1.8)

What is characteristic, people indeed seem to use this quantifier in the above
meaning. They rarely have any problems with determining, for example in a case
of making a decision by voting, whether it was really “most” that voted in a
particular way or not. However, asked how many “most” is, they begin to have a
real problem. One can hear for example that it is 50%+1. That such a definition
is false can be easily shown. Let us take a set of five persons. 50% · 5 + 1 = 3.5,
whereas for the sentence: “Most people (of five) voted for the proposal” to be true
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it is enough that three persons voted for the proposal. Certainly there is no need
for slicing anyone into two halves.
Some problems connected with Definition 11 should be mentioned. The first

is that it is problematic in infinite domains. Suppose that A is an infinite set,
e.g. the set of natural numbers, and B is a predicate “prime”. Then a sentence
“Most natural numbers are not prime” seems to be intuitively true, whereas in
the sense of cardinalities it is false. The similar controversies arise in infinite
domains also for other quantifiers, for instance “more” (for analogous example as
for “most” see (Szymanik, 2009)), or “twice as many”. “There are twice as many
integers as natural numbers (+1)” seems true in the intuitive sense, but is false
in the sense of cardinalities. Therefore we restrict our considerations to finite
universes, which – as far as natural language is concerned – does not seem to be
a controversial assumption. The reason for this is that when refereing to objects
from the surrounding world we usually refer to finite sets, or at least finite (and
thus conceivable) representations of infinite sets.
The other problems are of a more pragmatic nature. The above definition

presupposes that the domain (A) is dichotomously divided into B and non-B. The
question is what happens when we have a domain A, which is logically divided
(which means that the division in exclusive and exhaustive) into more than 2
subsets. Let us suppose that we have for example a 10-element domain A (10
people at the conference) of which 4 are German, 3 are Dutch, 2 are Polish and 1
is French. It seems pragmatically totally reasonable to say that most participants
of the conference are German (or maybe that there are Germans in majority at
a conference).6 Whether this is really the case in the natural reasoning should
be empirically checked in further research. Still, the interpretation of “most” in
terms of the division of a set appears to be an interesting option to consider.7

The other pragmatic gap of the above definition is the scalar implicature of
the quantifier “most”, i.e. the fact that in natural language “most” implicates or
even means “not all”. A detailed explanation of this issue will be given in part
1.3.

1.2.2 Negation

Since syllogistic is closed under negation we would like to consider also nega-
tive sentences with the quantifier Most.8 The question is: which form of such
sentences should we choose?
There are three important forms of negation in natural (and logical) languages

(Peters, Westerstahl, 2006) and they are depicted in what is called a Modern

6I would like to thank to Henk Zeevat for this observation.
7Probably this could be also just ambiguity of the world “most”, and hence such utterances

would rather mean “The largest number was that of Germans”.
8We will use Most for denoting “most” defined as in Def. 11.
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Square of Opposition for quantifiers: outer negation, inner negation and dual
quantifiers.

Definition 12. Let Q be a generalized quantifier of type < 1, 1 >.
An outer negation of Q is a quantifier ¬Q, s.t.
¬Q(A,B) ⇐⇒ ¬[Q(A,B)]
An inner negation of Q is a quantifier Q¬, s.t.
Q¬(A,B) ⇐⇒ Q(A,M −B) ⇐⇒ Q(A, B̄)
A dual quantifier of Q is a quantifier Qd, s.t.
Qd(A,B) ⇐⇒ ¬(Q¬)(A,B) ⇐⇒ (¬Q)¬(A,B).

A quantifier together with its all three negations creates a (modern) “square of
opposition”. Thus outer negations lie in the square on diagonals, inner negations
horizontally on opposite sides and duals vertically. For example the square for
All is {All, notAll, Some(Alld), No (“All not”)}

Definition 13. Assume Q is a generalized quantifier of type < 1, 1 >. Then the
(Modern) Square of Opposition for Q is the set {Q,¬Q,Q¬, Qd}.

The Square of Most

Let φ be a sentence saying: “Most A’s are B-s”. To express a contradictory
sentence we could negate φ in two ways: by putting negation in front of the
sentence (i.e. negating the whole sentence “directly”) or by using a dual quantifier
(and one more inner negation). The first is in natural language usually done by
an expression “it is not the case that”, or “it is not true that”. As a result
we obtain e.g. φ′: “It is not the case that most A’s are B.” Such sentences
are however known as “abnormal negations”9 and presumably rarely appear in
natural language. The equivalent of the above with “normal negation” would be
a sentence with an outer negation of Most, i.e. “Less than half or half A’s are
B.” This seems however to be quite a complex sentence, because “less than half
or half” is a disjunction of two simple quantifiers.
“Normal negations” of sentences are also obtained with the use of dual quan-

tifiers. Thus “normal negation” of φ would be here φ′′: “Mostd A’s are not B”,
where Mostd is a dual quantifier for Most. The problem with the last is that
there is no “simple” natural language quantifier that is dual for Most. This is
again a disjunction of quantifiers, i.e. “more than half or half”. (“More than half
or half A’s are not B-s”.) Thus neither φ′ nor φ′′ seems to be a good candidate
for a negative sentence with the quantifier “Most” to be added to our syllogistic.
Our proposal is that this role should be played by a sentence ψ: “Most A’s

are not B”, which uses the inner negation of Most. Of course the meaning of ψ
is different from the meaning of φ′ and holds if and only if (Most¬)(A,B). We
further use a quantifier Mostnot for denoting Most¬. We preserve the negative
9The distinction between normal and abnormal negations was introduced by Barwise (1979).
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form of this sentence (i.e. “Most A’s are not B”), although there is a “posi-
tive” analogue for Mostnot in natural language, namely a quantifier “minority”
or “less than half”. The sentence “ Most A’s are not B” is equivalent to the
sentence “Less than half of A’s are B” . We want however to preserve this neg-
ative meaning of this sentence for some reasons, one of them being the fact that
negation seems to have an outstanding influence on the cognitive processes of
language comprehension, the other that what we are investigating in our research
is the natural-language quantifier “most” and not quantifiers “more than half”
or “less than half”. The latter is an important point since, although “most” is
defined as “more than half”, it does not necessarily mean that these quantifiers
are understood in natural language or behave in reasoning in exactly the same
way. For instance many of the pragmatical characteristics of “most” probably do
not apply to “more than half” – e.g. the scalar implicature.
Let us define explicitly semantics for Mostnot. Mostnot(A,B) we read as

“Most A’s are not B”.

Definition 14. Let M be a model and A,B – predicates. Then
M � Mostnot(A,B) ⇐⇒ (|AM ∩BM | ≤ |AM −BM |).

Hence the main difference between the above and the outer negation of
Most(A,B) is that in the case of inner negation the relation is strict and in
the case of outer negation it is not.
Now we may define the square for Most:
Square(Most) = {Most,¬Most (less than half or half), Most¬ = Mostnot

(less than half), Mostd (more than half or half)}

1.2.3 Monotonicity

Monotonicity is treated as one of the most important properties of natural-
language quantifiers. As syllogistic is sometimes named “monotonicity with addi-
tion of an existential import”, it is worth to pay attention to this special property
of Most.

Definition 15. Let Q be a < 1, 1 > generalized quantifier. Then:

1. Q is upward monotone in the first argument (↑ Q) if and only if: if
QM(A,B) and A ⊆ A′ ⊆M , then QM(A′, B) (persistence).

2. Q is downward monotone in the first argument (↓ Q) if and only if: if
QM(A,B) and A′ ⊆ A ⊆M , then QM(A′, B) (anti-persistence).

3. Q is upward monotone in the second argument (Q ↑) if and only if: if
QM(A,B) and B ⊆ B′ ⊆M , then QM(A,B′).

4. Q is downward monotone in the second argument (Q ↓) if and only if: if
QM(A,B) and B′ ⊆ B ⊆M , then QM(A,B′).
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One can quite easily observe that Most is not monotone with respect to the
first argument. Thus it is neither persistent nor anti-persistent. This can be
checked using some syllogistic patterns. Let us take the following set of premises:

Most(B,A)
All(C,B)

Although the minor premise says that C ⊆ B, it does not follow that
Most(C,A). Thus Most is not downward monotone in the first argument. If
we change the argument, so that we take a superset of B, changing the minor
premise to All(B,C), we still cannot concludeMost(C,A). ThusMost is not up-
ward monotone in the first argument. However, Most is upward monotone in the
second argument, namely if Most(B,A) and A ⊆ C (i.e. All(A,C)), then it fol-
lows thatMost(B,C)). Similarly, the quantifierMostnot is non-monotone in the
first argument and is downward monotone in the second, namely ifMostnot(B,A)
and C ⊆ A, then Mostnot(B,C). What follows ¬Most (“less than half or half”)
is downward monotone in its second argument (and not monotone in the first),
whereas Md (“more than half or half”) is upward monotone in its second argu-
ment (and not monotone in the first).
Summarizing, monotonicity provides us with inferences about superdomains

or subdomains, namely:

1. Most(A,B) and B ⊆ C, then Most(A,C)

2. Mostnot(A,B) and C ⊆ B, then Mostnot(A,C)

1.2.4 Existential meaning

The last characteristic of Most to which we pay attention is that sentences with
this quantifier are false in empty domains. Given Definitions 11 and 14, if at least
one of the sets (A or B) is empty, then the sentences “Most A’s are B” and “Most
A’s are not B” are always false. Hence also the following inferences hold:

Most(A,B)
Some(A,B)

Mostnot(A,B)
Somenot(A,B)

The above is an important observation since in the experimental part we will
be comparing the frequency with which subjects infer “some” from “most” with
the frequency with which they infer “some” from “all” – whilst the latter inference
is, according to the canonical view, invalid without the additional assumption of
non-empty domains.
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1.3 Scalar implicature

Scalar implicature is a quantity implicature (so one of the conversational impli-
catures) and is derived from one of the Gricean conversational maxims, namely
the Maxim of Quantity:

Be as informative as required. (Grice, 1989)

In other words the maxim of quantity is a commandment to make our con-
tribution to the conversation as informative as required. In effect it involves the
fact that in natural communication we usually assume that we are given all the
relevant (the Maxim of Relevance) information.
Scalar implicature is based on the use of an informationally weak term in an

implicational scale (a set of lexical items of the same category ordered according
to their informativeness) (Levinson, 1983). For example, in the case of quantifiers
the following scale is usually given 〈all, most, many, some〉 (from the strongest to
the weakest). The use of the weak term implicates (i.e. implies as an implicature)
that all similar utterances using an informationally stronger term are not true
since, according to the Maxim of Quantity, a speaker would be required to make a
stronger, more informative utterance if a true one were available. Thus if one says:
(1) “Some girls wore skirts”, the quantifier “some” in this sentence implicates that
not all girls wore skirts. Similarly (2) “Most girls wore jeans” implicates that not
all girls wore jeans, as both “some” and “most” are lower on the implicational
scale than “all”. What is more, (1) should implicate also that “Most girls did
not wear skirts”, since “some” is weaker than “most”. Throughout we call “some
not” the weak implicature of “some”, and “most not” the strong implicature.
Analogously for “some” and “most” – implicatures of “some not”. Thus “weak”
refers to implicating a sentence with the weaker item on the implicational scale
(namely “some”) and “strong” to implicating a sentence with the stronger item
(“most”), so a sentence which is stronger in a logical sense.
The mentioned entailments are not valid in the classical meaning of a correct

inference. Given Definition 11 and 10, both sentences “Most A’s are B” and
“Some A’s are B” are true if all A’s are B, and thus do not imply that ¬All(A,B).
On the other hand, the stronger expressions are supposed to imply all the weaker
ones on the scale. Thus the following inferences hold (the inference relation is
transitive):

All(B,A)
Most(B,A)
Some(B,A)

What is worth noting is that both inferences All/Some and All/Most10 are
dependent on the existential import of “all”. If we agree that “all” contrary to
10This notation should be understood as an inference rule with a premise of one form and a

conclusion of another, e.g. All/Some translated to natural language yields:
“All A’s are B”
“Some A’s are B”
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“most” and “some” is true in empty domains, then neither of these inferences is
valid.
Similarly we may consider the negative quantified sentences, which would cre-

ate the following implicational scale 〈“some..not”, “most..not”, “no”〉. Assuming
Definition 14, ”Most A’s are not B” is true also when A−B = ∅ (A,B non-empty),
similarly for Somenot(A,B), thus in a classical sense neither Mostnot(A,B) nor
Somenot(A,B) implies ¬No(A,B). On the other hand, the following inferences
hold:

No(B,A)
Mostnot(B,A)
Somenot(A,B)

Again both No/Mostnot and No/Somenot are dependent on the solution of
the “existential import” problem.
The crucial property of implicature that is usually assumed is its non-

monotonicity. In non-monotonic reasoning an inference may be affected by adding
new premises. In effect a conclusion may not follow from an extended set of
premises, although it followed from the original one. Let us see how it works in
context.

A: Most girls wore dresses.

B: Most? Well, I suspect all, I heard that it was the dressing code
requirement for women to wear a dress for this meeting.

A: Ok, I didn’t know about this, so maybe even all of them, I was not
paying that much attention to people’s clothes.

In this short conversation, the interlocutor B implicates from A’s sentence
that not all girls wore dresses. As it contradicts her knowledge that there was
a formal requirement for women to wear a dress, she immediately mentions this
fact. A is however not confused and admits that there may be a gap in her
knowledge, and thus that the universal sentence is still possible. Thus A both
agrees with the consequence of what she says which is suggested by B (hence
she agrees with the implicature of “most”) and also she can easily extend her
database so that the initial conclusion is rejected but a new one is inferred. The
question is whether we want to claim that the first sentence given by A is false
(since it implicates that not all girls wore dresses and actually all of them did) or
if we agree that this apparent contradiction is not a real one, but just an effect
of non-monotonicity at work.
Due to their non-monotonic character, implicatures are usually formalized

with the use of logic programming. Adding implicature as a definitional condition
to the semantics of a given expression is usually considered a false attitude. In
the case of the quantifier implicational scale, it would result in losing all the
entailments where a weaker expression is entailed from the stronger one. Namely
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if we defined “some” and “most” so that they imply “not all”, we could not infer
categorial sentences with these quantifiers from universal categorial sentences –
even if the additional assumption that domains are non-empty were made. Since
it is not consistent with our language intuitions, we are unwilling to agree to such
a solution. What is more, such quantifiers would not be monotone (see 1.2.3).
More precisely, let Most′, Mostnot′, Some′ and Somenot′ be defined as follows:

Definition 16. (Alternative “most” and “some”)
Most′(A,B) ⇐⇒ [(|A ∩B| > |A−B|) ∧ ¬(A ∩B = A)]

Mostnot′(A,B) ⇐⇒ [(|A ∩B| < |A−B|) ∧ (A ∩B 6= ∅)]
Some′(A,B) ⇐⇒ [(A ∩B 6= ∅) ∧ ¬(A ∩B = A)]

Somenot′(A,B) ⇐⇒ [(A−B 6= ∅) ∧ (A ∩B 6= ∅)]

It is clear, that neither All/Most′ nor All/Some′ (and analogously
No/Mostnot′ nor No/Somenot′) are valid inferences. We lose hence mono-
tonicity. All(B,C),Most′(A,B)/Most′(C,A) is an invalid inference, whereas
it would be valid if instead of Most′ we used Most. The same for
All(C,B),Mostnot′(A,B)/Mostnot′(A,C). Similarly, it works for syllogisms
with Some′ (resp. Somenot′). Whereas Some is upward monotone in both argu-
ments (Somenot – downward monotone in both arguments), Some′ and Somenot′

are not monotone in their second arguments.
With such an approach, we would lose many syllogisms with “most”, which

seem quite consistent with natural-language intuitions. (See section 1.5.) Later
we will try to establish to which extent the scalar implicatures may be embed-
ded in the semantics and what kind of formal modeling seems the best for this
reasoning phenomenon.
In our experiment we check implicature “not all” for both “most” and “some”

together with the negative counterpart, namely implicature “not no” for “most
not” and “some not”. Furthermore, we check also the strong scalar implicature of
“some”. Consequently the following direct quasi-inferences, which are not valid
in a classical sense, but can be justified on a basis of pragmatic reasons, are
considered in our study:

Most(A,B)
Somenot(A,B)
(¬All(A,B))

Mostnot(A,B)
Some(A,B)
(¬No(A,B))

Some(A,B)
Somenot(A,B)
(¬All(A,B))

Somenot(A,B)
Some(A,B)
(¬No(A,B))

Some(A,B)
Mostnot(A,B)

Somenot(A,B)
Most(A,B)
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1.4 Existential import

Existential import is an ambiguous notion. Traditionally it refers to the question
whether the universal categorial sentence “All A’s are B” implies that A’s exist.
The origin of this question lies in the “subalternation” relation of the Aristotle’s
Square of Opposition. More precisely the question is dependent on the following
inference, later named in the thesis “so-called existential import”:

All(A,B)
Some(A,B)

The argumentation proceeds as follows. Since “some” is existentially loaded,
then also “all” has to be, because otherwise we would lose a part of the Square
of Opposition, i.e. we would loose all relations in the Square but contradictories.
(See section 1.1.2 and figure 1.2.)
Actually in the presence of empty terms, even if existential import is granted

to the A-sentence (“All A’s are B”), the whole square still requires revision. Let
us suppose that there are no A-s. Then the I-sentence (“Some A’s are B”) is
false. What follows the contradictory sentence E (“No A’s are B”) is true and
hence its subaltern O (“Some A’s are not B”) must be true, but it cannot be,
since there are no A-s.
The above contradiction, however, arises only assuming the modern inter-

pretation of categorial sentences, in which the O-sentence gets, similarly to the
I-sentence, an existential reading. The Aristotelian doctrine of the Square was
completely coherent in the presence of empty terms. This is because, according
to the Aristotle’s interpretation, the O-form lacked existential import and was
true in empty domains. Aristotle’s articulation of the O-sentence was not the
familiar “Some A’s are not B”; it was rather “Not every A is B” – and thus was
understood as universal. Then the E-sentence “No A-a are B” – true in empty
domains – entailed the O-sentence in its universal formulation. Since “All A’s are
B” (or rather: “Every A is B” – in the Aristotle’s formulation) was granted exis-
tential import, and thus was false if A was empty, the consistency of the Square
was preserved.
It is worth noting that in the case of empty domains the Aristotelian Square

is inconsistent also if all the categorial sentences are granted existential import.
Let us assume that there are no A’s. Then all four sentences are false, and
hence although subalternation and contraries are preserved, contradictories and
subcontraries are not.
However, what does it mean that a sentence is granted existential import? In

the wide, classical sense, it means only that this sentence in that or another way
implies non-emptiness of its domain.

Definition 17. Let φ be a categorial sentence, so φ := Q(A,B). Then, φ is
characterized with existential import (or is existentially loaded) if and only if φ
implies that there are A’s.
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Such an definition is, however, rather vague and allows different interpreta-
tions and hence also different solutions of the existential import problem.

1. We can agree for the Aristotelian solution, namely that only the A-form and
I-form imply that there are A’s, whereas E- and O-forms lack existential
import.

There are a few gaps in this solution. First of all we may ask, what kind
of logical form does an O-sentence have, if it is supposed to be universal.
In classical predicate logic a sentence “Not every A is B” obtains a form
(F )¬∀x(A(x)→ B(x)), but then it is equivalent to (F ′)∃x(A(x)∧¬B(x)).
However, one could try to interpret negation in a different, non-classical,
way, so that (F ) is read as e.g. “It is absurd to assume that every A is B”
and is not equivalent to (F ′). But how can it be contradictory to “All A’s
are B”? If we negate F , can a negation interpreted in this way be eliminated
by a double negation elimination rule?

Furthermore, one and the most straightforward interpretation of existential
import would be to assume that it has a form of an explicit condition
∃xA(x) occurring in the logical form of a categorial sentence. Then, if in
the spirit of the Aristotelian solution, we grant existential import only to
the positive categorial sentences and refuse it to the negative, we get the
following readings:

All(A,B) ⇐⇒ A ⊆ B ∧ ∃xA(x) (1.9)

Some(A,B) ⇐⇒ ∃x(A(x) ∧B(x)) (1.10)

One might doubt whether indeed 1.9 is what we mean when saying “All
A’s are B”, but such an approach leads to even more complications. Now
to preserve the whole Square of Opposition the sentences: “No A’s are B”
and “Some A’s are not B” get the non-intuitive disjunctive forms:

No(A,B) ⇐⇒ ¬∃x(A(x) ∧B(x)) ∨ ¬∃xA(x) (1.11)

Somenot(A,B) ⇐⇒ ∃x(A(x) ∧ ¬B(x)) ∨ ¬∃xA(x) (1.12)

Now all the relations in the Square are preserved. The problem is that
1.11 and 1.12 seem rather inadequate as expressions of logical forms. It
seems contr-intuitive to say that we are stating in those cases additionally
a disjunctive component: “or there are no A’s”.
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2. We can agree with the modern reading of categorial sentences (see section
1.1.2) and thus grant existential import to both particular sentences and
refuse it to the universal ones. Then we are left with the Revised Square of
Opposition in which only contradictories are preserved and the inferences
All/Some and No/Somenot are invalid.

The problem lies mainly in the fact that this view does not take into account
the natural-language intuitions. It seems that for average users of language
there is no obvious difference with respect to emptiness of domains between
sentences with “all” and sentences with “some”. The only real difference
between these quantifiers is of a scalar nature – namely that “all” refers to
the whole domain and that “some” refers to a subset of it. Moreover this
intuition is consistent with the assumption of how scalar implicatures of
these quantifiers are supposed to work. On the implicational scale stronger
items are supposed to entail weaker and hence “all” should entail “some”.

Furthermore, why should there be any truth-value difference between the
two sentences “All round squares are squares” and “Some round squares are
squares”? Intuitively, they are either both true (analytically!) or they are
both false since they both refer to non-existent objects (or both deprived of
truth value). Later we will see that there is no real reason to refuse truth
to sentences of form “Some A’s are B” just because A’s are non-existent
objects.

3. We can decide that all terms in natural language are non-empty, so that for
every term t, there is x s.t. it is true that t(x). Here we come to the key
issue – namely which are the empty terms. More space will be devoted to
this problem also later in section 2.2.2, now just a short introduction.

Roughly speaking, by an “empty term” we mean a term without reference,
i.e. such that there are no entities to which it applies. Among most fa-
mous philosophical examples of empty terms one may consider a common
noun “unicorn” for which alleged denotation some ontological realists are
supposed to constantly and desperately search but have no hope for suc-
cess, unless they can use for a bait a virgin. What is silently assumed is
that empty terms have no denotation in the real (physical) world, thus the
ontological issue is here implicitly solved. Only physical objects exist and
are designata of terms, precisely of non-empty terms. Thus, terms nam-
ing fictitious (e.g. elves) or contradictory (e.g. round squares) objects are
empty (whatever “naming” means in this context) and do not refer to any-
thing. Therefore, is is assumed that existential sentences with the use of
such terms are false and this is how the whole problem of existential import
arises.

In this way our ontology decides about our logics and existential import
turns out to be what is commonly known as ontological commitment. How-
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ever, if “elves”, “Zeus”, “unicorn” are empty terms, what do we refer to
while uttering (obviously true) sentences like “elves do not exist”? And
also – what are we talking about in mythological or fictional discourse?

The easy and naive solution would be to agree that all terms are non-empty.
But in this context it would just mean that everything exists – that there
is no ontological difference between elves and humans, unicorns and horses,
dragons and reptiles. Most people, however, can see a great ontological
difference between these objects and those who have problems with distin-
guishing reality from fiction, humans from elves or fear that dragons could
come to their houses and eat them, usually require a psychiatric treatment.
Non-empty and empty terms differ essentially in the ontological sense, even
though one could agree that the latter refer to something – just something
non-existent.

4. Finally we could move the burden of the problem from the question whether
“all” should be granted existential import to the question whether “some”
is existentially (or ontologically) loaded. Then, we could try to treat quan-
tification as ontologically neutral, although we would have to face again the
problem of ontological status of possible (or non-existent) objects and also
answer the question how to interpret the quantifier “some”.

If “some” is understood as a 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifiers defined as in 10,
then indeed by Some(A,B) we state non-emptiness of some set – namely
of the intersection of A and B, which are subsets of the universe of some
model. In this sense this quantifier is indeed existentially loaded. However,
we may always ask what kind of model we presume or presuppose here.
And why the physical world in which we live! Then also the problem of
existential import can be reformulated. What we could ask is, whether we
really should understand existential import of a given sentence in the sense
of Definition 17, so that the thesis that some entities exists (implicitly: in
the real world) can be inferred from this sentence. What other form can
this question get we will try to show in Chapter 4.

1.5 Syllogistic with “most”

1.5.1 Classically valid syllogisms with Most and Mostnot

There are very many possible syllogisms with Most and Mostnot that are syn-
tactically correct. We have 63 possible choices of quantifiers in premises and
conclusion, so combinations of form Q1, Q2|Q3, where Qi ∈ {All, Some, Somenot,
No, Mostnot, Most}, and 4 syllogistic figures, which gives us 63 ∗ 4 = 864 pos-
sible syllogisms. However only 21 are semantically valid inferences, namely true
in all possible models (with an assumption that domains are non-empty). In
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fact only: 16 two-premises syllogisms (and 2 direct inferences11) with quantifiers
Most and Mostnot are correct in an “absolute sense”, namely independently of
any additional assumptions about domains.12

The candidate syllogisms can be generated by a simple computer program, and
next checked by hand. The program has definitions of quantifiers implemented
and for each possible syllogism it checks whether there exist a model of cardinality
N where premises are true but a conclusion is not. This is done by checking all
possible models where A,B,C - non-empty subsets of M = {1...N}.13 Then if
answer is “yes”, the syllogism cannot be valid. It turns out that the program
gives correct output already for N = 3 14 The 21 syllogisms generated by such a
program have indeed been checked to be valid inferences. Thus we can conclude
that the following holds:

Conjecture 1. Let S be a syllogism in a language with Most, over predicates
A,B,C 6= ∅. Whenever S is valid in all models of cardinality ≤ 3, then it is valid
in any model.15

Below we list all valid syllogisms with Most and Mostnot. (24 Aristotelian
syllogisms are omitted.) First we consider one-premise direct inference, and sub-
sequently canonical two-premise syllogisms categorizing them according to: (a)
occurrence of Most or Mostnot in premises or a conclusion (b) figures.

Direct inferences

We write in bold those conclusions that can be inferred only with the assumption
that domains are non-empty.

All(A,B)
Most(A,B)

No(A,B)
Mostnot(A,B)

Most(A,B)
Some(A,B)

Mostnot(A,B)
Somenot(A,B)

11Out of 36 syntactically possible and 4 semantically valid with the assumption of non-
emptiness of domains
12Considering valid inferences with Most we do not take into account purely Aristotelian
syllogisms any more.
13Since there are 2N − 1 non-empty subsets of M and we try all possible subsets for A,B,C,
there are in general (2N − 1)3 models of size N .
14Such a program checks validity for (23 − 1)3 = 343 models
15We do not have a mathematical argument for this to hold right now, but we checked by hand
that all the generated syllogisms are indeed valid inferences – namely valid also for domains
of cardinality > 3. Additionally, we checked also that the program generates exactly the same
output for N = 7, and it can be shown that 7-element models are big enough for checking
validity of traditional syllogistic. The main idea of the proof is that we are interested only in
(non-)emptiness of each part of a Venn Diagram and there are only 7 of them.
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Two-premise syllogisms with the quantifiers Most and Mostnot

1. Syllogisms with one Aristotelian quantifier and Most in premises:

• I Figure

All(B,A)
Most(C,B)
Most(C,A)
Some(C,A)

No(B,A)
Most(C,B)

Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)

• II Figure

No(A,B)
Most(C,B)

Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)

• III Figure

All(B,A)
Most(B,C)
Some(C,A)

Most(B,A)
All(B,C)

Some(C,A)

No(B,A)
Most(B,C)

Somenot(C,A)

• IV Figure

Most(A,B)
All(B,C)

Some(C,A)

No(A,B)
Most(B,C)

Somenot(C,A)

2. Syllogisms with one Aristotelian quantifier and Mostnot in premises:

• II Figure

All(A,B)
Mostnot(C,B)
Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)

• III Figure

Mostnot(B,A)
All(B,C)

Somenot(C,A)

3. Syllogisms with Most or Mostnot in both premises:

• III Figure
Rescher’s syllogism

Most(B,A)
Most(B,C)
Some(C,A)

“negative” Rescher’s syl.

Mostnot(B,A)
Most(B,C)

Somenot(C,A)
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4. Syllogisms with Aristotelian premises and a Most or Mostnot in the con-
clusion

• I Figure

All(B,A)
All(C,B)
Most (C,A)

No(B,A)
All(C,B)

Mostnot(C,A)

• II Figure

All(A,B)
No(C,B)

Mostnot(C,A)

No(A,B)
All(C,B)

Mostnot(C,A)

• IV Figure

All(A,B)
No(B,C)

Mostnot(C,A)

1.5.2 Additional inferences depending on implicature

The above syllogistic does not take into account scalar implicature that was con-
sidered in section 1.3. Taking implicature into account we will get 10 more quasi-
inferences based on the assumption that “most” implicates “not all” and that
“most not” implicates “not exclusive”. In what follows, we mark with * those con-
clusions that dependent on the implicature of the quantifierMost in the premise.
For instance All(A,B),Mostnot(C,B)/Some(C,A) is not a valid inference pat-
tern, whereas All(A,B),Mostnot(C,B)/Some∗(C,A) is pragmatically justified.
(We first implicate Some(C,B) fromMostnot(C,B) and then from All(B,A) and
Some(C,B) we can infer Some(C,A).) As we can see all these inferences have
some counterparts in Aristotelian syllogistic, e.g. the above-mentioned syllogism
could be in a sense “reduced” to the following Aristotelian syllogism:

All(B,C)
Some(C,B)
Some(C,A)

Below we list the additional two-premise quasi-inferences based on the impli-
cature:

1. First figure

All(B,A)
Mostnot(C,B)
Some(C,A)∗

No(B,A)
Mostnot(C,B

Somenot∗(C,A)

2. Second Figure
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All(A,B)
Most(C,B)

Somenot∗(C,A)

No(A,B)
Mostnot(C,B)
Somenot∗(C,A)

3. Third Figure

All(B,A)
Mostnot(B,C)
Some∗(C,A)

No(B,A)
Mostnot(B,C)
Somenot∗(C,A)

Most(B,A)
All(B,C)

Somenot∗(C,A)

Mostnot(B,A)
All(B,C)

Some∗(C,A)

4. Fourth Figure

No(A,B)
Mostnot(B,C)
Somenot∗(C,A)

Mostnot(A,B)
All(B,C)

Some∗(C,A)

Let us stress that we use here standard quantifiers Most and Mostnot and
not Most′ and Mosnot′. Hence, we do not lose any of the classical syllogisms
listed in section 1.5.1, which remain valid. The “star”-index in the conclusion
only indicates that it is an implicature-base inference.

1.6 Summary

We introduced the preliminaries necessary for our thesis. We provided the the-
oretical assumptions that served as the basis for our experimental work: the
syllogistic with Most – as an extension of the Aristotelian syllogistic, the notion
of scalar implicature of quantifiers and the problem of existential import. At this
point we will leave the area of logic and go into the wild world of empiria. The
next two chapters will be devoted to the experimental work, the purpose of which
was to see to which extent our theory can be applied to natural language and if
it cannot be, how our principles should be reformulated.





Chapter 2

First experiment: active competence

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Logical competence

The notion of logical competence (LC) was first used by Macnamara (1986). It is
used in cognitive psychology, analogously to the notion of linguistic competence
introduced by Noam Chomsky, to name a specific cognitive mechanism enabling
to complete single logical tasks, for example performing reasoning in natural
language according to some logical inference patterns. We assume that:

1. The human mind is equipped with such a mechanism.

2. This mechanism of logical competence consists of two basic functions:

(a) Passive logical competence: an ability to evaluate, on the basis of given
premises, a given conclusion as a correct or incorrect inference.

(b) Active logical competence: nn ability to generate, on the basis of given
premises, a correct conclusion.

Few things require explanation here – especially what we mean by a correct
inference. It might seem that the notion of logical competence presupposes an
absolute notion of logical correctness. The traditional approach to logical compe-
tence follows this attitude and, putting the main stress on how logical competence
is divergent from logical correctness, defines the later with respect to classical
logic. Thus a reasoning instance is correct if it is a classically valid inference.
In the psychological literature, it is a widespread view that reasoning proceeds

according to some pre-established logical laws and thus may be either correct
of incorrect, depending on whether it stays in accordance with these laws or
not. A list of logical mistakes most frequently made by people is usually given
together with putative explanations as to why people tend to make these very

27
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mistakes (and not some others). The famous atmosphere effect is an example.
This is a notion used to explain people’s preference to infer conclusions of a
specific form from premises of a specific form. For instance the lack of particular
conclusions inferred in the case of syllogisms with both universal premises is
explained by saying that universal premises create a “universal atmosphere” and
in this way they suppress the particular conclusion. (Nęcka, 2006) Such a view
ignores the fact that in the classical sense validity of an inference with a universal
premise and a particular conclusion requires an additional assumption of non-
empty domains. Thus it classifies correct – in the light of the classical logic –
reasoning as incorrect. Moreover, it also tries to explain human behavior by a very
vague, if not meaningless, notion of “atmosphere”. Such partial and unsuccessful
theories are the result of a false conjecture that the correctness of a given piece
of reasoning is somehow decided by the laws of the classical logic and disobeying
these laws is a malfunction of our logical competence mechanism.
The root of such a view on reasoning is the assumption that logic is “domain-

independent”, which means that what is a correct inference does not depend on
a specific domain. In other words it is supposed that inferences are correct or
incorrect independently of the domain in which one reasons. Logic indeed is
domain-independent in a sense that each chosen logical system (classical logic,
many-valued logic, etc.) is such. However the logic of reasoning, thus the set
of schemata used by humans, is domain-dependent, which means that the valid
schemata depend on the domain: different schemata from different logical models
are applied to different domains. There is no absolute logical system that can be
recognized as the “logic of mind”, no universal pattern applicable to all different
forms of natural reasoning. Specific domains require specific interpretations.
It has been shown (most of psychology handbooks mention this as a fact:

(Sternberg, 1996), (Nęcka, 2006)) that reasoning is indeed dependent on numer-
ous factors, such as the linguistic context and content of a given reasoning, sub-
ject’s knowledge or ontological status of alleged entities. Nevertheless, it is still
frequently claimed that these phenomena are disturbances of logical competence
and evidence that humans do not cope well with logic, and thus that our logical
competence may or may not function in accordance with logical correctness.
However, if logical competence is a mechanism analogous to linguistic com-

petence, the notion of logical correctness requires reformulation. A claim that
some systematic discordance of human reasoning with classical inference schemes
proves imperfection of our logical competence mechanism would be similar to
telling that systematic ungrammaticality (in a sense of a language phenomenon
not coherent with the prescriptive grammar) occurring in some ethnic language
is a proof of dysfunction of human linguistic competence – a view contemporar-
ily considered as false and obsolete. What is grammatical or ungrammatical is
defined by our linguistic competence, so by some module we have in our heads
determined partly by the Universal Grammar and partly by parameters of specific
ethnic languages. Thus, this is grammar that should fit our linguistic competence
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and not the other way round. Similarly, it is our logical competence that de-
fines what is a correct inference and hence there is no “divergence”
between logical correctness and logical competence.1

Michiel van Lambalgen and Keith Stenning (2008) claim that human rea-
soning consists of two stages: reasoning towards an interpretation (establishing
the domain in which one reasons and its formal properties) and reasoning from
an interpretation (following the formal laws that are implied by the fixed inter-
pretation). We agree with this view and propose that the mechanism of logical
competence applies to both stages. First of all, this is our competence that de-
fines logical schemata for different domains of reasoning on the interpretation
stage. Secondly, the competence enables to follow the rules as soon as the formal
model is fixed (however unconscious may be this process). One should note, that
even if we use in reasoning various domain-dependent schemata, we still have to
be able to adhere to some logical laws – the ones that apply to a given domain.
Otherwise one would have to agree that humans are totally irrational. Moreover,
the schemata that are chosen at the stage of establishing an interpretation need
to have some nice logical properties. What kind of properties is a vast question,
which we will not answer now, however, intuitively, those schemata cannot be
totally arbitrary. Last but not least, the logical competence mechanism must be
in a sense universal, which means that similar domains involve similar schemata
that are used by all humans. Whether or not this mechanism is universal in a
sense that there exists a general theory (analogous to the X-bar theory in linguis-
tics) that would universalize the “logic of mind” (so would imply all the schemata
that are used in various domains) is another question and remains open.
The very last thing that needs explanation is the above-mentioned distinction

between passive and active competence. One may doubt if these are really two
separate functions of the mechanism, however it seems very plausible that there is
indeed a difference between the two processes: passive evaluation of an inference
and its active generation. Such a phenomenon has been observed also in linguistics
– the skill of generating grammatical utterances differs from the skill of evaluation
whether a given expression is grammatical or not.2

1On the other hand not every ungrammaticality is accepted, and also not every illogicality
will be. In linguistics one differentiates between competence and performance – a competence
defines grammar, but a specific use of competence may of course be incorrect because of various
reasons, e.g. complicated multiply embedded constructions, processing difficulties, memory
malfunctioning etc.; analogously in the case of logical competence – a big number of premises
for example may be a hindering factor and a source of possible mistakes.
2Such a difference can be found also between language generation and language compre-

hension mechanisms, which – since they can be separately impaired – are shown to be two
distinct cognitive functions. There are kinds of aphasia consisting in dysfunction of production
of grammatical language (both spoken and written) with a properly functioning language com-
prehension. This is called “Broca’s aphasia”. In a related syndrome patients with Wernicke’s
aphasia produce fluent, grammatical, but nonsensical (without semantical sense) speech and
display problems with understanding language. In a sense, passive logical competence is more
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2.1.2 Goals of the experiment

As far as the distinction between active and passive logical competence is con-
cerned, some preliminary research was done in this field by Bucholc (2004), (see
also (Mostowski & Bucholc, 2005)), who investigated logical competence with
respect to Aristotelian syllogisms with empty terms. The author’s aim was to
investigate existential import of the quantifier “all” with respect to both passive
and active competence. She claims that people behave differently when they are
asked to generate a conclusion and differently when they are asked to evaluate it.
Precisely, they may be disposed to evaluate a given conclusion as a consequence
of premises even though they would not generate it themselves. It concerns espe-
cially the case when particular conclusions are inferred from universal premises
with the additional assumption of non-emptiness of domains. Bucholc assumed
in her study that inferences of the form All/Some are invalid in empty domains.
Therefore, she tested direct inferences as well as syllogistic reasoning (especially
moods with universal premises and particular conclusions) with both empty and
non-empty terms. Her purpose was to investigate if human logical competence
functions with accordance to the above correctness assumption. Basing on her
experimental results she claims that at least with respect to the above-mentioned
inference the active competence is more consistent with the correctness than the
passive competence, since people are not willing to infer “some” from “all”, espe-
cially when empty terms are used, although they tend to evaluate such inferences
as correct. Thus the author claims also that the use of empty terms has an im-
pact on existential import.3 No significant statistical analysis is, however, given
to confirm this thesis.
Although we find the assumptions of the above study dubitable – especially

the absolute notion of logical correctness defined in terms of classical logic, the
general idea of testing existential import depending on the domain was the first
inspiration for doing this research. In our experiment we were interested in the
following:

1. The so-called existential import of the quantifier “most” (compared with
the so-called existential import of the quantifier “all”) – we use the no-
tion “so-called existential import” to name both: inferences All/Some and
No/Somenot as well as inferences Most/Some and Mostnot/Somenot.
The phrase “so-called” is used since we actually doubt that such infer-

similar to language comprehension than to evaluation of grammaticality. Evaluation of gram-
maticality requires some meta-knowledge about language, whereas evaluation of correctness of
an inference does not necessarily require that kind of meta-knowledge. That is, it can be tested
without involving any theoretical notions. While testing logical competence, one usually checks
subjects’ readiness to accept some conclusions in the light of given facts / knowledge / sentences
without using the notions of “logical correctness” or “valid inference”.
3or rather on inferences: All/Some and No/Somenot, called in the present study “so-called

existential import”
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ences have anything to do with existential import itself, which we rather
understand as a kind of ontological commitment of those quantifiers. Of
course there is an essential difference between this kind of inference in the
case of “all” and in the case of “most”. In the latter case, it is a classi-
cally valid inference not requiring any assumption about non-emptiness of
domains. However, since we are going to compare these inferences, for ease
of exposition, we will use henceforth the same notion “so-called existential
import” for both “most” and “all”.

2. Scalar implicatures of “some” and “most”.

3. Complexity of syllogisms with “most” – which of them are difficult and
which are easy for subjects.

For all reasoning experiments we prepared both: tasks with empty and non-
empty terms to check domain-dependence of the considered inferences. The first
experiment (or rather set of experiments) was designed to check the research
questions with respect to active competence. In the second experiment (Chapter
3) we tested our hypotheses with respect to passive competence.
The “active” experiment described in this chapter should be treated more

as qualitative than quantitative research. The replies given by subjects in ac-
tive generation tasks were often too far from standard answers expected by the
experimenter and they had to be interpreted before they could be counted. So
the qualitative evaluation was an essential stage before any quantitative analyses
could be done. Nonetheless we tried to analyze all our results also with respect
to statistical significance.

2.1.3 General hypotheses

The following general hypotheses followed from our theoretical presumptions and
constituted the background for the detailed project of the first experiment.

Hypothesis I: “Most” has stronger so-called existential import than “all”, so
the number of particular conclusions inferred from “most” should be higher
than the number of particular conclusions inferred from “all”.

First of all, assuming classical definitions of “most” and “all” in terms of
〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifiers, “most” has, contrary to “all” but similarly
to “some”, existential meaning. This may be one reason for the expected
effect. In may, however, happen that other observations (e.g. the lack of
difference between the empty terms group and the control group), will not
allow us to connect this effect with existential commitment. Then, if the
hypothesis is still sustained, we will need to find some other explanation –
e.g. in terms of scalar properties of the quantifiers.
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Hypothesis II: An influence of scalar implicatures on inferences.

We expect implicature-based inferences (Most → Somenot, Mostnot →
Some, etc.) to appear significantly in subjects reasonings. They may be
dominated by classical inferences in complex two-premise tasks, however
they should occur clearly in the direct-inference part.

Hypothesis III: Given the assumption that “some”, contrary to the universal
quantifier (“all” resp. “no”), is false in empty domains, so-called existential
import should be stronger in the group with non-empty terms than in the
group with empty terms. This means that we would expect less frequent
occurrences of particular sentences inferred from universal premises, if terms
used in tasks are empty. On the other hand no between-group difference
would be evidence that so-called existential import is not dependent on
emptiness of terms.

Additionally, if “most” has like “some” existential meaning, it should not
be inferred from “all” in the case of empty domains either.

The other factors that should be taken into account in the analyses:

• Occurrence of negation in premises or/and in a conclusion can display an
impact on a number of correct inferences (negative correlation – a negation
makes a task harder).

• Difference in difficulty between syllogistic figures, e.g. the first figure is
usually considered as the easiest for people, whilst the third and fourth
figures are the most difficult.

2.2 Experimental layout

Three parts of the experiment were planned:

1. Picture task checking basic understanding of “most” in small domains.

2. Direct inferences.

3. Two-premise syllogistic tasks.

All the experiments were conducted in Polish.
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2.2.1 Picture test

As a pre-experimental research we checked semantics of “most”. That is, we
checked whether subjects understand this quantifier in the assumed way, namely
as “more than half”, i.e. according to Definition 11; analogously – for “mostnot”
meaning “less than half”, thus according to Definition 14.
The following experiment was planned and conducted. Different picture-

models were showed to subjects, who were asked to write down all these sentences
with “most” and/or Aristotelian quantifiers which they thought were true about
those pictures. Universes of a chosen kind of simple objects (i.e. dots) were used.
Our models differed with respect to cardinality of the universe (there were both
even and odd universes) and with respect to the cardinality of objects of a given
color (i.e. black and white dots). Subjects were asked to generate all sentences
of a given form that were true about a given picture. First a tutorial example
was presented to subjects.

Looking at the above picture you can say that:

(a) Most dots are black.

(b) Some dots are black.

(c) Some dots are not black.

Since these sentences are true about the picture:

However you cannot say that:

(d) All dots are black.

(e) Most dots are not black.

(f) No dots are black.

Since these sentences are not true about the picture.

Subsequently subjects were asked to complete further pictures:

Look carefully at the below pictures. There are 20 of them. In the box next to the
picture write down all the sentences (of form a,b,c,d,e or f) you think are true
about the picture. The sentences should begin with words: “most”, “all”, “some”
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or “no” and can be both positive and negative. Please note that there can be more
than one true sentence. Try to write down all the sentences you think are true. If
you think that no sentence is true, draw a line.

The following pictures were shown to subjects:

1. Even universe - 10 (5, 4, 6, 1 black dots)

2. Even universe - 8 (5, 4, 3, 6 black dots)

3. Odd universe - 9 (5, 4, 0, 2, 8 black dots)

4. Odd universe - 11 (9, 5, 11, 6, 4 black dots)

The above exhausts in our opinion all interesting cases, since for both odd and
even universes there are so-called border cases: half, one more than half, one less
than half, all, no and some additional “non-border cases” also. We used various
cardinalities and made each picture slightly different with respect to the way the
elements were scattered. The purpose was that subjects had no possibility to
learn during the experiment how many “most” is in a given model and validity-
checking for the quantifier “most” was not replaced with validity-checking for
some quantifier ∃<n or ∃>n elements. The tasks were ordered randomly, so the
cardinalities changed from picture to picture. As we had as many as twenty
examples in general, it should be sufficient for statistical significance.4

Finally, we can group these tasks in the following disjoint categories:

Category 1 The tasks with more than half but not all dots black, so allowing
“most”- (and what follows also “some”- and “somenot”-sentences) but not
allowing “all”-sentences (7 “most”-models).

Category 2 The tasks with less than half but still some dots black, so allowing
“mostnot”- (as well as “some”- and “somenot”-sentences) but not allowing
“no”-sentences (7 “mostnot”-models).

Category 3 The tasks with all dots black, so allowing “all”-, “most”- and
“some”-sentences (2 “all”-models).

Category 4 The tasks with only white dots, so no black dots, hence allowing
“no”-, “mostnot”- and “somenot”-sentences (2 “no”-models).

Category 5 The tasks with equal number of black and white dots, so allowing
only particular conclusions (2 tasks).

This test and the text materials from the remaining two parts of the experi-
ment are presented in their English translation in Appendix B.
4Of course this is a minimal version. We could not use very many tasks since our subjects

were asked to write down the whole sentences which requires much more time than just marking
yes/no replies.
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2.2.2 Choice of terms

Connection between so-called existential import and ontological commitment is
checked by comparing subjects’ readiness to generate particular conclusions on
the basis of universal premises in the case of empty or non-empty terms. Let us
recall, that by empty terms we understand terms without reference in the real
world. (See also section 1.4.)
Bucholc (2004) divided terms in four groups:

1. Obviously empty (“centaur”, “dwarf”, “elf”)

2. Obviously non-empty (“lawyer”, “philosopher”, “cat”)

3. Empty but not in the obvious way (“the author of this paper’s brothers”)

4. Non-empty but not in the obvious way (“wyracs” – does an average subject
know what kind of animals are “wyracs”?)

We are of the opinion that this division is artificial, since the real emptiness of
a term is not important at all. It is only the epistemological aspect that matters
here – namely what a subject knows (or thinks) about the ontological status of
these alleged entities. Thus in this sense the difference between the third and
fourth group of terms is irrelevant. These are simply terms emptiness of which is
difficult to evaluate, and that is why they can be attributed to neither the first
nor the second group. Furthermore it may turn out that, from the epistemological
point of view, even the distinction between the first and the second group is not
so obvious and natural as it may seem at the beginning.5 Terms like “elves” and
“gnomes” appear to be treated as denoting some beings appearing in literature,
myths, fairy-tales and existing in a kind of imaginary sense. But when we follow
this path it may turn out that queens of Poland and dinosaurs exist just in a
different (past) point of time. Talking frogs and flying cars are similar to elves
and gnomes – they can be imagined or appear in literature. “Present kings/queens
of France/Poland” might seem to be obviously empty terms, but of course this
is so obvious only for those smart people who know that these countries are now
republics. The moral to be drawn from this short philosophical story is that it is
very hard to determine whether terms we use in our examples are really empty for
our subjects or not. From this point of view our experiment checks not only the
existential import of quantifiers but also a subject’s inclination to reification, and
this is something that cannot be avoided. What we tried to do in our experiment

5To illustrate what we mean we could tell an anecdote about a situation from a logic class
for first-year students, who when asked what they think about emptiness of such expressions as
“an orphan Mary” or “a gnome” (there is a famous polish story for children “The orphan Mary
and the seven gnomes”) agreed that there are at least seven gnomes in the world, although,
without understandable reason, they claimed that for sure there is no such person as “an orphan
Mary”, since this is a novel-character only.
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was to choose terms that are empty in quite (in our opinion) an apparent way.
These terms form the following three groups:

1. Terms that do not appear in language and sound strange enough so that it
seems indubitable that they do not denote anything existing in the world
(“pteroklaki”, “mermogliny”).

2. Contradictory terms - namely terms that contain a kind of factual (“flying
ostrich”, “singing cat”) or logical (“square circle”) contradiction.

3. Terms denoting fictitious beings like “Martians” which are often used in
language almost as synonyms of something not existing. (We try however to
avoid terms denoting beings which are very popular in literature or myths,
since they seem to involve too strong reification.)

Here the first group is crucial as it presumably involves the weakest reifica-
tion. In the experiment with direct inferences we used only terms from the first
group (plus one example with “present queen of Poland”). In the two-premise
experiment at least one term in each syllogism was taken from the first group.
We used the following new-invented terms in the empty-terms group:

szaruchy, mermogliny, mroczniaki, mgłowce, wietrzydła, grombliny, pupszątka,
trakloki, Zarkotrytki, leprokraki, klumpiaki.
As middle terms in the two-premise tasks the following empty terms were used

(however terms denoting fictitious beings as “gnome” or “goblin” were never used
as the only empty terms in syllogisms): flying quadrupeds, singing cats, gnomes,
creatures living on Mars, sandmen, flying elephants, talking frogs, living queens
of Poland, wizards, square circles, witches, beings living on Venus planet, goblins,
swampmen, creatures from Never-planet.

2.2.3 Direct inferences

For the direct inferences part, two sets of 12 sentences (with empty and non-empty
terms) were prepared. Thus there were two examples for each of 6 categorial
sentences: All A’s are B, No A’s are B, Some A’s are B, Some A’s are not
B, Most A’s are B, Most A’s are not B. The examples were randomly ordered.
Subjects were asked to generate from given sentences all the possible (if any)
inferences of a given form, concerning a given relation, e.q. “relation between
elephants and green colour”. No tutorial example was given, so that subjects
were not “taught” how they should understand quantifiers. The instruction was
as follows:

Below you can read 12 sentences. You can infer some other sentences from them.
Under each sentence write down all the sentences that in your opinion follow
from the given one. Your sentences should begin with words “all”, “most”, “no”,
“some” and can be both positive or negative. There can be more than one such
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inference for each given sentence. If you think that you cannot infer anything,
draw a line.

Additionally, to hinder subjects from basing on their knowledge about world,
it was explicitly told in the control groups that they should not worry if some
sentences seem to them absurd or false in the light of they know about the world:
Such a remark was not given in the empty terms group. We were interested in

subjects’ inferences in the case where premises were about non-existing objects, so
that we could estimate on the basis of these inferences what kind of interpretation
subjects give to such sentences. That is why we did not want to suggest or impose
the interpretation that such premises are false, or may be understood as false.

2.2.4 “Most” working in complex reasoning: two-premise
inferences.

The choice of moods

In the last part of the the experiment, two-premise inferences were tested, again
in two groups: with empty and non-empty terms. For this purpose 20 pairs of
premises out of 21 + 10 (namely of all the possible valid syllogisms (21) with
“most” plus quasi-inferences dependent on the implicature of the “most”-premise
(10) – see chapter 1.5) were chosen. We took almost all the combinations of
premises which vary in any essential sense, omitting only the ones that are in
a sense equivalent. For instance the pair All(B,A) and Most(C,B) (I Fig.) is
equivalent in a sense of possible inferences to the pair Most(A,B) and All(B,C)
(IV Fig.), and hence we used only the first one in our experiment.
The chosen pairs of premises can be divided into five disjoint categories:

Category 1 Premises allowing “most/mostnot”-conclusions (and hence also par-
ticular ones), but not allowing any universal conclusions (1,2,7,8).

Category 2 Premises allowing only (classical)6 particular conclusions
(16,17,13,20).

Category 3 Premises allowing universal conclusions (and as well
“most/mostnot” and particular ones with the assumption of non-empty
domains taken into account) (5, 6, 11).

Category 4 Premises allowing only implicature-based particular conclusions
(3, 4, 9, 10, 15, 18, 19).

Category 5 Premises allowing only both together: a classical particular conclu-
sion and a conclusion dependent on the implicature, e.g. from Most(A,B)

6not implicature-based
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and All(B,C) we can conclude: Some(C,A) and Somenot∗(C,A) (the lat-
ter is dependent on the implicature of the premise with “most”), and from
Mostnot(B,A) and All(B,C) we can conclude Somenot(C,A) and also
Some∗(C,A) (12, 14).

The following moods were chosen for the experiment:7

1. Fig. I

(1)
All(B,A)

Most(C,B)
Most(C,A)
Some(C,A)

(2)
No(B,A)

Most(C,B)
Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)

(3)
All(B,A)

Mostnot(C,B)
Some∗(C,A)

(4)
No(B,A)

Mostnot(C,B)
Somenot∗(C,A)

(5)
All(B,A)
All(C,B)
All(C,A)

Most(C,A)
Some(C,A)

(6)
No(B,A)
All(C,B)
No(C,A)

Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)
Mostnot(A,C)
Somenot(A,C)

2. Fig. II

(7)
No(A,B)

Most(C,B)
Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)

(8)
All(A,B)

Mostnot(C,B)
Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)

(9)
All(A,B)

Most(C,B)
Somenot∗(C,A)

(10)
No(A,B)

Mostnot(C,B)
Somenot∗(C,A)

(11)
All(A,B)
No(C,B)
No(C,A)

Mostnot(C,A)
Somenot(C,A)
Mostnot(A,C)
Somenot(A,C)

3. Fig. III

(12)
Most(B,A)
All(B,C)

Some(C,A)
Somenot∗(C,A)

(13)
No(B,A)

Most(B,C)
Somenot(C,A)

(14)
All(B,A)

Mostnot(B,C)
Some∗(C,A)

Somenot(C,A)

(15)
No(B,A)

Mostnot(B,C)
Somenot∗(C,A)

(16)
Most(B,A)
Most(B,C)
Some(C,A)

(17)
Mostnot(B,A)

Most(B,C)
Somenot(C,A)

4. Fig. IV

7We write in bold those inferences which require an additional assumptions that domains
are non-empty.
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Category Fig. I Fig. II Fig. III Fig. IV
I 1,2 7,8 - 20
II - - 16,17,13 -
III 5,6 11 - -
IV 3,4 9,10 15 18,19
V - - 12,14 -

Table 2.1: Classification of the moods

(18)
No(A,B)

Mostnot(B,C)
Somenot∗(C,A)

(19)
Mostnot(A,B)

All(B,C)
Some∗(C,A)

(20)
No(A,B)

Most(B,C)
Somenot(C,A)

Table 2.1 shows which of the above moods belong to each of the categories.

The experimental set-up

The experimental set-up consisted of a tutorial and 20 sets of premises randomly
ordered. (Thus each syllogism was used only once in each of the two groups.)
In each case we asked a subject what (if anything) she could tell on the basis
of given sentences about mutual relations between given entities. Because of the
difficulty of the two-premise inferences, subjects were instructed how they should
understand a task. This was done by presenting a simple tutorial example, but
none of the really controversial syllogisms, so subjects were also not “taught”
about how to infer implicatures or so-called existential import.

Tutorial:

Below you can read 20 examples of different pairs of sentences. From these pairs
of sentences you can infer another sentences. For instance if you know that:

All dwarves have beards.
All gnomes are dwarves.

You can tell that:

All gnomes have beards.

Instruction:

The instruction was similar to the one in the direct inferences part, however
some elements were more stressed – e.g. that it is possible of infer more than
one sentence for each pair of premises. Subjects in the control group were told to
reason only on the basis of given premises:
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Some of the sentences may seem to you false or absurd in the light of your knowl-
edge about the world, e.g. “All dentists like mandarins”. Do not worry about it.
Try to reason only on the basis of the given sentences and not on the basis of your
knowledge.

Each example in the test was different with respect to the content – each was
about different entities. The question specified in each case what kind of relation
should be considered by the subject (e.g. What (if anything) can you tell on
the basis of these sentences about mutual relations between gnomes and having
beards? )

2.3 Subjects

Table 2.2 summarizes the number of subjects in groups, their age and field of
study. We tested library science and philosophy students. Although a lack of
logical background was recommended, the complexity of the tasks (especially
in the case of the two-premise part) required a minimal understanding of what
is asked, e.g. what it means to infer a conclusion. In this respect philosophy
students, due to having basic logical skills, seem to be slightly better than average.
In all parts of the experiment, subjects were given 40 minutes to complete tests
with 20 tasks (in practise usually c.a. 30 minutes was enough). They were tested
in groups, however without the possibility of communicating with each other.
They were also told that the experiment is no exam nor IQ-test and that its
purpose is to check people’s intuitions.

GROUP Picture-test
Direct Inferences Two-premises part
EG CG EG2 CG2

number of subjects 24(22∗) 25 24 24 26
age average 21 21.9 2.,3 21 20.2
age range 20-22 20-24 20-22 18-25 19-25
field of study (year) library sci-

ence (III)
philosophy,
library sci-
ence (III)

library sci-
ence (III)

philosophy
(I)

philosophy
(III)

Table 2.2: Subjects

* – 2 tests were excluded because of subjects’ misunderstanding of the task,
so there were 22 valid tests.
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2.4 Results: picture test

The results were quite apparent. The experiment showed clearly that subjects
understand “most” as meaning “more than half” (“mostnot” – meaning “less
than half”). Moreover, the quantifier “most” is not used in cases when sentences
with “all” are true, (analogously “mostnot” when “no”-sentences are true), which
we connect with scalar implicature of these quantifiers. Additionally we obtained
some interesting results concerning the quantifier “some”. Below we present the
detailed results grouped by categories of tasks (see 2.2.1).

2.4.1 Categories 1 and 2

As far as sentences with the quantifier “most” are concerned the results were as
follows. For Cat.1 94.8% of subjects generated a sentence with “most” (variance
with respect to task was v = .8), whereas for Cat.2 92.8% of subjects generated
a sentence with “mostnot” (variance: v = 1.95). The results for “some”- and
“somenot”-sentences (with variances) for both categories are summarized in Table
2.3.
Basing on the results, we conclude that subjects clearly understand the quan-

tifier “most” (resp. “mostnot”) in the assumed way, so that it means “more than
half” (at least in small domains). Such a conclusion is allowed since:

1. Our tasks contained all the possible border-cases and almost 100% of sub-
jects generated correct sentences with “most” (resp. “mostnot”) for all the
relevant models.

2. The variances for both “most”- and “mostnot”-sentences were rather low,
so subjects’ correctness did not depend on the particular task.

3. The “most/mostnot”-sentences almost did not occur at all in the case of
models in which they would be false. “Most” never occurred for an improper
model and “mostnot” was generated falsely only 9 times for all 242 =
11(tasks) ∗ 22(subjects) cases, which gives 3.7%. 8

It is worth noting that in the case of particular conclusions, a signifi-
cantly higher percentage of subjects were inclined to generate the “implicature-
based” particular sentence (namely “somenot” for “most”-models and “some” for
“mostnot”-models) out of the two true particular sentences. Thus for example
for a model with 9 black dots in the universe of 11 dots more subjects responded
“Some dots are not black” than “Some dots are black”. (See table 2.3.)

83 out of these 9 cases occurred for models of category 5 - namely with equal cardinality of
white and black dots. There are two possible reasons for these fallacies: (a) counting mistakes
and (b) doubts concerning the proper semantics of “mostnot” – whether it means “less than
half” or “not most”.
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category some somenot

1. – “most”-models
59% 88%
v = 1 v = .95

2. – “mostnot”models
91.5% 62.3%
v = 8.4 v = 7.9

Table 2.3: Difference between “some” and “somenot” senetences generated for
“most”- and “mostnot”-models in the picture test.

The significance of this result was proved both for “some”- and “somenot”-
sentences.9 We checked whether there is a significant difference in the mean
number of sentences with “some” (dependent variable some), resp. “somenot”
(dependent variable sn), generated in the whole group of 24 subjects for the two
categories of tasks: category 1 and category 2.
We expected the number of “some”-sentences (some) to be significantly larger

in Cat.1. than in Cat.2. and the number of “somenot”-sentences (sn) significantly
smaller in Cat.1. than in Cat. 2.
An exploratory analysis was first conducted to check if the data are para-

metric. Both Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests showed a significant
deviation from normality for a dependent variable some (in both independent
groups). Although the normality tests were not significant for sn – p-values were
higher than the critical α = 0.05, they were also ≤ 0.2 which with such small
sample sizes (N = 14; 7 in each independent group) cannot exclude the deviation
from normality. Levene’s tests for homogeneity of variances in the two compared
groups were not significant for either dependent variables some and sn, which sug-
gests that the assumption of equal variance was satisfied, however the p-values
were close to significance and accounted to p = .07 for some and p = .197 for sn.
Basing on the exploratory analysis, we decided to use non-parametric tests

for checking the between-group difference. A Mann-Whitney test was conducted
for both some and sn and proved a clearly significant between-group difference
for both dependent variables.
For some: The number of “some”-conclusions generated for “most”-models

(Cat.1) (Mdn = 13)10 was significantly smaller than the number of “some”-
conclusions generated for “mostnot”-models (Cat.2) (Mdn = 21): U = 0; z =
−3.057, p < .001,11 the effect size: r = −.817.
For sn: The number of “somenot”-conclusions generated for “most”-models

(Cat.1) (Mdn = 20) was significantly larger than the number of “somenot”-
conclusions generated for “mostnot”-models (Cat.2): (Mdn = 14) U = 1; z =

9SPSS 15.0 was used for all the analyses.
10Mdn = median
11In both cases we took the exact (small sample sizes) one-tailed (directorial hypothesis)
significance into account.
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−3.155, p < .0001, the effect size: r = −.843.12

Conclusion 1. The percentage of people who tend to generate sentences with
“some” is significantly lower if the number of objects to which these sentences
refer is smaller than half of the whole domain than if the number of these objects is
larger than half. The converse is true for sentences with “somenot”. Since models
are given, and both sentences are true in both categories, to explain the above result
we have to consider scalar properties of the quantifiers “some/somenot”. (More
on this issue in the part 2.4.3.)

2.4.2 Categories 3 and 4

For those categories, sentences with “most/mostnot” or “some/somenot” were
generated very rarely. Only 2 out of 22 subjects generated a conclusion with
“most” for a model with all dots black, whereas the universal conclusions were
generated by a high percentage of subjects: 93.18% for “all”-models (Cat.3.)
and 90.9% for “no”-models (Cat.4.) (variances for this tasks were: v = 0 for
“no”-sentences and v = 0.5 for “all”-sentences).
Apparently people are not inclined to use the quantifiers “some/somenot” or

“most/mostnot” in the case of models for which universal statements are true.
They either understand these quantifiers as false in such models (which would
imply that the implicature “not all” is rooted even in the semantics of these
quantifiers), or they just do not regard uttering sentences with these quantifiers
as normal language behavior because of pragmatic reasons. If it is possible to
give a stronger sentence, then it is required by the conversational rules, and then
also the weaker expression may seem unnecessary (especially given that multiple
replies were rather rare and occurred only for “most”- and “mostnot”-models).
In any case we have a strong premise to conclude that people understand these
quantifiers as at least implicating “not all/not no”.

2.4.3 Particular conclusions for joint categories: 1, 2 & 5

The results for particular sentences for joint categories of tasks in which we could
expect this kind of response (so excluding “all”- and “no”-models in which such
responses did not occur at all) are characterized by quite high variance: v =
16.5 for “some”-sentences and v = 11.9 for “somenot”-sentences. We observed
that the number of subjects generating the particular sentence “Some dots are
black” decreased with the number of black dots on the picture. (The opposite
effect was observed for “somenot”-conclusions). We already proved a significant
difference in the number of generated “some/somenot”-sentences between tasks
of Cat. 1. and Cat. 2. We further suspected a general correlation between

12To compare, parametric tests had similar results. For some: t(12) = 6.139; F (1, 12) =
37.688; p < .0001. For sn: t(12) = −5.207; F (1, 12) = 27.113; p < .0001.
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some sn

bdots
Pearson Correlation -.493 .800
Sig. (1-tailed) .026 .000
N 16 16

proc
Pearson Correlation -.564 .841
Sig. (1-tailed) .012 .000
N 16 16

Table 2.4: Correlation between the number of “some/somenot”-sentences and
number/precentage of black dots in the model

the number of black dots and the number of “some”- (negative correlation) or
“somenot”-sentences (positive correlation). The other possible correlation could
be between the number of these conclusions and the percentage of black dots in
the universe (which we will call a “model-dependent cardinality”). As we have
already mentioned, both border-cases were excluded:

1. no black dots in the model,

2. all dots black.

In the first case a sentence “Some dots are black” is false and a sentence “Some
dots are not black” does not appear because of the implicature effect (“somenot”
as “not no”). On the other hand, in the second case a sentence “Some dots are
black” does not appear because of the implicature (“some” as “not all”) and
“Some dots are not black” is just false.
We checked whether the following correlations are significant:

• (negative) correlation between the variable some and the number of black
dots (bdot) and/or the percentage of black dots (proc) in the universe.

• (positive) correlation between the variable (sn) and the number of black
dots (bdot) and/or the percentage of black dots (proc) in the universe.

According to our predictions, we proved a strong correlation (on the level of
α = .05) in all four cases. (See Tables 2.4 and 2.5.) The correlation coefficients
were higher and the significance stronger (p < .01) for non-parametric tests. (We
need this statistic at least for the variable some which shows a deviation from a
normal frequency distribution.)
Further on we were interested in the nature of these dependencies. We carried

out four different liner regression analyses to determine whether there is a linear
relationship in all the above-mentioned cases. 13

13We are aware that our data are not appropriate for linear regression, especially some which
is clearly non-parametric. Also the sample size is too small and thus the below statistics
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some sn

bdots
Spearman’s rho -.598 .820
Sig. (1-tailed) .007 .000
N 16 16

proc
Spearman’s rho -.736 .849
Sig. (1-tailed) .001 .000
N 16 16

Table 2.5: Correlation between the number of “some/somenot”-sentences and
number/precentage of black dots in the model – non-parametric

We regressed both some and sn on bdot, or alternatively on proc, which served
as independent variables. For the linear regression of some on bdot, ANOVA was
not significant (p = .053) and the assumptions of the analysis were violated. The
three remaining regressions: some on proc, sn on bdot and sn on proc were signif-
icant (p < .05), however they were difficult to interpret because the assumptions
were again violated. For more detailed reports of these analyses see Appendix A.
Because of violation of the important assumptions of linear regression we can-

not conclude that there is a linear dependence in the above cases. This situation
can be caused by too small sample sizes, but can be also a signal that the consid-
ered relationship is indeed non-linear. Curve estimation analysis was conducted
to find out whether some other non-linear relationships are more adequate to
model those dependencies. It turned out that for both some dependence on proc
and on bdot, cubic regression made the best fit, whereas the dependence of sn
on both predictors was better described by linear or logarithmic relation. (See
Appendix A.)
One may also make conclusions based on analyzing graphs. Graph of the

dependence of some on bdot (Figure 2.1) shows clearly that the score of the
dependent variable is very low (but different from 0) for the value of bdot = 1
(we know also that for bdot = 0, which was an excluded case, some = 0), then it
increases rapidly having the highest values for bdot = 2,3 and 4, and then begins
to decrease. Similarly some depends on proc. The scores of some are first low
(for proc = 10), then increase having highest values in the range between 20 and
40, and then they decrease (Figure 2.2).
For dependencies of sn on proc and on bdot the curve estimation proved

non-significant coefficients for cubic regression, whereas the linear regression was
highly significant. Graphs (Figures 2.3 and 2.4) clearly show that sn scores in-
crease regularly with the scores of bdot and similarly with the scores of proc. Still
we have to remember that the border case of all dots black in the model was

should be treated carefully. We are however interested is the preliminary estimation of plausible
dependencies.
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Figure 2.1:

excluded. Otherwise we would observe the sudden decline (to 0!) of the scores
of sn at some point and probably we could obtain a significant coefficient for
polynomial regression.
Since all the statistics for linear relationship were significant (on the level

p < .0001) and as well the graphs proved its adequacy we could have agreed
with such a model of dependencies of sn on proc and sn on bdot and explain
the lack of satisfied assumptions by too small sample sizes. However, a similarly
high significance was proved in those cases for logarithmic relationship. All the
tests were significant on the level of p < .0001, and the explained variance was
even higher for logarithmic models than for linear ones. It seems plausible that in
reality the considered dependencies are not linear but the values of the dependent
variable sn grow with the values of proc/bdot variables slower than linearly.
Summarizing, a subject’s inclination to generate “some”-sentences as true of

given objects (measured by a number of subjects who generated such a sentence in
the whole group) equals 0 for models with 0 elements of a referred quality, is low
for models with only 1 such an object, then increases rapidly having highest values
for 2−3 such objects and then decreases (even to 0 for models in which all elements
have a referred quality). It works similarly if we consider not a cardinality of
referred objects but a percentage of them in a universe. On the other hand, a
subject’s inclination to generate “somenot”-sentences grows monotonically with
the number of referred objects (provided that the model does not contain only
this kind of elements) or alternatively with the percentage of objects of a referred
quality in a universe (but of course would decrease to 0 for 100%). This growth
seems to be, however, slower than linear and thus a logarithmic regression makes
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Figure 2.2:

Figure 2.3:
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Figure 2.4:

probably a better fit.
The above analysis gives us a strong base for presumptions concerning a kind

of scalar implicature of the quantifier “some”. According to the above results we
can conclude that “some” means “not too many” (or “not too many in a given
domain”) and thus it is less willingly used when referring to bigger samples of
objects (or bigger subsets of fixed domains). This “cardinality dependence” of
the quantifier “some” is systematic.
Since our experiment was not oriented towards investigation of this kind of

relationships, we suspect that one could get rid of some of the deficiencies of the
analyses with bigger samples and a more suitable selection of models. We are of
the opinion that an experiment that could confirm these results and would allow
us to compare the differences between the cardinality dependence (bdot) and the
“model” cardinality dependance (proc) is worth taking into consideration.
A few final words concerning the critical values of the independent variable

bdot that showed importance in our analyses. First of all number 2. It seems
that “some” means “at least two”, at least in Polish. Less than half of subjects
gave a response with “some” for models with only one black dot and this number
increased considerably for 2 dots. This result may be connected with the plural
form of a Polish quantifier “niektóre” and the sentence (in plural) given in the
tutorial. “Niektóre” does not occur in Polish in singular at all.14 The other critical
value is number 4. The curves for some had extrema close to 4 and displayed
a decline beginning from 5. A noteworthy fact may be that this very number is

14However we got 14 such responses for a model with one black dot, which is still a lot.
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considered in cognitive science as an upper bound of human capacity of subitizing,
thus immediate, accurate, and confident judgments of number in case of small
numbers of items. It has been observed that while people are able to estimate
any number of items immediately if this number is smaller than approximately
4, there is a significant growth of reaction time with each added item over 4.
Thus, there appear to be real differences in the ways in which a small number
of elements is processed by the visual system (i.e., approximately < 4 items),
compared with larger numbers of elements (i.e., approximately > 4 items). While
numbers smaller than 4 can be recognized “directly”, larger numbers require
probably some kind of enumeration process. (See e.g. (Taves, 1941), (Kaufman
et al., 1949), (Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994).) The question is, whether we can connect
our results with the subitizing phenomenon. It is possible that “some” may refer
to very small numbers in the range of subitizing, but only in the case of small
domains. We suppose that in bigger domains it is more dependent on how big a
part of the given domain the referred number is. Thus, the semantics of “some”
may be in this sense domain-dependent.

2.5 Results – direct inference

2.5.1 Working hypotheses

We specify the working hypothesis for this part.

Hypothesis 1. The scalar implicature of “most” and “mostnot” will interfere in
the process of reasoning.
(A) “Some”-sentences will occur as conclusions from “mostnot”-premises and

“somenot”-sentences as conclusions from “most”-premises.
(B) “Most” and “mostnot”-sentences will not occur significantly as conclu-

sions of “all/no”.

The point B requires some explanation. Even if due to the implicational
scale “all” implies “most” and further “most” implies “some”, a subject may not
consider it justifiable enough to infer a weaker statement when a stronger one is
already given. They may find uttering such a statement weird language behavior.

Hypothesis 2. The quantifier “most” will display stronger so-called existential
import than “all” (resp. “mostnot” than “no”). It means that we expect particular
sentences to be inferred more frequently from “most/mostnot”-premises than from
“all/no”-premises.

Hypothesis 3. Scalar implicatures will occur as inferences for premises with
“some” (resp. “somenot”), namely conclusions with “somenot” and/or “most-
not” will occur for premises with “some”, and conclusions with “some” and/or
“most” for premises with “somenot”.
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Hypothesis 4. Basing on the general hypothesis IV, we expect expect significant
between-group effects – lesser tendency for generating particular sentences or sen-
tences with “most” as conclusions from universal sentences in the EG than in the
CG.

2.5.2 Results

1. Implicatures

Hypotheses 1 and 3 can be sustained. We observed that for both
“most/mostnot” and “some/somenot”-premises scalar implicatures were
preferred by quite a high percentage of subjects. For “most/mostnot”-
premises, scalar implicatures occurred also even more often than so-called
existential import. There was no between-group effect.

As far as scalar implicatures for “most” and “mostnot” are concerned (hy-
pothesis 1) the results were as follows (Table 2.6): 76% in the EG and 70.8%
of subjects in CG inferred “somenot”-conclusions from “most”-premises; for
“mostnot”-premises those numbers for “some”-conclusions accounted to:
72% (EG) and 68.7% (CG).

This result was checked with χ2 test to be highly significant for both types
of premises: with “most” and “mostnot” quantifiers, in both groups.

For both types of premises, the χ2 tests showed a significant difference in
the number of subjects who generated implicatures for both examples (each
premise was repeated twice), one of them or not at all.

EG: For “most” χ2(2) = 17.36, p < .0001; for “mostnot” χ2(2) = 14.48,
p = .001.

CG: For “most” χ2(2) = 9.25, p = .012; for “mostnot” χ2(2) = 6.75,
p = .041.

Additionally, the histograms showed a clear negative skew, which means
that most subjects scored 2, so generated implicature coherently for each
of the questions of a given form. We conclude that according to our predic-
tions, implicatures were generated for “most” and “mostnot” premises on
a significant level.

To compare, the existential import for both “most” and “mostnot” had
much lesser effect: 58% (EG) and 47.9% (CG) for “most”, and 46% (EG)
and 27% (CG) for “mostnot”. (See table 2.9.)

Additionally, although “most/mostnot”-sentences occurred as conclusions
from “all/no”-premises, they were the least frequently inferred conclusions
for universal premises. “Most” was inferred from “all” by 44% of subjects
in EG and only 12.5% in CG, whereas “mostnot” from “no” by 24% in EG
and only 6.25% in CG (see table 2.8). This result contradicts hypothesis
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Quantifier in a premise Conclusion EG(%) CG(%)

Most
Somenot 76 70.8
Some 58 47.9
Most 16 4.1

Mostnot
Some 72 68.75
Somenot 46 62
Mostnot 18 8.3

Table 2.6: Scalar and existential implicature of “most” and “mostnot”

Quantifier in a premise Conclusion EG (%) CG (%)

Some
Somenot 58 35.4
Mostnot 34 27
Some 28 31.25

Somenot
Some 52 45.8
Most 34 22.9
Somenot 34 14.6

Table 2.7: Scalar implicature of “some” and “somenot”

4, as conclusions with “most” were more frequently inferred from universal
premises in the empty-terms group than in the control group.

Results for the similar kind of scalar implicature (“not all/not no”) (hy-
pothesis 3) of “some/somenot”-premises were less apparent (see table 2.7).
Although implicatures were again the most willingly inferred sentences,
“somenot”-conclusions were inferred from premises with “some” by only
35.4% of subjects in the control group and 58% in the empty-terms group,
while “some”-conclusions were inferred from “somenot”-premises by 52% of
subjects in the EG and by 45.8% in the CG. This low result is connected
with the low rate of any conclusions generated for this category of task,
which was the one most frequently left without any response.

“Mostnot”-sentences occurred even less as implicatures of premises with
“some”: 34% (EG) and 27% (CG), whereas sentences with “most” were
inferred from “somenot”-premises by 34% (EG) and 22.9% (CG).

Finally there was no significant between-group (EG vs CG) difference (on
the basis of Mann-Whitney tests).

2. Results for universal premises (“all”, “no”) and Hypothesis 2 .

The most frequent inferences for both universal quantifiers turned out to
be the universal ones with the use of the other universal quantifier – so-
called obverse forms, namely “All A’s are not B” (e.q. “All elephants are
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not green”) as a conclusion from the “no”-premise: “No A’s are B” (“No
elephants are green”), which was inferred by 64% of subjects in the CG and
by 52% in the EG, and “No A’s are not-B” (e.q. “No doctor is without a
hat”) as a conclusion from the “all”-premise: “All A’s are B” (“All doctors
have hats”), which was inferred by 20% of subjects in the CG and 64% in
the EG. (See Table 2.8.) The above result shows that “no” and “all” are
similarly understood in Polish, as the universal quantifier. (This fact can
be also connected with the double negation in the Polish language.15)

Hypothesis 2 can be sustained. Subjects inferred so-called existential import
from universal premises less frequently than from premises with “most”.
Conclusions with “some” were inferred from “all”-premises by 25% in CG
and 52% in EG, whereas conclusions with “somenot” from “no”-premises
by 8.3% (CG) and 28% (EG). Each of these numbers is smaller than the
corresponding number for “most” (see also Tables 2.6 and 2.9).

To test Hypothesis 2 we checked whether there is a significant difference in
the mean result for the so-called existential-import generated for the four
categories of premises – with quantifiers: “most”, “mostnot”, “all” and
“no”. For each category the scores ranged between 0 and 2 (0 – lack of so-
called existential import; 1 – so-called existential import generated for one
of the tasks; 2 - so-called existential import generated for both tasks). Be-
cause of high deviation from normality (on the basis of Kolmogorov-Smirnov
and Shapiro-Wilk tests), we conducted a non-parametric procedure. The
Friedman test was conducted. The weight of existential import significantly
changed depending on the condition (so the quantifier in the premise). We
report the results of the test for the empty-terms group and the control
group. For EG: N = 25, χ2(3) = 10.487, p = .012; for CG: N = 24,
χ2(3) = 17.257, p = .000.

Subsequently, a post-hoc procedure was conducted to check which of the
four conditions differ significantly. Wilcoxon tests were used for this pur-
pose. Three comparisons were made: “most” – “mostnot”, “mostnot” –
“all”, “all” – “no”. A Bonferroni correction was applied, so all effects are
reported at a level of α = .0167.

For both groups only the comparison “no” – “all” turned out to be signifi-
cant. We report exact 1-tailed significance since our hypothesis is directorial
and assumes lower so-called existential import for universal and negative
quantifiers.

For EG: z = −2.585, p = .004, T = 0, the effect size: r = −.365.

15The Polish universal negative sentence “Żadne A nie sa B” can be literally translated to
English as: “ No A-s are not B”. So the preferred conclusion from “all”-premise sounds in fact
as “No A’s are not not-B” and the sentence “Wszystkie A nie sa B” (lit. “All A’s are not B”)
has the same semantics as “Żadne A nie sa B” (lit. “No A’s are not B”).
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Quantifier in a premise Conclusion EG (%) CG (%)

All

No... not 64 20
All 16 4,1
Some 52 25
Most 44 12.5

No

All... not 52 64
No 24 18
Somenot 28 8.3
Mostnot 24 6.25

Table 2.8: Results for universal quantifiers

Quantifier in a premise EG(%) CG(%)
Most 58 47.9
All 52 25
Mostnot 46 27
No 28 8.3

Table 2.9: So-called existential Import

For CG: z = −2.271, p = .016, T = 0, the effect size: r = −.327.

Conclusion 2. We conclude that subjects displayed significantly decreasing
so-called existential import due to the quantifier in the premise (Most 7−→
Mostnot 7−→ All 7−→ No) however the significant effect one obtains only
with the jump to the negative universal quantifier (“no”). Thus both use of
negation and universality of a quantifier turn out to have influence on this
kind of inferences, namely both negation and universality of the quantifier
weaken existential import.

3. Between-group differences.

Hypothesis 4 cannot be sustained. So-called existential import was even
stronger in the empty-terms group, which contradicts the hypothesis. (See
table 2.9.) We consider this effect to be connected with the fact that our
groups were not similar enough with respect to their background. In the
control group we had only library science students who have very weak or
even no experience in logic. The empty-terms group contained mostly 3rd
and 4th year philosophy students with some background in logic and more
experience in reasoning tasks in general. The lower effect of existential
import in the control group is connected also with a lower percentage of
subjects in this group inferring any of the expected conclusions and with a
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higher tendency to generate mistakes or just sentences of a strange (difficult
to classify) form.

Another reason for the above might be the context-dependence of reasoning
with non-empty terms. The following responses appeared for example in
tests.

Premise 1: Most philosophy students wear berets.

Conclusion: Some philosophy students follow their lecturers’ example and
try to imitate them.

Premise 2: No politician has a bike.

Conclusions 1: Politicians lead a very unhealthy life. Politicians steal so
they can afford cars.

There were also many “giving-cause responses”, i.e. for premise 2:

Conclusion 2: All politicians got rid of bikes for the sake of political pro-
paganda

or “giving-effect responses”, e.g.:

Premise 3: All lawyers like cheese.

Conclusions: Some lawyers would demand cheese for dinner. All lawyers
would be satisfied with cheese for dinner.

The above-described phenomenon can be an effect of not understanding the
task (which explicitly says what sort of conclusion we expect) by subjects
with weaker experience in reasoning tasks or of memory-retrieval (a subject
appeals to her knowledge about the world).

4. “Equivalence” inferences:

Occasionally, we observed also that subjects inferred sentences that were
logically equivalent to the given premises. Such responses occurred, how-
ever, rarely and even if they occurred subjects tried to use different words.
Thus, subjects rather reformulated the premise than repeated it directly.
For example instead of “Some A’s are B” they would give “Some B’s are
A” or “Not all A’s are not B”.

2.6 Results – two-premise inferences

2.6.1 Hypotheses

This part should be treated more as a pilot research the aim of which was to check
how people cope with different syllogistic moods with “most”. For this purpose
we selected all possible syllogisms which differ in any essential way. We expected
the following dependencies:
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1. The influence of negation in premises or/and in a conclusion on the diffi-
culty of the task, so on the number of “correct” inferences. By a “correct”
inference we understand here an inference that is correct in the classical
sense, or it is based on implicature, or on so-called existential import.

2. Mutual dependencies between all the possible conclusions of a given set of
premises:

(a) Suppression of a particular conclusion in the presence of a universal or
“most/mostnot”-conclusion (scalar implicature of “some”).

(b) Suppression of a “most/mostnot”-conclusion in the presence of a uni-
versal conclusion (scalar implicature of “most”).

(c) Suppression of an implicature in the presence of a classical conclusion.

The well-known effect of difficulty differences between syllogistic figures should
also be taken into account in the analysis.

2.6.2 Results

Syllogisms of category III (universal conclusions)

In the case of these syllogisms (for the classification of categories see section 2.2.4)
universal conclusions were inferred by almost 100% of subjects, whereas the other
possible (with quantifiers “some” or “most”) conclusions were completely ignored.
This result shows no significant between-group (EG2 vs CG2) difference.

Control group (CG2): Subjects generated almost only universal conclusions
(one “mostnot”-conclusion for 6 syl.16) Apart from this the particular and
“most”-conclusions were not inferred at all. Only one mistake occurred -
in case of 5 syl. one subject, except for the correct inference (All(C,A)),
gave also an incorrect one - namely a converse form of the “all”-sentence
(All(A,C)).

The mean percentage of subjects who generated the given con-
clusions for this category of task:

• Universal conclusions: 98.7%

• Mistakes: 1.28%

• Conclusions with “most”: 1.28%

• Conclusions with “some”: 0

16We give the proper numbers of syllogisms and not their position in the tests.
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Empty-terms group (EG2): The results were similar, although slightly
weaker, than for CG2. Again particular and “most”-conclusions almost
did not occur at all (one particular conclusion for syl. 5). However we
observed also a higher rate of mistakes in this group.

The mean percentage of subjects who generated the given con-
clusions for this category of tasks:

• Universal conclusions: 83.33%

• Mistakes: 15.27%

• Conclusions with “some”: 1.39%

• Conclusions with “most”: 0

The increased tendency to generate mistakes in this group can be explained
by a slightly lower logic experience of the subjects with comparison to the
control group.

The general observation is compatible with the results of the “semantics-
checking” and “direct inferences” parts. If a conclusion with a universal quanti-
fier is true, then this conclusion is preferred by subjects and it dominates possible
conclusions with “most/mostnot” or “some/somenot”. One way of explaining
this effect could be to say that the latter conclusions require an assumption that
domains are non-empty and that this assumption is just not made by subjects,
who are hence perfectly logical and correct when they refuse this kind of exis-
tential import. We doubt however whether this is a proper explanation of this
phenomenon, since then we would expect a significant difference between groups
(EG2 and CG2). The alternative explanation would be to invoke the scalar im-
plicature. If “most” and “some” implicate “not all”, then subjects may ignore
conclusions with these quantifiers in case they have already given a sentence with
“all” as a response. Note, the the implicational scale assumes that inferences of
the form All/Most and All/Some are valid, however it may be that they are
disregarded for pragmatic reasons, at least when we consider active logical com-
petence. A subject who has already given an informatively sufficient response
may not even notice that another conclusion, which is included in the first one,
would also be true. We are of the opinion that a detailed analysis of how scalar
implicature suppresses inferring conclusions with “some” would enable a better
understanding of what is in psychology vaguely called an “atmosphere effect”.

“Most/mostnot”-conclusions

The variance of results for all possible tasks allowing “most/mostnot”-conclusions
(cat. I & cat. III) was quite high: v = 80.6 (EG2) and v = 56.2 (CG2). For
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Category EG2(%) CG2(%)
Category I & III 35.1 28
Category I 61.5 48.1
Category III 0 1.3

Table 2.10: Percentage of subjects generating “most”-conclusions

only category I it amounts to v = 36.9 (EG2) and v = 27.6 (CG2), and for III
category (Aristotelian premises) these numbers were: v = 0 (EG2) and v = 0.3
(CG2) (scalar implicature at work! – the lack of such inferences for this category).
This high variance in the case of category I may be an effect of difficulty differ-
ences between tasks. We got the best results of correct inferences in the case
of syllogisms 1. and 2.: 65.38% of subjects in EG2 and 83.33% in CG2 gener-
ated correct “most”-inferences for each of these two syllogisms (identical results).
These are both syllogisms of the I Figure – the first one with “most”-conclusion
and the second one with “mostnot”-conclusion. (Neither of them uses “mostnot”
in any of the premises.) The worst result in both groups we got for syllogism 7 (II
Fig., “no” and “most” in premises): 37.5% (EG2) and 26.9% (CG2). Table 2.10
shows the mean percentage of subjects generating “most/mostnot”-conclusions
for different categories of syllogisms.

Particular conclusions – so-called existential import

For particular conclusions (based on so-called existential import and not on scalar
implicature of “most”), better results were obtained in CG2 than in EG2. Vari-
ance in the case of particular conclusions was also high – for all the tasks allowing
particular conclusions it amounted to v = 52.9 in CG2 and v = 23 in EG2. Ob-
servation of variation of results for different kinds of tasks allows to assume that
the following factors may influence an occurrence of a particular conclusion:

• occurrence of negation in the conclusion (neg)

• possibility of inferring also different conclusion: (a) universal, (b) “most”
-conclusions (clas)

• possibility of implicature (impl)

The highest percentage of subjects who generated particular conclusions was
obtained for category II restricted to only tasks allowing conclusions without
negation. When other conclusions were also possible (including implicatures) or
when the (particular) conclusion contained negation, the percentage of subjects
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generating particular conclusions decreased. Table 2.11 contains the mean per-
centages of subjects that generated particular conclusion for different categories
of tasks. The between-group effect (EG2 versus CG2) was not significant. 17

Category EG2(%) CG2 (%)

All syllogisms∗
total 18 25.7
positive 27 42.3
negative 12.5 18.4

Category II
In total 31.9 45.5
positive 45.8 71.1
negative 25 32.7

Category III 1.3 0
Category I 6.25 15.2
Category V 37.5 51.9

Table 2.11: Particular conclusions

* – Category IV (only implicature-based conclusions) is not taken into account.

Any statistical estimation of the real influence of the above-mentioned fac-
tors (neg, clas, impl) was difficult because the numbers of tasks in the different
categories were not equal – namely there were unequal numbers of tasks with neg-
ative and positive conclusions and also unequal numbers of tasks in each of the 5
categories of syllogisms. Moreover, because of the high deviation from normality
(Shapiro-Wilk test) of our data, we could not rely on any parametric statistic
in this case. ANOVA (which should be treated only as a hint) with the depen-
dent variable parcon – number of particular conclusions generated for a given
task in the whole group of subjects and neg, clas, impl (dummy-coded variables)
as predictors was not significant. Only the factor clas (EG2: F (1, 10) = 6.493,
p = .038 and CG2: F (1, 10) = 7.593, p = .028; the assumption of homogeneity of
variances was satisfied in both cases) turned out to be a significant predictor of
parcon. Thus the number of particular conclusions was significantly lower for the
tasks which allowed also other conclusions (with the universal quantifier or with
“most”).
To check the effect of suppressing a particular conclusion by universal con-

clusions or conclusions with the quantifier “most”, we conducted the following
procedure. First we summed up the number of particular conclusions for each
subject in each of three categories of tasks:

• category III (universal conclusion possible – 3 tasks) – univ
17The Mann-Whitney test was carried out to check the between-group effect in the number
of particular conclusions generated for the tasks by subjects in EG2 and CG2. It was not
significant.
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• category I (“most”-conclusion possible – 4 tasks) – most

• category II & V (only particular conclusion possible or particular plus im-
plicature – 6 tasks in total) – part

The outcome sums were weighted: divided by the number of tasks in the
category. Thus, as the dependent variables we used the mean scores a subject
obtained for each category. Friedman tests showed that in both groups there was
a significant difference in subjects’ mean score in each category. In the CG2:
χ2(2) = 27.23, p < .0001; in the EG2: χ2(2) = 22.3, p < .0001.
The post hoc procedure was carried out to check which two of the three com-

pared categories differed significantly. Wilcoxon tests were used for this purpose.
After applying Bonferroni correction only p-values lower than .0167 are reported.
In CG2 all three comparisons were significant:
Comparison part – univ : Z = −4.137, T = 0, p < .0001, effect size r = −.574.
Comparison part – most : Z = −2.640, T = 51.5, p = .003, effect size r =

−.366.
Comparisonmost – univ : Z = −3.017, T = 0, p < .0001, effect size r = −.418.
In the EG2 the comparison most – univ was not significant, however the

remaining two comparisons were significant:
Comparison part – univ : Z = −3.453, T = 0, p < .0001, effect size r = −.498.
Comparison part – most : Z = −3.104, T = 11.5, p < .0001, effect size

r = −.448.
Thus, the mean number of particular conclusions generated by the subjects

was significantly lower for those tasks that allowed also universal or “most”-
conclusions than for those tasks that allowed only particular conclusions. A
significant decline in the mean of generated particular conclusions was observed
both when there was a possibility of inferring “most”-conclusions and of inferring
universal conclusions. However, in the control group, the mean scores of part for
category most and univ did not differ significantly.

Conclusion 3. Particular conclusions were in a sense “suppressed” both by con-
clusions with “most” and by universal conclusions. Moreover, the frequency of
generating particular conclusions was higher (but significantly only in EG2) for
tasks allowing additionally only “most”-conclusions than for tasks allowing also
universal conclusions.

Implicatures

Subsequently we analyzed the category of tasks allowing implicatures as inferences
(Cat.4 and Cat.5). The variance of results for all the possible tasks allowing
implicatures was quite high in both groups: v = 24 in EG2 and v = 33.53 in CG2.
According to our prediction, implicatures occurred slightly more frequently in the
case of those syllogisms that allow only this kind of inference than in the case
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Category EG2(%) CG2(%)
Cat. 4 & cat. 5 (all the
tasks allowing implicatures)

25.92 21.37

Category 4 (tasks without
classical inferences)

33.33 22.53

Implicatures without nega-
tion

48.6 46.15

Table 2.12: Implicatures in two-premises tasks

of syllogisms which allow also classical particular conclusions. Inferences with
negation also seemed to occur less frequently than those without negation. (See
Table 2.12.) We suspected that the occurrence of an implicature for a given set
of premises should be dependent on the presence of negation (neg) and/or on the
possibility of inferring also classical conclusions (clas). Thus classical conclusions
should suppress the occurrence of implicatures.
The analysis of multiple regression with impl (number of implicatures gen-

erated for a given task in the whole group of subjects) as a dependent variable
and two independent dummy-coded variables: neg and clas was not significant
in EG2 and in CG2 it was difficult to interpret because of non-parametric data
and small sample size. We were not able to draw any certain conclusions about
the impact of the mentioned factors on the occurrence of implicature.
Note that higher frequency of implicatures was obtained in the case of empty-

terms group than in the case of non-empty terms, which coincided with the lower
percentage of “classical” particular conclusions in this first group. However the
between-group effect was not significant.

Difficulty

Since we chose all the possible syllogisms which differ in any essential way, our
examples varied with respect to syllogistic figures and quantifiers in premises. It
is well-known that some syllogistic figures are more difficult for subjects than the
others and that e.g. the use of negation should also make a task much harder.
The influence of these factors is also reflected in the high variance of the results
for different kinds of syllogisms. Still, the real impact of each of these factors is
rather hard to estimate. An interesting observation is that syllogism 20 turned
out to be especially difficult. In the empty-terms group a correct conclusion for
this syllogism was not generated at all and in the control group it was given only
once (3.8% of subjects). This is an extremely low result with comparison to the
rest of syllogisms.
This effect may be connected with the specificity of the fourth figure, namely

the fact that the major term (the predicate of the conclusion) is a subject of the
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major premise and the minor term (the subject of the conclusion) is a predicate
of the minor premise.

Syl.20

No(A,B)
Most(B,C)

Somenot(C,A)

For tasks 19 and 18, which are also of fourth figure, the results were slightly
better probably because in these cases the “classical” proper answer was “nothing
can be inferred”, whereas the implicature was quite easy to see in the case of 19
task (41, 6% EG2 and 53% CG2) but somewhat harder in the case of 18 task
(25% EG2 and 0% CG2).

Syl.19

Mostnot(A,B)
All(B,C)

Some∗(C,A)

The steps of reasoning are the following. One infers “Some A’s are B” from
“Most A’s are not B” and then one gets a simple Aristotelian syllogism:

Some(A,B)
All(B,C)
Some(A,C)

the conclusion of which is equivalent to Some(C,A).

Syl.18

No(A,B)
Mostnot(B,C)
Some∗(C,A)

Here we infer “Some B’s are C” from “Most B’s are not C” and then get an
Aristotelian syllogism:

No(A,B)
Some(B,C)

Somenot(C,A)
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Failures

We counted as failures those responses which were not classically valid nor were
implicatures, nor were any non-typical but true inferences. For instance from
premises:

No flying elephant knows Polish.

Most pteroklaki know polish.

one of the subjects concluded: No elephant can speak Polish to a pteroklak.
This conclusion is true in the light of the premises but still cannot be classified

as any of the expected correct inferences. The same concerns the conclusion:
Some beings living on planet Venus are intelligent inferred from the premises:

Most beings living on planet Venus are Venusians.

Most beings living on planet Venus are intelligent.

It is not a failure since it is a correct inference from the second premise, how-
ever it says nothing about the relation between Venusians and being intelligent.
The same holds for: Some German philosophers are not metaphysical idealists
inferred from:

Most German philosophers are metaphysical idealists.

Most German philosophers are not logicians.

We do not count the above as a failure since it can be treated as an implicature
of the first premise, however again it says nothing about the relevant relation.
Among what we counted as failures, many of the responses can still be ex-

plained by a “hidden” and indirect influence of an implicature. It seems the
strongest effect to have in the case of syl. 8 in EG2.

All talking frogs are enchanted queens.

Most living queens of Poland are not enchanted frogs.

In this case 11 out of 26 subjects (45.8%) (which is also 64.7% of all the
failures for this syllogism) concluded: Some talking frogs are living queens of
Poland (or equivalently: Some living queens of Poland are talking frogs), which
is neither classically correct nor can be justified by the implicature of the second
premise. Such inferences can, however, be justified by the implicature of the
proper conclusion of these premises, which is Most living queens of Poland are
not talking frogs. The doubtful point here is however that if this was the case, then
we would expect both of these sentences (a proper conclusion and its implicature)
to be inferred together, which happened only in 3 out of these 11 cases. Moreover,
in CG2 only 5 out of 18 (27.77%) failures for this syllogism can be explained in
a similar way. Hence, it is difficult to say if the above-described results are not
an effect of some other cognitive mechanism.
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Other observations

We observed, additionally, the following phenomena:

1. Although subjects were allowed to give multiple answers, they tended
to generate only one conclusion. Double conclusions occurred very
rarely. (More than 1 essentially different conclusion occurred 27 times for
480(24subj ∗20tasks) given answers in EG, which equals 5.6% and 21 times
for 520(26subj ∗ 20tasks) in CG, which equals 4%.) If double conclusions
occurred, they were usually equivalent or “almost equivalent” forms of the
same conclusion, e.g. converse forms of “some”-sentences or converse forms
of “no”-sentences.

2. Some problems with the grammar of double negation occurred frequently,
namely “all” and “no” quantifiers were used as the same universal quantifier:
“nie wszystkie” (“not all”) as “żadne” (“no”) or “żadne nie sa nie” (“no
are not”) as “wszystkie” (“all”).

3. Subjects tended to use also restricted quantifiers, e.g.: “Some German
philosophers who are metaphysical idealists are not logicians.”

4. Modalities occurred as a method of lowering the certainty with which a
conclusion was generated, e.g.: “Is it possible that...”, especially (but not
only) in case of implicature-based inferences.

2.7 Final conclusions

2.7.1 Main results

1. No difference in so-called existential import with respect to the sort of terms
used in the tasks.

Contrary to our predictions, the sort of terms used in tasks – whether they
referred to some real objects or not – had no impact on subjects’ reasoning.
Neither the experiment with direct inferences nor the one with two-premises
tasks revealed any significant between-group (empty-terms group versus
control group) difference. The hypothesis that the ontological status of en-
tities about which people reason has any influence on inferences All/Some
(resp. No/somenot) cannot be sustained. On the contrary, it seems that,
when given sentences with empty terms, subjects just presuppose the exis-
tence of the alleged entities – what kind of existential presupposition it is
we will see in the last chapter. Thus, it turns out that in natural language
“Some A’s are B” is a true sentence even if there are no A’s nor B’s (in the
real world), since it says something about the relation between hypothetical
A’s and B’s and nothing about their existence.
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2. Significant effect of stronger so-called existential import of the quantifier
“most” than of the universal quantifier. Scalar implicature of “some”.

According to our predictions subjects were more willing to infer particu-
lar sentences from premises with “most” than from universal premises. A
conservative logician would probably explain this effect by saying that the
inference All/Some is just not valid if no additional assumptions about non-
empty domains are made. However such a hypothesis would not explain why
subjects are not willing to give as a response a sentence with a quantifier
“some” in case of a given (non-empty!) domain (given picture model) where
both sentences are true: universal and particular. On the other hand, the
weak scalar implicature of “some” perfectly explains the above result. Addi-
tionally the two-premise part confirmed this result. “Some”-sentences were
not inferred in the case of syllogisms allowing universal conclusions. Thus
we observed a suppression of particular conclusions by universal conclusions
(as well as by conclusions with “most”). We suggest that this effect, known
so far in psychology as the “atmosphere effect”, should be rather explained
with scalar implicature of the quantifier “some”. The fact that conclusions
with “some” were more strongly suppressed by universal conclusions than
by conclusions with “most” is also coherent with the result that “most” has
stronger so-called existential import.

3. The scalar implicature of “most” (“most” implicating “not all”) was also
checked to play an important role in reasoning.

Arguments:

(a) The experiment with picture-models confirmed that “most” has the as-
sumed kind of scalar implicature. Sentences with this quantifier were
not generated for models in which “all”-sentences were true (analo-
gously for “most not”).

(b) In the part with direct inferences, “most”-sentences were the least
willingly inferred conclusions form universal sentences. Furthermore,
implicatures occurred as inferences from “most”-sentences (“somenot”-
sentences for “most”-premises and “some”-sentences for “mostnot”-
premises) as the most preferred responses.

(c) In the two-premise part we also observed implicature-dependent re-
sponses. The variance was high and dependent on many factors but
the mean percentage of subjects that generated implicatures for all the
tasks which allowed this kind of inferences was not much different from
the mean percentage of subjects who generated classical particular in-
ferences for the relevant tasks.

4. “Some” as “not many”.
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As an additional result we got a plausible relationship between the cardinal-
ity of a set of objects to which we refer, or alternatively model-dependent
cardinality (how big subset of a given domain is the considered set), and the
probability that the particular quantifier “some” will be used by a subject.
This special kind of scalar implicature of the quantifier “some” seems worth
further and more detailed investigation.

2.7.2 Further research

The following further research seems worth consideration in the light of the ob-
tained results:

1. An experiment oriented towards checking the cardinality dependence of
“some”.

2. The estimation of the difficulty of syllogisms with “most” – its dependence
on the occurrence of negation in premises and syllogistic figure.

3. The domain- and context-dependence of the quantifier“most” – how it dif-
fers in bigger and smaller universes and how it depends on the the kind
of universe. Additionally, it is worth checking how “most” behaves in uni-
verses logically divided in more than two parts. A picture-based experiment
could help checking this property.

4. The occurrence of modalities in reasoning connected with implicature.

Since subjects used frequently some modal expressions like “it is possible
that... ”, “some A’s may be B”, “not all A have to be B... etc. when
it came to generating implicature-dependent conclusions, we consider this
phenomenon worth investigating in the context of probabilistic or non-
monotonic reasoning.

5. The divergence between active and passive competence with respect to the
above phenomena.

The most important next step should consist in an experiment oriented
towards checking the above results with respect to passive logical compe-
tence. For instance, implicatures are very likely to work differently in those
two cases. We mean here both implicatures connected with “most” and
those connected with “some”. We conducted such an experiment and it it
described in the next chapter.





Chapter 3

Second experiment: passive competence

3.1 Layout of the experiment

3.1.1 Purposes

The second experiment was planned because of two main reasons. First of all we
wanted to check with respect to passive logical competence some of the results we
got in the first (active) experiment. We hoped, on one hand, to confirm some of
our results, e.g. the difference between the so-called existential import of “most”
and of “all”, and on the other hand to look for plausible divergence between both
mechanisms: active and passive. For instance we expected that passive evaluation
of some inferences as correct (e.g. implicatures) would appear with much higher
frequency than active generation of those inferences.
The second reason for conducting the passive experiment was the relatively

weak statistical effect of the first one, which because of small sample sizes and
the specificity of the layout (e.g. high variety of tasks in the two-premise part)
has to be treated as half-qualitative pilot research. One of the main aims of the
high diversity in our first experiment was to check what tendencies in replies for
different kinds of tasks would appear, so that we could use the results later for
formulating detailed hypotheses for statistical testing. Moreover, the high rate of
responses that were difficult to classify and required prior interpretation was an
additional reason to categorize the research more as a semi-structured interview
rather than a purely quantitative study. Therefore we considered that a clear
statistically significant result would be a good completion to our research.

The passive experiment was directed towards checking the following proper-
ties:

• Scalar implicatures of “most” and “some”; in the case of “some” – both the
weak and the strong implicature (see chapter 1.3), in the case of “most”
implicature in the particular and in the universal form.

67
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• So-called existential import of “most” and of the universal quantifier, so
the inferences: Most/Some and All/Some (resp. Mostnot/Somenot and
No/Somenot).

We have already shown in the first experiment that so-called existential
import is not connected with any ontological commitment of quantifiers
(the lack of between-group difference with respect to empty versus non-
empty terms). It is proposed that these inferences are dependent on scalar
properties and not on the alleged existential meaning of “most” or “some”,
and the lack of such meaning in the case of “all” (resp. “no”).

• Inferences of the form All/Most and No/Mostnot, which we henceforth
call “reversed implicatures”.

The below working hypotheses were checked in the experiment:

Working hypotheses:

Hypothesis 5. Scalar implicature of “most” will be evaluated as a correct infer-
ence.1

Hypothesis 6. The “weak” scalar implicature of “some” (Some/Somenot and
Somenot/Some) will be evaluated as a correct inference.

Hypothesis 7. Inferences of the form Most/Some (Mostnot/Somenot) will
display higher frequency than inferences All/Some(No/Somenot)(accordingly)
(stronger so-called existential import of the quantifier “most” in comparison to the
universal quantifier). We expect positive premises to display stronger existential
import than negative premises.

Hypothesis 8. The “strong” scalar implicature of “some”: Some/Mostnot and
Somenot/Most will be evaluated as correct, but less frequently than the “weak”
implicature.

Hypothesis 9. There may be a difference in the frequency of evaluation scalar
implicature of “most” (resp. “mostnot”) as correct depending on the form –
particular or universal of this implicature. (For ease of exposition, we will further
use the notions of “particular” and “universal” scalar implicature of “most” to
name the corresponding forms.) At this point we do not, however, have a clear
prediction concerning in which direction a form can affect this frequency.

1Which means here and below that it will get “yes” replies. The subjects are not asked
about correctness of inferences, but whether given conclusions are true in the light of premises.
Nonetheless, a “yes” reply is interpreted as acceptance of correctness of an inference.
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Hypothesis 10. So-called “reversed implicatures” (All/Most and No/Mostnot)
will be evaluated as correct inferences significantly less frequently than so-called
existential import of the universal quantifier (All/Some resp. No/Somenot)
but with no significant difference to so-called existential import of “most”
(Most/Some resp. Mostnot/Somenot).

Let us say a few words about the theoretical and empirical background of
our hypotheses. In the previous experiment (two-premise part) we observed that
particular conclusions were suppressed by universal conclusions and by conclu-
sions with “most”, however universal conclusions suppressed them much more
strongly. We expected that the distance on the implicational scale may play a
crucial role in suppressing inferences, so that All/Most inferences may be much
more frequently recognized as correct than All/Some and alsoMost/Some much
more frequently than All/Some, but there should bo no significant difference be-
tween All/Most and Most/Some. Thus, stronger so-called existential import of
“most” in comparison to the universal quantifier should be confirmed but has to
be explained by scalar factors, namelyMost/Some will be more willingly inferred
as a correct inference than All/Some, since “most” and “some are closer
on the implicational scale than “all” and “some”. This is also connected
with the expected lower frequency of the Some/Mostnot implicature – this lat-
ter fact having, however, deeper justification in the plausible vague semantics of
both quantifiers: “most” and “some”. If “some” means “at least two but not too
many” (or “a small part of the domain”), then it is not clear whether a “small
part” cannot be sometimes as big as “most”, whereas it seems quite clear that it
should not be as big as the whole set.

3.1.2 Procedure

The following experimental procedure was proposed. We conducted two separate
sub-experiments checking the above:

• Test 1: so-called existential import of the quantifiers “most” and “all” (pos-
itive and negative premises) together with scalar implicatures of “some” –
the strong and the weak.

• Test 2: scalar implicatures of “most” (the particular and the universal) to-
gether with inferences All/Most and No/Mostnot (reversed implicatures).

For both experiments we planned two independent groups, which may be treated
as “basic” and “control”. Thus there were 4 tests in total. All four tests consisted
(each) of 60 direct inferences to evaluate. Subjects were asked if on the basis of
a given sentence they can utter some other sentence:

Example:
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You know that most A’s are B.

Can you say on the basis of the above sentence that some A’s are B?

YES / NO

A,B represent any terms used in questions. There was no reference to truth
or correctness. Thus the questions checked behavioral disposition of subjects to
utter or not given sentences if some other facts are known to them. There were 40
tested inferences in each test and 20 fillers. In all four tests we used as fillers infer-
ences similar to the checked ones but logically obviously incorrect. By obviously
incorrect we understand classically incorrect inferences, for which one cannot find
any plausible explanation for correctness; they are not justified in terms of impli-
cature or in terms of any existential load (or the lack of such load) of quantifiers.
One example of such obviously incorrect inference is Most/All. It is hard to
think of any model of reasoning in which such an inference would be regarded as
correct. Few doubts may arise considering such a choice of experimental layout.
The first is that there are only 20 fillers in the set of 60 tasks. However if we
regard 20 plus 20 tested inferences, then it turns out that they work as fillers for
each other. The other thing is that we do not use any real fillers – so tasks of
a completely different form, that could distract subjects’ attention. The reason
is that first of all we did not want to make the tests too long, secondly that we
had to instruct our subjects about what we expect from them, namely they were
told that they should follow their intuition (language understanding, etc) while
solving the tests. We consider that mixing our tasks with tasks of a completely
different form would cause too much confusion and would make the experimental
situation artificial.

Test 1 – so-called “existential import” & implicatures of “some”

Test 1 consisted of the following groups:

Test 1a – the “most” group checking the so-called existential import of
“most” and the strong scalar implicature of “some”.

Layout:

• Most/Some (10) and Mostnot/Somenot (10)

• Some/Mostnot (10) and Somenot/Most (10).

• Fillers:
– Most/Mostnot(5) and Mostnot/Most (5)
– Some/Somenot (5) and Somenot/Some (5)

Test 1b – the “all” group checking the so-called existential import of the uni-
versal quantifier, together with the weak implicature of “some”.

Layout:
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• All/Some (10) and No/Somenot (10)

• Some/Somenot (10) and Somenot/Some (10)

• Fillers:
– Some/All (5) and Somenot/No (5)
– All/No (5) and No/All (5)

We planed the following comparisons:

• between-subject:

– Most/Some with All/Some and Mostnot/Somenot with
No/Somenot.

– Some/Somenot with Some/Mostnot and Somenot/Some with
Somenot/Most.

• within-subject: with respect to the occurrence of negation, so : Most/Some
with Mostnot/Somenot etc.

Test 2 – scalar implicature of “most”

Each of two groups checked a different form of a scalar implicature of “most”:

Test 2a – the particular scalar implicature: Most/Somenot (10) and
Mostnot/Some (10)

Test 2b – the universal implicature: Most/notAll (10) and Mostnot/notNo
(10).

Both groups – a and b checked additionally the same reversed implicatures
and use the same fillers:

• Reversed implicatures: All/Most (10) and No/Mostnot (10)

• Fillers

– Most/All (5) and Mostnot/No (5)

– All/Mostnot (5) and No/Most (5)

We planed the following comparisons:

• between-subject comparisons of the particular and the universal implica-
ture.

• within-subject comparisons of scalar implicatures and reversed implicatures,
positive and negative forms.
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Comparisons between tests

Furthermore, we planed some comparisons between tests (thank to the unified set-
up of materials, each of the four groups can be compared with the remaining three,
provided that the number of subjects in each group is similar). The following
comparisons were the most important:

1. Reversed implicatures with existential import of “all” (resp.“no”) and with
existential import of “most” (“mostnot”)

2. Comparison of scalar implicature of “some” and “most”

“Yes” and “No” answers

Note that all tests consist of YES/NO tasks. The first version of the experiment
assumed the possibility of giving a “don’t know” answer. However, on the basis
of a pilot research (c.a. 5 tests given to random people to solve), we observed
that subjects did not tend to give this kind of reply. They chose only “yes” or
“no” responses. Therefore we decided to exclude the “don’t know” possibility for
the sake of simplifying tests and future statistics. (If it happened that a very
small percentage of subjects tended to give “don’t know” replies, then it could
be problematic for our statistical analysis.)

Choice of terms; materials

Based on the results from the previous experiment, which proved no significant
difference in subjects’ responses with respect to domains (empty versus non-
empty terms), we decided to use in the second experiment only empty terms of
first category, thus new-introduced, non-existing in language, terms. The main
reason for our decision was to minimize contextual factor in the reasoning, so
that people would not give answers based on their knowledge about world.
The following 10 pairs (an abstract term plus a property) were chosen and

combined with different quantifiers in positive and negative sentences: mer-
mogliny + pink, buzaki + green, mroczniaki + bring bad luck, grombliny + have
claws, mgłowce + have a cap, zarkotki + have long ears, trakloki + intelligent,
wyszczyki + two-coloured, klawuchy + have red tails, leprokraki + like cheese.
Each pair was used for each syntactic form only once, so that no identical task

was repeated. In the case of tasks with only 5 trials (fillers), we chose 5 pairs
of a term and a property and the remaining 5 pairs were used for another filler.
The tasks in each of four types of tests were ordered randomly by a computer
program. The English translations of these tests can be found Appendix C.
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Groups

Each of the four tests was solved by an independent group of people. These were
students aged between 19 and 39 (however only 6 people in total were over 30)
from different, but mainly humanistic, faculties. The selection of people assumed
that subjects should not have any logical experience – so not only mathematical
or logical backgrounds, but also philosophical backgrounds were excluded. Psy-
chology students were also not preferable. Subjects in each group were mixed
and came from the following backgrounds: history, English philology, Russian
philology, pedagogy, culture studies, criminal investigation techniques, law.
Table 3.1 compares group sizes and subjects’ age.

GROUP 1a 1b 2a 2b
number of subjects 49 48 40 40
age average 22.63 21.16 23.5 22.67
age range 19− 32 19− 32 20− 39 20− 33

Table 3.1: Groups in the passive competence experiment

3.2 Results

3.2.1 General analysis of results

Existential import

So-called existential import was measured in tests 1a and 1b. The results for the
quantifier “most” (test 1a) were the following: 56.32% of all inferences of a form
Most/Some and 62.24% of all inferences Mostnot/Somenot were evaluated as
correct (so got “yes” replies). The average for this quantifier (both positive and
negative) amounted to 59.28%. We connect this quite low result for the so-called
existential import of “most” (this is a classically valid inference not requiring any
additional assumptions about domains, so one might expect much higher or even
close to 100% frequency of evaluation this inference as correct) with the strong
scalar implicature of “some”.
To compare, for the universal quantifier (test 1b) such inferences were much

less frequent. Only 38.75% of All/Some inferences were evaluated as correct and
merely 26.25% ofNo/Somenot inferences (32.5% on average). Table 3.2 compares
the corresponding numbers.

Implicatures of “some”

The strong implicature of “some ” (test 1a) was evaluated less frequently as true
than the weak implicature (test 1b). 57.96% of Some/Mostnot and 53, 67% of
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most univ
positive premise 56.32% 38.75%

negative premise 62.24% 26.25%

Table 3.2: So-called existential import (passive competence)

some somenot
strong mostnot most

57.96% 53.67%
weak somenot some

93.33% 92.3%

Table 3.3: Scalar implicatures for “some” and “somenot” (passive competence)

Somenot/Most inferences were given “yes” answers (average 55.82%), whereas
for the weak implicature those numbers amounted to: 93.33% for Some/Somenot
and 92.29% for Somenot/Some inferences (average 92.82%). The results are given
in Table 3.3.

Scalar implicature of “most”

The particular scalar implicatures of “most” (test 2a) amounted to 80.9% in-
ferences evaluated on average as true. In this for inferences Mostnot/Some the
average was 80.25% and for Most/Somenot it was 81.5%.
The average result for the same implicature in the form of a universal sen-

tence (“not all” versus “not the case that no”) was similar and amounted to
78.9%. However, the corresponding results for positive (“most”) and negative
(“mostnot”) premises were divergent. As much as 85.25% of Most/notAll infer-
ences were evaluated as true (so even more than for Most/Somenot) and only
72.5% of Mostnot/notNo inferences. This was a significantly lower score in rela-
tion to both the positive premise and also to the particular form of an implicature
(see below analyses). This effect is probably a result of a complicated form of this
task (complex construction with two negations). Results are pictured in Table
3.4.

“Reversed” implicatures

All/Most and No/Mostnot inferences we evaluated as true at the average level of
55.44%, in this: 57% of All/Most inference and 53.88% of No/Mostnot inferences
were given “yes” replies. The results differed between tests (2a and 2b), and were
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most mostnot
particular somenot some

80.25% 81.5%
universal not all not no

85.25% 72.5%

Table 3.4: Scalar implicatures for “most” and “mostnot” (passive competence)

higher in test 2a, the difference was however not significant. [Results for the test
2a: All/Most – 64%, No/Mostnot – 60, 25%; for the test 2b: All/Most – 50%,
No/Mostnot – 47.5%.]

Failures

Between fillers we used obviously incorrect inferences. The percentage of failures
for these tasks was not high, but it differed essentially depending on the kind of
inference.
The highest rate of mistakes was observed for so-called “double-negation fail-

ures”, so inferences All/No and No/All. 22.9% of All/No inferences were evalu-
ated as true and 18.97% of No/All inferences, which gives an average of 20.83%.
This confirms the result from the first experiment: that people tend to understand
the quantifiers “all” and “no” in the same way (just as the universal quantifier)2

and seem to have problems with double negation.
Quite a high rate of failures occurred also for the Most/Mostnot (19.18%)

and Most/Motnot (15.91%) inferences (17.55% on average).
As far as inferring a universal sentence from a particular premise is con-

cerned, mistakes were rather rare. Only 3.75% of Some/All inferences and 4.5%
of Somenot/No interferences were evaluated as true (4.13% on average).
Universal sentence as conclusions from sentences with “most” (resp. “most-

not”) were evaluated as true in 3.5% cases (the same result for Most/All and
Mostnot/No inferences).
In case of incorrect inferring a sentence with “most” from a universal premise

the percentages of failures amounted to: 5.25% for No/Most and 5.5% for
All/Mostnot inferences (5.38% on average).

3.2.2 Analysis of distributions

All our data were not normally distributed which was checked with the ex-
ploratory analysis. Kolmogorow-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests showed a sig-
nificant deviation from normality for most data in groups 1a and 1b and for all

2at least in Polish
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dependent variables in groups 2 a and 2 b. Levene’s tests showed that the assump-
tion of homogeneity of variances was violated in most cases of group comparisons
in test 1, although it was satisfied for most comparisons in test 2. Non-parametric
procedures were chosen to check all our hypotheses.3

Furthermore, the visual analysis of histograms of frequency distribution al-
lowed interesting observations. The data for reversed implicatures (All/Most
and No/Mostnot inferences) displayed a clearly bimodal distribution with two
maxima at values: 0 and 10. In this case it means that subjects tended to score
0 out of 10 for this kind of task, so replied coherently either “no” or “yes” to all
questions of this form. This fact and the average result for this category oscil-
lating around 50% shows that the considered inferences are highly dependent on
the individual’s understanding of the question in the task. Thus, people tend to
have rather clear opinions about such inferences and are in these opinions divided
half-half.
The data for scalar implicatures for “most” displayed a negative skew with a

peak at 10. Thus most subjects scored 10 for this category, so replied “yes” to
all questions of this form. This means that according to our expectations most
subjects recognized such inferences as true and remained coherent while giving
“yes” answers.
Data for so-called existential import of “most/mostnot” displayed a tendency

to be asymmetric with a slight negative skew (with a peak at 10). Thus people
in general tended to answer “yes”, remaining coherent in this.
For the so-called existential import of universal quantifiers the distributions

differed slightly between “all” and “no”. The histogram for “all” was bimodal
(with peaks at 0 and 10 – the left one slightly higher). The distribution of data
for “no” was clearly positively skewed. The histogram displayed that almost half
of people scored 0, so replied coherently “no”.
The data for scalar implicatures of “some” had rather flat distribution in case

of the strong implicature (which may be evidence of people’s indecisiveness about
such inferences) and displayed a strong right skew (again at the value of 10) for
the weak implicature. Over 75% of subjects replied “yes” in case of the weak
scalar implicature of “some” remaining coherent in their opinions.

3.2.3 Testing hypotheses

Detailed statistical analyses were conducted to test the hypotheses. We describe
briefly the procedures, however a reader not interested in statistical details may
skip this part and read only the conclusions under each subsection.

3SPSS 15.0 for Windows was used for all the analyses.
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Hypothesis 5: Scalar implicature of “most” will be evaluated as true
on a highly significant level.

χ2 tests for scalar implicatures of “most” in both groups (2a and 2b) showed
a significant inequality of subjects’ scores (ranging between 0 and 10)4 for both
positive and negative premises. (2a – for “most”: χ2(10) = 135.450, p = .000 and
for “mostnot”: χ2(10) = 140.950, p = .000; 2b – for “most”: χ2 = 73.3, p = .000
and for “mostnot”: χ2 = 33.7, p = .000)

Conclusion 4. This result together with the analysis of histograms of frequency
distribution for these variables displaying the clear negative skew in each of four
cases (peaks at the value of 10) allows to conclude that hypothesis 5 can be
sustained.

Hypothesis 6: Weak scalar implicature of “some” will be evaluated as
true on a highly significant level.

χ2 tests for weak scalar implicature of “some” showed a significant inequality of
subjects’ scores (0 − 10) for both positive and negative premises. For “some”:
χ2(10) = 275.583, p = .000 and for “somenot”: χ2(10) = 204.083, p = .000.

Conclusion 5. The above result together with the analysis of relevant histograms
displaying the clear negative skew in both cases (peaks at 10) allows to conclude
that hypothesis 6 can be sustained.

Hypothesis 7: “Most” has stronger existential import than the univer-
sal quantifier. Negative premises have weaker existential import than
positive premises.

Mann-Whitney tests were conducted to check the between-subject effect, namely
to compare so-called existential import of premises with “most” with so-called
existential import of universal premises. Positive and negative premises were
compared separately, namely we compared “most” with “all” with regard to so-
called existential import, and separately “mostnot” with “no”. The analysis
confirmed our predictions. Significantly more subjects evaluated conclusions with
“some” as correct for premises with “most” (Mdn = 6)5 than for premises with
“all” (Mdn = 2): U = 870, z = −2.235, p = .013 (exact 1-tailed), effect size
r = −.227. The effect was even stronger for the comparison between “mostnot”
and “no”. Significantly more subjects evaluated “somenot” conclusions as true
for premises with “mostnot” (Mdn = 6) than for premises with “no” (Mdn = 1):
U = 478.5 z = −5.075 p = .000, effect size: r = −.515.

4Subjects’ scores for this variables ranged from 0 to 10 since there were as many as 10 tasks
of a given form to evaluate.
5Range was 0 to 10
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Further, we checked whether there is a significant within-subject difference
with respect to negation, so we compared “most” with “mostnot” and “all” with
“no” with regard to so-called existential import. We expected negation to weaken
so-called existential import. Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted to check
both within-subject effects. However, for the comparison between “most” and
“mostnot”, we got slightly stranger so-called existential import for “mostnot”
than for “most” and the result was not significant even for the 2-tailed hypothesis.
Only the comparison between “all” and “no” confirmed the directorial hypothesis.
Subjects evaluated “somenot” conclusions as correct inferences from premises
with “no” (Mdn = 1) with significantly lower frequency than “some” conclusions
as correct inferences from premises with “all” (Mdn = 2): z = −3.237, (T =
55.5), p < .0001 (exact 1-tailed), effect size: r = −.330.

Conclusion 6. On the basis of our analysis we conclude that, as far as pas-
sive logical competence is concerned, premises with “most” are characterized with
stronger so-called existential import than universal premises. Negation weakens
existential import, but only in the case of universal quantifier, so “no” has weaker
existential import than “all”, but “most”- and “mostnot”-premises do not differ
in this respect. Thus hypothesis 7 is sustained.

Hypothesis 8: The strong scalar implicature of “some” is less frequent
than the weak implicature.

We expected the strong scalar implicature of “some” to be evaluated as a correct
inference with much lower frequency than the weak implicature. Mann-Whitney
tests were conducted to check the difference between the strong and the weak
implicatures separately for positive and negative premises with “some”. Accord-
ing to our predictions, significantly more subjects evaluated as a correct inference
from positive premises with “some” the weak implicature (Mdn = 10) than the
strong implicature (Mdn = 6): U = 319.5 , z = −6.478 , p < .0001, effect
size:r = −.658. A similar result was obtained for premises with “somenot”: the
weak implicature (Mdn = 10) displayed significantly higher frequency than the
strong implicature (Mdn = 5): U = 283.5, z = −6.628, p < .0001, effect size:
r = −.673.
Additionally, we checked whether there is a within-subject difference with

respect to negation in the premise. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were conducted
to compare frequency of the strong implicature of “some”- versus “somenot”-
premises on the one hand, and frequency of the weak implicature of “some”-
versus “somenot”-premises on the other. None of these tests were significant.

Conclusion 7. Based on the above analysis we conclude that, as far as passive
logical competence is concerned, the weak implicature of “some” is characterized
by a much stronger impact on reasoning (measured as the frequency of evaluating
by people such inferences as correct) than the strong implicature, so hypothesis
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8 is sustained. Positive and negative premises with “some” do not differ in
this respect.

Hypothesis 9: Particular and universal scalar implicatures of “most”
are accepted as correct with different frequency.

Mann-Whitney tests were conducted to check how a form of a conclusion (uni-
versal versus particular) influenced the frequency of accepting scalar implicatures
of “most”. Universal and particular forms of implicature were compared sep-
arately for positive and negative premises. There was no significant difference
for the positive premise, but the result was significant for the negative premise.
Significantly less subjects evaluated scalar implicature of “mostnot” as a true in-
ference in the group in which it had the universal form “it is not the case, that
no... ” (Mdn = 8) than in the group where it had the particular form “some”
(Mdn = 10): U = 595, z = −2.090 , p = .036 (exact 2-tailed)6 r = −.233.
We explain this effect by the complicated form of this conclusion (negation used
twice, or even three times – due to the double negation form of “no” in the Polish
language).
Furthermore, the analysis was conducted to check the within-subject effect of

negation, so we compared the frequency of “yes” responses to scalar implicature in
the case of positive and negative premises with “most”. This was done separately
in tests a (particular implicature) and b(universal implicature). “Yes” responses
were expected to occur less frequently in the case of negative premises. This
effect was significant only in group 2b. Subjects’ frequency of evaluating as a true
inference the universal implicature was lower in the case of a negative premise
(Mdn = 8, form “not the case that no...”) than in the case of a positive premise
(Mdn = 9, form: “not all”). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test’s result: z = −2.602,
(T = 98), p = .004 (exact 1-tailed), r = −.291.

Conclusion 8. We cannot sustain hypothesis 9. The universal form of
implicature had a significant impact on the (lower) frequency of evaluation this
implicature as a correct inference only in the case of a negative premise, however
it is doubtful that it was indeed universality of this form that played the role.
Rather we believe that it was a complex form of the considered sentence (three
negations) that lowered subjects’ willingness to evaluate it as true, especially that
for the positive premise we did not observe any significant effect of the universal
form. (What is even more, in the latter case the universal implicatures were even
slightly more frequently evaluated as true than the particular ones.) Moreover,
there was a significant difference between positive and negative premises with re-
spect to subjects’ evaluating the universal implicature as correct, which was not
observed for the particular implicature.

6Non-directorial hypothesis in this case
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Hypothesis 10: All/Most (No/mostnot) inferences will be more frequent
than All/Some (No/Somenot) inferences, and similarly as frequent as
Most/Some (Mostnot/Somenot)inferences.

Since, to be correct, the inferences All/Most and No/Mostnot require the as-
sumption of non-empty domains (due to classical definitions of these quantifiers),
they can also be considered a case of existential import. We were interested
in checking the difference between these inferences and the so-called existential
import of the universal quantifier, thus All/Some and No/Somenot inferences.
We expected significantly higher frequency of inferences All/Most (No/Mostnot)
evaluated as correct than of All/Some (No/Somenot) inferences. Such an effect
would confirm our theory that these inferences are dependent on scalar factors.
Mann-Whitney tests were conducted to check the between-group difference.

We compared All/Some (No/Somenot) inferences from test 1b with All/Most
(No/Mostnot) inferences from test 2a and separately with the ones from test 2b,
which served here as a control group.
The comparisons were done separately for positive (“all”) and negative (“no”)

premises. Our hypothesis was fully confirmed for the comparison between 1b
and 2a. In this case, significantly more subjects evaluated All/Most inferences
(Mdn = 9) as correct than All/Some inferences (Mdn = 2): U = 678.5,
z = −2.433 , p = .007, r = −.259, and significantly more subjects evaluated
No/Mostnot inferences (Mdn = 8) are correct than No/Somenot inferences
(Mdn = 1): U = 533, z = −3.650, p = .000, r = −.389.
For the comparison between 1b and 2b the hypothesis was confirmed only

for the premise with “no”, namely in this case significantly more subjects evalu-
ated No/Mostnot (Mdn = 4.5) inferences as true than No/Somenot inferences
(Mdn = 1): U = 724.5, z = −2.029, p = .021, effect size: r = −.216.
Subsequently, we compared reversed implicature with so-called existential im-

port of “most”, thus with inferences: All/Most withMost/Some. This was done
by Mann-Whitney tests separately for negative and positive premises. Accord-
ing to our predictions, there was no significant difference and based also on the
mean percentages of evaluation such inferences as true we conclude that they
have comparable frequency.

Conclusion 9. We conclude that, in general, sentences with “most” are ac-
cepted as conclusions from universal premises more frequently than sentences with
“some”. More precisely, No/Mostnot inferences are evaluated as correct signifi-
cantly more frequently than No/Somenot inferences, however a similar effect for
the positive premise was not clearly confirmed. Since, what is more, inferences
Most/Some and Mostnot/Somenot were evaluated as correct on an approxi-
mately similar level as the considered All/Some (No/Mostnot), hypothesis 10
is partly confirmed.
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3.2.4 Additional analyses

Additional comparisons proved also a significant difference in frequency between
“reversed implicatures” and scalar implicatures of “most” on the one hand and
between scalar implicatures of “most” and the weak scalar implicature of “some”
on the other.

Comparing implicatures of “most” with “reversed implicatures”

Scalar implicatures of “most” were accepted more frequently than “reversed im-
plicatures”. The result was significant for both particular (test 2a) and universal
(test 2b) implicatures, positive as well as negative premises. Thus, subjects more
frequently accepted “not all” implicature of sentences with “most” than they
agreed to infer the latter from universal premises.
Wilcoxon signed-rank test results for group 2a for positive premises: T = 118,

z = −1.716, p = .044 r = −.191; medians: Mdnmost/somenot = 10 Mdnall/most = 9.
For negative premises: T = 158, z = −1.992, p = .023, r = −.222; medians:
Mdnmostnot/some = 10 Mdnno/mostnot = 8.
The result was more clear in the case of group 2b. For positive premises:

T = 46.5, z = −3.706, p = .000 r = −.414; medians: Mdnmost/somenot = 9
Mdnall/most = 5.5. For negative premises: T = 151.5, z = −2.501, p = .006,
r = −.279; medians: Mdnmostnot/some = 8 Mdnno/mostnot = 4.5.

Comparing scalar implicatures of “some” and “most”

Finally, we compared implicatures of “most” with implicatures of “some”. A
non-parametric test for four independent groups was conducted to check the sig-
nificance of difference between the strong scalar implicature of “some” (strong-
some), the weak scalar implicature of “some” (weaksome), the particular impli-
cature of “most” (partmost) and the universal implicature of “most” (univmost).
The Kruskal-Wallis test was highly significant for both positive and negative
premises: For positive premise (the dependent variable scalar) H(3) = 50.629,
p = .000 (Asymp. Sig.) For negative premise (the dependent variable negscalar)
H(3) = 48.095, p = .000 (Asymp. Sig.) This result means that there was a signifi-
cant difference in frequency of evaluating as correct different types of implicatures:
strongsome, weaksome, partmost, univmost, for both positive and negative types
of premises taken separately.
A Post-hoc procedure (Mann-Whitney tests) was conducted to follow this

finding. The following comparisons between implicatures of “some” and “most”
were taken into account:

1. The strong implicature of “some” with the particular implicature of “most”
(strongsome vs partmost)
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2. The weak implicature of “some” with the particular implicature of “most”
(weaksome vs partmost)

3. The strong implicature of “some” with the universal implicature of “most”
(strongsome vs univmost)

4. The weak implicature of “some” with the universal implicature of “most”
(weaksome vs univmost)

Bonferroni correction was applied so all results are reported at the level .0125.
All comparisons except for the comparison: weaksome vs partmost were signifi-
cant. P -values are reported for 2-tailed significance.

• Comparison 1 – strongsome vs partmost : The strong scalar implicature of
“some” was significantly less frequently evaluated as true than the partic-
ular implicature of “most” for both positive and negative premises. The
results were as follows – for scalar : U = 469, z = −4.307, p = .000; for
negscalar : U = 458, z = −4.393, p = .000.

• Comparison 3 – strongsome vs univmost : The strong scalar implicature of
“some” was significantly less frequently evaluated as true than the universal
implicature of “most” for both positive and negative premises. The result
for scalar : U = 433.5, z = −4.566, p = .000; for negscalar : U = 621.5,
z = −2.979, p = .003.

• Comparison 4 – weaksome vs univmost : The weak implicature of “some”
was significantlymore frequently evaluated as true than the universal impli-
cature of “most”. The results for scalar : U = 640.5, z = −3.061, p = .002;
for scalarneg : U = 548, z = −3.718, p = .000.

Conclusion 10. (Additional comparisons)
Implicatures of “most” (in whatever form) are significnatly more frequently

evaluated as correct inferences than All/Most and No/Mostnot inferences and
more frequently than the strong scalar implicature of “some”. However the weak
implicature of “some” is significantly more frequently evaluated as correct than
the universal implicature of “most”.

Looking for correlations

Finally, we checked whether subjects’ responses to inferences with scalar implica-
ture are negatively correlated with their responses to corresponding inferences of
the weaker items from the stronger ones. This analysis was conducted to deter-
mine whether it is the subject’s individual understanding of quantifiers that plays
the role. For example, assume that a subject understands “some” so that it is
false in the case of “all”. In that case, to be consistent, she should reply “yes”
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for all Some/Somenot inferences and “no” for all All/Some inferences. Then
we could conclude that “not all” is not implicature of “some” but a part of its
meaning. However, if a subject accepts both inferences than the phenomenon
requires a more complex explantation.
The following correlations where checked:

1. Some/Somenot inferences correlated with All/Some, and Somenot/Some
with No/Somenot

2. Most/Somenot inferences (resp. Most/Not..all) correlated with All/Most,
and Mostnot/Some (resp. Mostnot/Not..no) with No/Mostnot

3. Some/Mostnot inferences correlated with Most/Some, and
Somenot/Some with Mostnot/Somenot.

The directorial hypothesis was assumed, namely we predicted a negative cor-
relation in all cases. All the analyses but one (namely the third one and
only for the positive premise) turned out to be not significant. “Yes” replies
for Some/Mostnot inferences were negatively correlated with “yes” replies for
Most/Some inferences. This means that the more the subjects were inclined to
reply “yes” to one type of inferences, the less frequently they replied “yes” to the
other. The correlation coefficient (Spearmans’ rho) amounted to: r = −0.373,
p = .004 (which is lower than the critical 0.01) (N = 49). As we mentioned
above, there was no significant effect for the negative counterpart. This result
could suggest that at least in the case of strong scalar implicature of “some”, sub-
jects evaluation of such inferences together with the corresponding Most/Some
inferences is dependent on the default definition of “some” that is used by each
individual subject. However, taking into account also the analysis of histograms
for those variables, which are quite asymmetric or even flat in the Some/Mostnot
case, we conclude rather that the result is accidental and dependent on subjects’
indecisiveness about the considered inferences.

Conclusion 11. We conclude that the mentioned inferences do not depend on
individual differences in people’s understanding of “some” or “most” (whether
they use the standard definition or a definition with the implicature condition).

3.3 Qualitative observations

Additional observations regarding qualitative aspects of our experiment were pos-
sible thank to direct interviewing one additional subject with the use of test tasks.
We briefly describe an interesting observation based on comments given by the
subject. The observation concerns how the content of tasks could have affected
reasoning and caused differences between scalar implicatures of positive and neg-
ative premises. This concerns both implicatures of “some” (the strong and the
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weak) and of “most” (the particular). However, we analyze it for the example of
“most”.
Let us compare the following inferences:

(MN/S)
Most(A,B)

Somenot(A,B)
(M/SN)

Mostnot(A,B)
Some(A,B)

In the first case one states in the conclusion that some A’s do not have a prop-
erty B, whereas in the case of negative premise, the conclusion is positive and
states that some A’s have the given property B. This difference may be crucial,
since whereas not having a property by an object does not imply any definite de-
scription of this object, the positive conclusion does imply such a definite (though
partial) description. Let us analyze how it affects reasoning. In the below short
dialogue we can clearly see that the subject’s readiness to infer a conclusion is
dependent on the term used as a predicate B. First we observe that the subject
accepts the scalar implicature of “most”.

Task A: You know that:

Most zarkotki do not have long ears

Can you say on the basis of the above sentence that some zarkotki
have long ears

Subject7: Yes, sure. If you say “most”, then it is not all.

However, later she refuses a “yes” reply based on the specific character of the
predicate, although the logical form of the given inference is exactly the same.

Task B: You know that:

Most mermogliny are not pink

Can you say (...) that some mermogliny are pink?

Subject: No

Experimenter: But just a while ago, you said “yes” for the identical
question.

Subject: Hmmm, but it is not the same, it is totally different. With
ears you can have either long or not long. But there are more colors
than just pink.

The problem arises since a property B is not of a “dichotomic” kind. There are
probably properties which presuppose or suggest, or at least allow a dichotomous
division of the domain. For example if it is not true that an object P is not long
(like zarkotrytki’s ears), namely if P is not not long, then we may conclude that

7female, 28, university background in tourism studies, profession: consulting company.
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it is long. Thus the law of excluded law (¬B(P ) ∨ B(P )) and also the rule of
double negation elimination: ¬¬B(P ) ` B(P ) hold in this case. However suppose
that it is not the case that P is not pink. Can we conclude that P is pink? In
classical logic of course we can, since the two negations are eliminated, as in the
previous case. Something may be pink or not pink, tertium non datur. However
the subject does not infer such a conclusion and invokes as argument “many other
possibilities”. What kind of logical model may lie behind such a reasoning?
Let us analyze the considered inference (MN/S). By the assumption of the

implicational scale that Mostnot(A,B) is false if No(A,B) is true and (by trans-
position rule) we have the implication Mostnot(A,B) → ¬No(A,B), with the
consequent equivalent to Some(A,B). But in fact our subject does not reason in
that way. What she does is rather directly conclude form Mostnot(A,B), which
is equivalent to Most(A, notB), that Somenot(A, notB) (thus the mechanism is
similar to the case of positive premise, where from Most(A,B) one concludes
that Somenot(A,B)). Then the conclusion Somenot(A, notB) may or may not
be reduced to Some(A,B) by the law that is known in syllogistic as obversion
principle. However, obversion seems to be rejected for some reason and although
the subject concludes Some(A,B) in the case of task A, she does not conclude
Some(A,B) in the case of task B.
Suppose then that the fact that P is not not B is transformed into a sentence

that P is not non-B. Such a use of negation, where a term is formed from a
term instead of a proposition being formed from a proposition is called infinite
(Parsons, 2008). A term non-B is then true of exactly those things that are not B.
From such a point of view a property non-pink is a long disjunction, namely non-
pink things are those that are either blue, or green, or yellow, or red, etc. Now,
if we know that P is not non-pink, we know that it is not blue and not yellow,
and not red, etc, since according to De Morgan rules the negation of disjunction
is a conjunction of negations. This forms a co-finite set, whose complement is a
colour pink. Why is the conclusion then not inferred?
The reason may be that seeing the complement of such a co-finite set on a

(potentially) infinite domain8 is cognitively too difficult. The same process in the
case of such terms as “long” is easy, since non-long is for most people just “short”,
and hence the complement of the set of things that are not non-long is just the
complement of the set of things that are short. This point is also interesting, since
it seems that people tend to treat properties called opposites (“long” and “short”)
as negatives (“long” and “non-long”). Of course things that are not long can be
short, or medium, but such a trichotomy is not commonly noticed by people, who
tend to categorize reality dichotomously. Yet with colors it is more difficult since
pink is opposite to both green and blue, but blue is opposite to pink and green –

8The set of colors is quite large. Of course we know and are able to name usually only few
colors, but we also know that there are many other possible shades, probably more that we can
even think of. As it is hard to estimate the real number of colors, it is also hard to “grasp” the
real mental representation of “non-pink”
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the space of this category is not linear but has as many dimensions as there are
colors (or at least a few dimensions depending on the number of basic colors).
In this case a subject may be confused. She can treat non-pink as opposite to
pink, and then take “other colors” as opposite to both non-pink and pink. Thus,
contrary to other predicates, colors may be conceived as not satisfying the law
of excluded middle – if something is not non-pink, it may be either pink, or it
may have a complement color to this pair. The important element in the above-
described cognitive process may be that people are representing objects rather as
having properties than as not having them. Hence, an object that is just non-
B lacks a representation, and to avoid this problem a subject may construct a
mental representation of a negative property non-B with the use of a property
opposite to B. If, however, non-B is a long disjunction then such a representation
is problematic and can be substituted by some restriction of this set, e.g. for non-
pink by “blue or green or yellow”. If so, then of course not only pink, but also
violet, red or orange are complements to non-pink.
The other (or complementary) reason for the above reply given by subject

to task B may be the phenomenon recognized in psychology that applying De
Morgan rules is difficult for people, e.g. ¬(p ∨ q) is often understood as ¬p ∨ ¬q
(instead of ¬p∧¬q). If such a mistake occurs, then the subject’s reasoning is the
following. She first concludes that some mermogliny are not non-pink, and then
thinks that if so, then they are either not blue, or not orange or not red, etc...
Then, of course, she cannot know what is the real colour of the remaining some
mermogliny, since in each case there are many possibilities.
To what extend this model of reasoning is really applied cannot be estimated

on the basis of our experiment. We would have first to analyze the terms used
– whether or not they are treated “dichotomously”, secondly we would have to
compare subjects’ readiness to infer Some(A,B) in the case of the both kinds of
properties. In our experiment we have not obtained any significant difference with
respect to negation in the premise in any of the relevant types of experimental
tasks. However, such a result is consistent with two possible models of reasoning:

• double negation is eliminated as in classical logic

• obversion rule is refused, however reduction is still done because in most
cases the terms used suggest a dichotomous division of a domain.

The qualitative factors are not taken into account in our analyses and final
conclusions. The modeling given in the subsequent sections concerns only the
syntactic character of inferences and the quantitative results obtained in our
experiments. We consider, however, this problem to be very interesting and
worth future investigation. Interview-oriented experiments could allow to better
judge how such inferences are processed and what kind of modeling should be
applied.
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3.4 Conclusions and discussion

Our hypotheses (except for hypothesis 9) were confirmed. The main results of
the experiment concern:

1. Significant frequency of evaluating scalar implicatures both of “most” (over
80%) and “some” (over 90%) as correct inferences. Both χ2 tests and anal-
ysis of histograms of frequency distribution confirmed hypotheses 5 and 6.
Moreover, there was no significant difference between the weak implicature
of “some” and the particular implicature of “most”. However, a difference
was observed for the universal implicature of “most” and the weak implica-
ture of “some”.

2. Significantly higher frequency of evaluating the so-called existential import
of “most”, i.e. inferencesMost/Some (Mostnot/Somenot), as correct than
the so-called existential import of the universal quantifier, namely All/Some
(No/Somenot) inferences. A significant result was obtained for universality
of the premise, so with respect to a quantifier in a premise:“most” versus
“all” (“no”), and for the within-subject effect of negation, the latter however
only in the case of universal premises.

3. Significantly higher frequency of evaluating as a correct inference the weak
implicature of “some” than the strong implicature. Moreover the strong
implicature of “some” was significantly less frequently given “yes” replies
than the implicature of “most” (both in the particular and the universal
form).

4. Additional comparisons displayed that “reversed implicatures” (average re-
sult 55.44%) were significantly less frequently accepted as correct inferences
than scalar implicatures of “most” (c.a. 80%) (c.a. 1.5 times less frequently)
and significantly more frequently than inferences All/Some (No/Somenot)
(32.5%) (c.a. 1.7 times more frequently). (Thus the distances were similar
in both cases – c.a. 22− 24%.)

“Reversed implicatures” were, however, approximately as frequently ac-
cepted as Most/Some(Mostnot/Somenot) inferences (59.28%) and as fre-
quently as the strong implicature of “some” (55.82%) (no significant differ-
ence between these three groups).

5. There was no significant negative correlation between subjects’ scores for
scalar implicatures and their scores for inferring the weaker items from
the stronger ones, thus there was no correlation between All/Some and
Some/Somenot inferences, No/Somenot and Somenot/Some, nor between
All/Most (resp. No/Mostnot) and scalar implicatures of “most”. The neg-
ative correlation was, admittedly, significant between Some/Mostnot and
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Most/Some inferences, but it was not significant for the negative counter-
part, i.e. Somenot/Most correlated with Mostnot/Somenot.

The lack of correlation between the considered scores excludes the simple
explanation that understanding of “some” resp. “most” is dependent on
individual differences between subjects who either use these quantifiers with
implicatures or without.

Let us say few words for those logicians who would rather claim that the low
rate of so-called existential import of “all” and “no” is the result of incorrectness
of such inferences in the case of empty domains (and actually all the used domains
in our tasks were empty in the sense that they lacked reference in the real world).
Such an explanation would not take into account the following facts:

• The results of our first experiment – that there was no difference in so-called
existential import of “all” and “no” with respect to emptiness of domains.

• The high rate of All/Most and No/Mostnot inferences (in comparison to
All/Some (No/Somenot)), which according to the standard account of
existential import also requires an assumption that the domains are non-
empty.

• The fact that such inferences (All/Some and No/Somenot) indeed were
accepted as correct on the level of c.a. 30%, and by some subjects even
consistently in all possible cases, so they were not excluded as incorrect
(whereas obviously incorrect inferences were evaluated as correct on a much
lower level and usually accidentally in single cases).

The last doubt with which we have to deal is that indeed the frequency of
evaluating so-called existential import as correct was significantly lower in the
case of “no” than in the case of “all”, which could confirm the theory that “no”
in contrast to “all” lacks existential import. (See section 1.4.) Such an account
would assume that “No A’s are B” means something like “It is absurd to assume
that any A’s are B”.9 We doubt, however, that it is existential import that matters
here. Of course negative sentences behave slightly different than positive, but it
is not connected with existential load. The interfering factor is the negation itself,
which probably increases cognitive complexity. What is worth noting is that a
Polish sentence “No A’s are B” uses double negation (in contrast to “Most A’s are
B” or “Some A’s are not B”), and double negation was proved to be problematic
for people. This might be the reason why there was a difference in so-called
existential import for “no” and “all”, but there was no such difference between
positive and negative premises with “most”.

9Experimental comparison of inferences No/Somenot with No/Not..every could shed light
on this question.
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3.5 Attempt of a theory: inflating quantifiers

We believe that all the observed phenomena can be better explained in terms of
scalar factors. Especially striking are the very strong effects of scalar implicatures
of “most” (over 80%) and “some” (over 90%) (the weak implicature),together with
the very low frequency of evaluating All/Some (No/Some) inferences as correct
(ca. 30%). At the same time, All/Most (No/Most..not) occur with respect to
frequency in the middle between the above two kinds of inferences (ca. 60%).
The problem is that such a result only partly confirms the standard account of
implicature and the relations between the items on the implicational scale. Let
us recall that, according to the standard view on implicature, the use of the
weaker item on the implicational scale implicates the negation of the stronger
items, whereas all the weaker items are implied by the stronger. The implica-
tional scale – the set of lexical items of the same category ordered according to
their informativeness – assumes, in the case of quantifiers, at least the follow-
ing orderliness: 〈All,Most, Some〉 (from the strongest to the weakest). Thus,
although our experiment confirms the assumption that weaker items implicate
the negation of stronger items (namely that both “some” and “most” implicate
“not all”), it does not confirm the assumption that the stronger items imply the
weaker ones. What is more, it seems that in the case of items from opposite
poles of the scale (“all” and “some”) this assumption is even contradicted, be-
cause All/Some (resp. No/Somenot) inferences are especially rare. While it is
true that all used terms were “abstract” and empty, some previous experiments
showed no significant difference with respect to emptiness of domains in subjects’
inferring particular conclusions from universal premises. Since we refuse to con-
nect the low frequency of accepting that kind of inferences with the existential
load of “some” and “most”, and the lack of such a load in the case of “all” (resp.
“no”), we have to find another explanatory theory. Particularly interesting is the
fact that, in the case of the stronger items implying the weaker, the frequency
of evaluating such inferences as correct seems to reflect distances on the implica-
tional scale. Thus All/Most is as frequent as Most/Some, and almost twice as
frequent as All/Some. In the case of the weaker items implicating negation of
the stronger items: both “most” and “some” implicate “some not” approximately
with the same strength, however “some” implicates “most not” significantly less
frequently. The strong implicature of “some” (Some/Mostnot) was significantly
less frequent than both the weak implicature of “some” and the implicature of
“most” and occurred on the level of ca. 60%, which again is not a clear confir-
mation of the assumed scale.

Summarizing, what is observed is a kind of non-compositionality of the se-
mantics. The inference relation is not transitive any more: it turns out that even
if All→Most and Most→ Some hold, All→ Some may not hold, as only half
as many people accepted the latter inference than the remaining two.
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If we look at the above triangle and the numbers assigned to each arrow, we
can see that the inference relation All/Some is half as weak (in terms of statis-
tical readiness of people to accept such inferences) as the component inferences:
All/Most and Most/Some.
A similar triangle we get for negative counterparts.
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3.5.1 Vagueness

First, let us observe that: “all”, “most” and “some” are lexical items referring to
a part of a given domain. Whereas “some” and “most” refer to their denotations
vaguely, “all” represents the borderline case and thus is a sharp expression. Be-
fore we explain more formally what we mean by quantifier denotations and vague
quantifiers, we describe roughly what it means for the quantifiers “most” and
“some” to be vague and how they differ in this respect. We propose a distinction
between “quantitative” and “qualitative” vagueness. The quantifier “some” is
vague in the standard quantitative way, namely it is quite obvious that about
2 elements one can say “some”, but it is not so obvious whether “some” refers
equally well to 50 elements. This aspect of the vagueness of “some” is in general
independent of the qualitative character of the domain, but it is probably depen-
dent on the given or assumed cardinality of the domain, namely the meaning of
“some” may not be connected with any absolute numbers but with the relative
size of the referred subset of the whole domain. We do not exclude the qualitative
vagueness of “some”, however we believe that in each domain a similar kind of
quantitative vagueness should be observed, and then the qualitative factor would
play a secondary role. On the other hand, the vagueness of “most” is probably
more of a qualitative character, namely whereas the quantitative meaning is sharp
in most cases – “more than half” implicating “not all”, the specific context (both
qualitative character of the domain and the context of utterance) may involve
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specific understanding of majority.10 Thus what we name here by “qualitative
vagueness” is more a kind of context-dependence.
The below-described modeling does not refer to qualitative (for which purpose

our experiment is not sufficient) but purely to quantitative vagueness, although we
try to keep context-dependence in mind on each step. We assume the following:

• The default denotations of “some” and “most” can be extended.

• The default denotation of “some” is vague.

To explain what we mean by vague quantifiers and quantifier denotation we
need to introduce some formal definitions. We recall first the alternative (to the
one given in Chapter 1) definition of a generalized quantifier of type 〈1, 1〉.

Definition 18. A generalized quantifier Q of type 〈1, 1〉 associates to each uni-
verse M a binary relation QM between subsets on M , s.t. if (A,B) ∈ QM , then
A,B are subsets on M .

Normally, it is assumed that generalized quantifiers are preserved by bijec-
tions, namely if F : M → M ′ is a bijection, then (A,B) ∈ QM if and only if
(fA, fB) ∈ QM ′ , for every subsets A,B of M , where fA = {f(x)|x ∈ A} for
A ⊆ M . Such a restriction, called bijection closure, follows from the assumption
that quantifiers should be insensitive to which particular individuals happen to
make up the universe, namely that quantifiers are about quantity and not quality
(they are not qual ifiers). Note that if we want natural-language quantifiers to be
context-dependent, then we have to abandon this condition.
Generalized quantifiers are usually defined in terms of a class of models –

see Definition 8. Both definitions are, however, equivalent (assuming bijection
closure in Definition 18). We chose this definition because we find it more clear
and useful for our purposes.
Barwise & Cooper (1981) propose that all natural language determiners (i.e.

in every language) are conservative.

Definition 19. A generalized quantifier Q of type 〈1, 1〉 is called conservative if
and only if for all M and all A,B ⊆M :

QM(A,B) ⇐⇒ QM(A,A ∩B)

Since in the present study we deal only with determiners, we restrict our
investigations to conservative quantifiers.
Now, we use the notion of witness set introduced by Barwise and Cooper

(1981) and define a witness set and the denotation of a 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifier
on a given domain (first argument).

10Does it really suffice to find one over half stupid men to support a claim that “most men
are stupid”? Probably not, since such a claim conveys a generalization the credibility of which
increases with the percentage of men who are indeed stupid.
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Definition 20. A witness set of a 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifier Q(A, ∗), where
Q(A, ∗) means “a quantifier Q on a domain A ⊆ M”, is any set W ⊆ A such
that Q(A,W ).
The denotation of a 〈1, 1〉 quantifier Q(A, ∗) is the set of all witness sets of

Q(A, ∗).

Note that:

Definition 21. The denotation of a 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifier Q associates
with every M and A ⊆M , the set of all witness sets of Q(A, ∗).

Thus, for example, a witness set forAll(woman, ∗) is a set of all women. In this
case a singleton containing the set of all women is a denotation of this quantifier.
With “some” it depends of course on how we define this quantifier. Assuming a
standard definition of “some”, a witness set for Some(woman, ∗) would be e.g. a
set {Cleopatra}, or a set {Cleopatra, Maria Skłodowska}, or even a set containing
all women! The problem is that we have to reject the standard definition, since
we claim that this quantifier is vague, which means that some witness sets of this
quantifier are its witness sets only to a certain degree. Then, a set of all women
is a witness set of Some(woman, ∗) to a much lower degree than a set containing
just 2 women. Therefore, the standard definitions are not sufficient. Below, we
define the notion of a vague quantifier. For this purpose we need the notions of a
fuzzy and properly fuzzy set, and a membership ratio function.

Definition 22. We define a fuzzy set A as a function A : domA → (0, 1].11

We define a membership ratio function in(e, A) = A(e) if e ∈ domA, and 0
otherwise. We say that a set A is properly fuzzy if there is an element e st.
0 < in(e, A) < 1.

Now we define fuzzy and vague quantifiers in terms of a fuzzy relation.

Definition 23. A fuzzy quantifier Q of type 〈1, 1〉 associates with each universe
M a fuzzy binary relation QM between subsets on M , s.t. if (A,B) ∈ domQM

(i.e. in((A,B), QM) > 0), then A,B are subsets on M . A relation is fuzzy if it
is a fuzzy set.
A vague quantifier Q is a fuzzy quantifier, s.t. for some M , QM is properly

fuzzy.

The intuition behind a fuzzy set is that the higher the value of the membership
ratio function for a given pair (e, A), the higher the degree to which the element

11We chose the set (0, 1] for the range since we wanted to avoid such problems as differentiation
between a singleton with one element of a ratio 0 and the empty set. If we admitted elements
with ratio 0 as elements of a fuzzy set, we would have to say how they differ from such objects
that are no elements of this set with any ratio. In the case of quantifier denotations, we would
have to determine why some sets are witness sets of a given quantifier to degree 0 and some are
no witness sets of this quantifier.
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e belongs to A. In the case of fuzzy quantifiers this results in higher truth-values
for sentences with these quantifiers. The bigger r for in((A,B), QM), the stronger
the “truth” of Q(A,B).
Notice that for a quantifier Q to be vague we only require that there is some

model M such that QM is properly fuzzy. For example “some” in the model of
cardinality 2 is not vague at all. One alternative way of defining a vague quantifier
would be probably to demand a bit more, namely that Q is vague if it is a fuzzy
quantifier, s.t. for all sufficiently large models M (i.e. |M | > n for some n ∈ N),
QM is properly fuzzy. Since we would rather avoid now a problem how big models
will be large enough for e.g. “some”, we continue with the weak formulation in
which we require only that such a model M exists.
Since the above definition of conservativity cannot be applied to vague quan-

tifiers, we define fuzzy conservativity

Definition 24. A vague quantifier Q of type 〈1, 1〉 is called fuzzy conservative if
and only if for all M and all A,B ⊆M :

in((A,B), QM) = in((A,A ∩B), QM)

We also have to reformulate the definition of witness set and explain what it
means to be a witness set to a certain degree.

Definition 25. We say thatW is a witness set of a 〈1, 1〉 fuzzy quantifier Q(A, ∗)
to a degree r, if W ⊆ A and in((A,W ), Q) = r. The denotation of a fuzzy
quantifier Q(A, ∗) is a fuzzy set D such that for any W , in(D,W ) = r if and
only if W is a witness set of Q(A, ∗) to degree r.

It follows directly from the definitions that:

Fact 1. For every fuzzy 〈1, 1〉 quantifier Q, if Q is fuzzy conservative, then Q is
vague if and only if for some model M and some set A ⊆ M , the denotation of
Q(A, ∗) is a properly fuzzy set.

Proof. (←) Assume there exists an A s.t. the denotation of Q(A, ∗) is properly
fuzzy. Take A, pick some W witness set of Q(A, ∗) to degree r where 0 < r < 1.
Therefore, by the definition of denotation we have in((A,W ), QM) = r, so QM is
properly fuzzy, so by definition Q is vague.

(→) Assume Q - vague, then there exists M and exist A,B ⊆ M s.t.
in((A,B), QM) = r, with 0 < r < 1, assuming fuzzy conservativity we have
in((A,A ∩ B), QM) = r, then since A ∩ B ⊆ A, A ∩ B is a witness set for A to
degree r. Therefore, there exists an A s.t. the denotation of Q(A, ∗) is properly
fuzzy.

Thus, a quantifier is vague if there are witness sets for this quantifier which
belong to its denotation to a degree lower than 1. In the case of “some” this means
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that a given set of n blonde women can be a witness set for some(women, blonde)
just with some probability. Note that whereas in the case of generalized quanti-
fiers we have minimal and maximal (with respect to inclusion) witness sets, these
notions make no sense in the case of vague quantifiers.
The restriction of bijection-closure would be even less intuitive for vague

quantifiers. Suppose Q is a vague quantifier and f : M → M ′ is a bijec-
tion. If we now assumed that Q is bijection-closed, we would have to de-
mand that in((A,B), QM) = in((fA, fB), QM ′), for any A,B of M , where
fA = {f(x)|x ∈ A}. But such a condition seems to be a very strong restric-
tion and we rather want to be liberal in defining the general notion of a vague
quantifier. The lack of bijection-closure for vague quantifiers involves that there
may be two different universes of the same cardinality such that some vague
quantifier Q will behave differently in each of them, e.g. will be vague in one and
not vague in the other, or the membership ratios will be different for witness sets
of this quantifier in each domain. We do not want to exclude the possibility of
such a context-dependent quantification.
Defining semantics for sentences with vague quantifiers requires the use of

fuzzy logic, e.g. Łukasiewicz many-valued logic, with the set of real numbers
as a set of truth-values. (Łukasiewicz, 1929, 1961) The fuzzy logic L, sufficient
for expressing categorial sentences12 with 〈1, 1〉 vague quantifiers, can be defined
in the following way. We take the language of classical first order logic, just
instead of usual universal and existential quantifiers of type 〈1〉 we have 〈1, 1〉
fuzzy quantifiers. The formulas of our logic are built in a standard way, formulas
with 〈1, 1〉 fuzzy quantifiers are construed as formulas with 〈1, 1〉 generalized
quantifiers. Truth-value of atomic formulas is defined as in classical logic.13 The
truth-value for propositional connectives is defined as in Łukasiewicz. The truth-
value for categorial sentence with a fuzzy quantifier Q is defined as follows:

Definition 26. The set of truth-values is a set of real numbers [0, 1], F – the set
of formulas of the logic L. [.] : F → [0, 1].
For any M , any v-valuation, any x, any unary predicates A,B, any 〈1, 1〉

fuzzy quantifier Q:
[Qx(A(x), B(x))]M,v = in((A(x)M , B(x)M), QM)

Since in our considerations we deal only with categorial sentences Q(A,B), to
simplify things we allow Q to be applied only to atomic formulas. Of course now
we cannot say that “Some boys hate most girls”, however such complex sentences
are not presently of interest to us.
The important result is to show how we can get quantified sentences that are

neither true nor false, but just “partly true” or “probable”. One may assign the
percentages on the triangle arms (see picture above) as weights of probabilities,

12sentences of a form Q(A,B)
13We define now the “minimal version” and omit the problem of fuzzy predicates.
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with which such inferences are accepted by subjects. The other question is if one
can treat them also as a kind of approximation of truth-values of such inferences.
Finally, let us briefly discuss another property worth considering with respect

to vague quantifiers, namely monotonicity. In chapter 1.2.3 we define four differ-
ent kinds of monotonicity for 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifier Q – see Definition 15.
Let us recall that Most, as a 〈1, 1〉 generalized quantifier, is monotone increas-
ing in the second argument although it is not monotone in the first argument,
whereas Some is monotone increasing in both arguments. Defining monotonicity
for vague quantifiers would, however, require deciding how the ratios (values of
function in) change for extensions (resp. restrictions) of the domain (resp. the
predicate), i.e. for subsets or supersets of the first or the second argument of the
quantifier. To do this we would have first to determine how in general the ratios
of membership of given witness sets to quantifier denotations depend on domains
and their cardinality. As it is probably complex and dependent on many factors,
we assume rather that vague quantifiers are not monotone.

3.5.2 Default denotations and inflating process

We have explained what we understand by vague quantifiers. Modeling the scalar
implicature “not all” for both “most” and “some” requires however a little bit
more work. Here we come to the essential point, namely we believe that quanti-
fiers have default denotations, and the scalar implicature phenomenon (the weak
implicature!) is the result of flexibility of those denotations, which can be dy-
namically changed in the process of reasoning.

Definition 27. D is a default denotation of Q(A, ∗) if it is a restricted set of
witness sets such that for each a ∈ D, in(a,D) ≈ 1 (We use ≈ instead of =
since we believe that the default denotation may be vague as well and may include
elements which are almost certainly in the set.)

The crucial issue is that in natural discourse we do not use sentences to some
extent. We either use them or not, making a 0−1 decisions whether or not they are
true, depending on the context and dynamics of reasoning. Thus although there is
some default meaning of language expressions, this meaning is flexible. The same
concerns quantifier denotations which, at least in some cases of fuzzy quantifiers,
can be “stretched” or extended. Note that the notion of default denotation makes
sense both for vague and sharp quantifiers. In the case of sharp quantifiers such
as “all” the default denotation is just inflexible.
What we propose is that the default denotations of “some” and “most” do not

include the whole domain as a witness set for these quantifiers. More precisely:

• Some(A,B) refers to the intersection of A and B of cardinality m, where
m < card(A)
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• Most(A,B) refers to the intersection of A and B of cardinality m, where
m < card(A) and m > card(A)/2.

Moreover, the default denotation of “some” is vague, whereas the default de-
notation of “most” is flexible but not vague! This means that even if the use
of the quantifier “some” in language suggests that the cardinality of any wit-
ness set should be smaller than half of the domain, this implicature is not cer-
atin. This is reflected in subjects’ indecisiveness about inferences Some/Mostnot
(resp. Somenot/Most), which were accepted in approximately 60% of cases (the
frequency distribution was asymmetric and displayed variance even for a single
subject). Note that in the case of both quantifiers the denotation itself is vague,
since in both cases it contains except for the default denotation the grey (or
“possible”) part, however in the case of “most” there is only one witness set out-
side the default denotation, namely the whole domain! We need to observe that
vagueness which consists in flexibility of the default denotation differs in nature
from what is usually understood by vagueness. We use the same notion because
we apply fuzzy semantics for medeling this phenomenon. If one regards the case
“all” as a possible witness set for “most”, just lying outside the default denota-
tion because of the very close to zero membership ratio, then indeed “most” may
be treated as (quantitatively) vague. The difference between this kind of vague-
ness and the standard vagueness consists in the big truth-value gap between the
default denotation and the remaining greyish part. Usually some regular (even
linear) decrease of degrees to which elements belong to a vague set is assumed.
In this case, we rather observe a “sudden decline”. Moreover, ranking the ele-
ments from the grey part to the default denotation is a more dynamic process
and involves increasing the membership ratios for those elements.
Now it also becomes clear why monotonicity of both “most” and “some” be-

comes problematic. Let us explain precisely what was already mentioned in the
chapter 1.2.3 how the implicature “not all” (if embedded in semantics of quan-
tifiers) forces us to abandon monotonicity. Let us consider that for some A,B,
Most(A,B) (with ratio 1) and assume B′ s.t. B ⊆ B′ and A ⊆ B′. Then if
Most is monotone increasing in the second argument, we get Most(A,B′), but
since A ⊆ B′, then also All(A,B′) and hence, assuming that the default denota-
tion of “most” excludes “all”, one gets ¬Most(A,B′) (or at least the ratio will
be very close to 0). Similarly one can show that the vague quantifier “some” is
not monotone in the second argument because of its implicature “not all”. The
non-monotonicity of “some” in the first argument follows from the vagueness of
the default denotation. Assume for some A,B, Some(A,B) to a degree r (i.e.
in((A,B), SomeM) = r), and let A′ s.t. A ⊆ A′, then assuming persistence of
“some”, we would have to claim probably that Some(A′, B) to degree r′. One
could be tempted to say that r′ = r, but as in this case r depends on the car-
dinality of A and of A ∩ B, then since card(A′) > card(A), we would have to
determine how r′ will change in relation to r. We would like to say that r′ > r,
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but the mutual dependencies are not that clear, since r can also depend on the
qualitative character of A.
Finally, let us explain how the default denotations are stretched in the reason-

ing process. The most important observation is that, implicitly, both “most” and
“some” do not refer to the whole domain. Thus, these quantifiers implicate “not
all” (“somenot”) and are not used if application of the quantifier “all” also results
in a true sentence. Hence, a person who is given a sentence with one of these
two quantifiers usually interprets this sentence as conveying also the considered
implicature. The situation changes when people are asked to evaluate sentences
with “some” or “most” as true or not in the light of universal premises. In such
cases, All/Most and All/Some inferences can be understood in two ways. Asked
whether on the basis of “All A’s are B” one can say that “Some (resp. Most)
A’s are B”, a subject may understand with or without the silent word “only” in
the conclusion. Thus, the conclusion may be taken in the default meaning and
hence rejected, or the meaning may be changed to “at least some (most)”, and
thus “some” or “most” will be understood without the implicature. The essential
point is what cognitive mechanism lies behind the second interpretation. There
may be two possible mechanisms:

• suspension of implicature,

• extension of a quantifier.

In the first case the implicature “not all” is suspended or canceled. In the latter
we extend the default meaning of a quantifier, so that it embraces the grey part of
its denotation. One might ask to what extend these processes are different, and
why they are not regarded as the same mechanism. To see this, let us consider
the quantifier “most”. One possibility is that when we see (hear) a sentence with
“all” we think (tacitly) also “most” – for example because of semantic accretion
from voting systems (while voting we usually want at least most to agree for
a given proposal, which thus is accepted also when all agree). Then, we may
suspend implicature “not all” more easily in the case of “most” than in the case
of “some”. Still it does not seem clear enough why that kind of language habit
connected with voting systems should have such a strong influence on semantics
and hence why this cancelation of implicature should be easier in the case of
“most”. The other possibility is that the whole domain is treated as a kind of a
“big majority” (thus it belongs to the grey part of the denotation of “most”), so
we can extend the default denotation of “most” to the whole domain, whereas
the same mechanism in the case of “some” is more far-fetched. Such extending
denotations of quantifiers are possible because of their vagueness. The “grey”
part of a denotation is like a non-inflated part of an elastic ball. If denotations
are vague, they can be “stretched”. The question is – how far.
Let us use an analogy of a two-colored (e.g. red and white) collection of little

dots on a computer screen. “Some” refers to a situation where only a small part
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of the collection is red, “most” – to one where a bigger part is red and “all” to one
where the whole collection is red. Thus a sentence “Some dots are red” assumes
that some dots are not red and in most cases also that a bigger part (most)
of the collection is not red. We are more hesitant about the latter conclusion
because the default denotation of “some” is itself vague. On the other hand,
“Most dots are red” means that a majority of the collection is red, but not the
whole collection. Now, when we are given a sentence “All dots are red” and we
are asked if sentences with “some” resp. “most” hold as well, we can either reject
these sentences taking the default meaning of “some” and “most” into account
or we can abstract in imagination from the whole picture an appropriate part to
see that “some” and “most” can be special cases of “all”. This mechanism of
abstraction will probably be more difficult if a picture is presented, but should
be quite easy in the case of textually given models. The question is why such
“abstraction” is easier in the case of “most” than in the case of “some”. If this
is just suspension of implicature, it should be similarly difficult in both cases.
That is why we consider that extending of the default denotations of quantifiers
(“some” and “most”) plays a crucial role. This would explain why it is quite
easy to extend “some” to “most” and “most” to “all”, but it is difficult to extend
“some” to “all”. The reason is that the last case requires much more conceptual
effort and is much more far-fetched, since the decrease of membership ratios of
witness sets of “some” can be observed already when the cardinality of the witness
sets exceeds half of the domain.

3.5.3 How to explain the hypotheses

Now we can finally clearly see how our model explains the hypotheses together
with the results.

Hypotheses 5 and 6

Since the default denotations of “some” and “most” assume that both quantifiers
do not apply to the case “all”, the scalar implicature “not all” is then the direct
effect of such a semantics. Thus, the scalar implicature is a part of the default
meaning of these quantifiers, although the default meaning may be extended in
particular cases.

Hypotheses 7 and 10

“Some” may be easily extended so that the case “most” is treated as its wit-
ness set, but it cannot be easily extended to the case “all”, in other words the
membership ratio for “all” being a witness set of “some” is very close to zero.
That is whyMost/Some inference are much more frequent than All/Some infer-
ences. “Most” can be, however, extended to the “all” case much more easily than
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“some”, because in the case of “most” the whole domain is the only witness set
for this quantifier lying outside the default denotation. This results in All/Most
inferences being more frequent than All/Some inferences.

Hypothesis 8

Inferences Some/Mostnot are less frequent than Some/Somenot inferences be-
cause of vagueness of the default denotation of “some”, in other words, the case
“most” belongs to the default denotation of “some” but with lower degree than
e.g. the case “less than half”, whilst the case “all” is outside the default denota-
tion. This explains subjects uncertainty about Some/Mostnot inferences.

3.6 Summary and further research

We presented passive versions of experiments concerning scalar implicatures and
the so-called existential import of the considered quantifiers. Based on our results
we proposed how scalar implicatures of quantifiers “some” and “most” can be
modeled with the use of fuzzy semantics. We describe these quantifiers as fuzzy
with flexible default denotations. Those default denotations are further defined
as not including the whole domain as an element. Therefore, the implicature
“not all” is a part of the default meaning of both “some” and “most”. Since
the denotations are flexible, both considered quantifiers are extendable to the
case “all”, however such extension is more natural in the case of “most”, since
the whole domain is the only witness set for this quantifier lying outside the
default denotation. In the case of “some” such extension is more difficult, since
its default denotation is itself vague, which results also in people’s indecisiveness
about so-called strong scalar implicature of this quantifier.
As further research concerning vagueness and flexibility of quantifiers we plan

the following:

• Estimation of the cardinality dependence of “some”: approximating the
borders of the default denotation

• Differentiation between the two mechanisms: suspension of implicature and
extension of quantifiers

As an especially important completion to the above research we would con-
sider the within-subject comparison of all the relevant inferences: All/Some,
All/Most, Some/Somenot, Some/Mostnot both in the context (textual rea-
soning tasks) and with the use of pictures; for passive and active competence.
Additionally, subjects should be asked to evaluate the certainty with which they
infer their conclusions.





Chapter 4

What can fictitious discourse tell us
about existence?

4.1 Introduction: what to do with empirical
data?

This thesis began as a study of existential import, developed as a study of scalar
implicatures of quantifiers and came back to the initial point. In our experiments
we showed how all the inference relations between categorial sentences1, includ-
ing inferences that are traditionally said to invoke existential import (thus the
inferences All/Some and No/Somenot), are dependent on scalar properties of
the considered quantifiers. Moreover, we claimed that it is only scalar properties
that matter here and that the considered quantifiers are free of any ontologi-
cal commitment. Thus, the truth-value of categorial sentences does not depend
on the ontological status of the entities referred to, so on the emptiness or non-
emptiness of the domain. Whereas the first part of our claim was widely motivated
on many pages of the previous chapters, the second one still needs analysis and
justification. The problem yet remains and we are left with the question of how
to interpret categorial sentences in predicate logic, since even if “some” has the
suggested scalar implicature and vague denotation, it still has, in contrast to the
universal quantifier, existential meaning.
Let us briefly recall from chapter 1, that the relationship between the onto-

logical category of existence and the particular categorial sentence “Some A’s are
B’s” results from how this sentence is represented in predicate calculus, namely
as an existentially quantified sentence ∃x(A(x) ∧ B(x)). The further transfer of
the existential commitment to the universal categorial sentence follows from what
is traditionally understood by existential import, and is described as “subalter-
nation” in the Aristotelian Square of Opposition. We mean here inferences:

1here – sentences of a form Q(A,B), where Q ∈ {All,No, Some, Somenot,Most,Mostnot}
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(A/S)
All(A,B)
Some(A,B)

(N/SN)
No(A,B)

Somenot(A,B)
2,

which in the present study are described as “so-called existential import”.
However, since the universal categorial sentence is contemporarily represented

as ∀x(A(x) → B(x)) and thus can be vacuously satisfied (in contrast to the
particular sentence), then if we want to preserve this kind of inference, we need
to find some better logical model. 3

The empirical evidence for the ontological independence of A/S and N/SN
inferences consist in the lack of any between-group difference with respect to
empty resp. non-empty domains. In our experiments the subjects’ readiness to
infer Some(A,B) from All(A,B) (or Somenot(A,B) from No(A,B)) did not dif-
fer with respect to emptiness of domains. (Similarly for conclusions with “most”
inferred from universal premises.) In general, even if we observed any between-
group differences, they were of such a kind that cannot be connected with the
presumed existential load of the quantifier “some” (and the lack of such a load
in the case of the universal quantifier). Let us recall that in the direct inferences
part of the first experiment, so-called existential import was even stronger in the
empty-terms group than in the control group. This effect was explained by such
factors as:

• differences in logical background of subjects in both groups,

• stronger context-dependence of reasoning with non-empty terms than with
empty terms, namely that in the case of reasoning with the use of terms
referring to entities that are familiar to us, it is difficult to abstract from
factual knowledge about world.

Nonetheless, the experiments clearly showed that people’s readiness to produce
inferences of the form A/S or N/SN was not dependent on the ontological status
of the objects referred to. This suggests that both quantifiers indeed have similar
truth-value conditions in empty and non-empty domains. The question is, how-
ever, whether they are both existentially loaded (and hence both false in empty
domains) or rather both free of any existential burden.
In this last chapter, we propose how to solve this puzzle. Let us introduce

briefly what are our main assumptions:

1. Categorial sentences such as “All A’s are B” or “Some A’s are B” (among
others) can be true or false independently of the ontological status of the

2Actually the latter inference (N/SN) in the Aristotelian Square of Opposition is not depen-
dent on granting existential import to the negative universal categorial sentence (since “some
not” lacks such import), but it requires additional assumption of non-emptiness of domains in
modern logic.
3For a discussion of possible strategies of dealing with this problem – other than the one

proposed below – see chapter 1.4.
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domain. This assumption is the result of the following conviction. We
believe that there is an essential difference in truth-value between the two
sentences: “Zeus lived on Mount Olympus” and that “Zeus lived on Mount
Tabor”, namely the first one is true and the latter is false. Similarly “All
elves have pointed ears” is in our opinion a true sentence, and not just
because we believe that the universally quantified sentence can be vacuously
satisfied. It is true since, indeed, according to what we know about elves
their ears are pointed. On the contrary, a sentence “All elves have four
legs” is clearly false, because elves are two-legged beings.

2. There is a crucial difference between so-called empty and non-empty terms.
Let us make it clear. We do not claim that all terms are non-empty and
hence that all objects are existent. Elves can be two-legged beings with
pointed ears, and Zeus can be a Greek god, whose seat is Mount Olympus,
but neither elves nor Zeus exist, at least not in the same world as ourselves.
Therefore “Zeus” and “elves” are empty terms, namely terms non-referring
to anything in the real, actual world. What is even more, elves inhabit
different worlds than are ruled by Greek gods.

It follows that “A’s exists” is an ambiguous sentence, or rather it can have
different presuppositions concerning the world or sets of worlds to which it
applies. “Elves exist” is a false sentence if we are referring to the actual
world (or if we refer to the world of Greek mythology), but it can be true,
when understood as “In some fairy-tale worlds (e.g. Tolkien’s world), i.e.
some possible worlds, elves exist”.

3. Existence indexes possible worlds, which are dynamic constructions.

While under traditional approaches, possible worlds are treated as static ob-
jects and their internal structure is rarely examined, we take an approach in
which possible worlds are dynamic mental constructions providing (possibly
incomplete) descriptions of certain world-states (called world-descriptions
or worlds from now). Neither objects nor worlds are primitive, thus worlds
can be constructed of objects and objects can be also constructed within
worlds if enforced by some world-laws defining them. Sentences about the
real world are special only in the respect that the description of a world-
state which is (often implicitly) conveyed in them is one of the real world
(the world in which the sentence-using individual lives). Thus, existence is
treated as a modal index, assigning objects to a certain world-state descrip-
tion. The most common natural-language use of the word “exists” is now
treated as an implicit assignment of objects to the description of the real
world.

In what follows, we develop each of these points, giving also some justification
for our assumptions. Finally we will describe in more detail how our proposal
solves the problem of existence and existential import.
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4.2 How to separate existence from the existen-
tial quantifier

The problem arises when we try to represent natural-language sentences in the
predicate calculus. If “Some A’s are B” is translated to “there are A’s that are
B”, and hence if it is represented as ∃x(A(x) ∧ B(x)), then this sentence indeed
states non-emptiness of some set, namely the intersection of A and B and thus it
sates that there are some objects. It was Hume who said that there is no difference
between existent objects and just objects, and hence that to be an object is to be
an existent object. If so, then by saying that “Some A’s are B”, we are stating
also that some objects exist.
One could, however, claim that to be an object and to be an existent object

is not the same: that there are non-existent objects as well as existent. Within
such an approach “there are A’s” is usually considered not equivalent to “A’s
exist” and existence is claimed to be a normal first-order predicate like any other
term naming a property, like “red”, “material”, “round”, etc. Then, the sentence
“A’s exists” would be represented not as ∃xA(x) (which would represent rather
a sentence “there are A’s”) but with the use of a first-order “existence predicate”
(Ex) and hence as: ∃x(A(x) ∧ Ex(x)).
In modern philosophy the possibility that existence could be a first-order pred-

icate is usually rejected. The Kantian argument against “existence predicate” is
invoked together with the famous quotation: “A hundred real thalers do not con-
tain the least coin more than a hundred possible thalers.” (Kant, 2006) The idea
of the argument is that if we have a full and adequate description of an object,
we do not need to add existence as one of the object’s properties. Our descrip-
tion is already complete and stating existence will not give any new information.
Thus, existence is different from normal first-order predicates. It is claimed to
play a similar role to the truth-predicate, and hence is rather considered to be a
second-order predicate. In those logics that stand in the Frege-Quine tradition, it
is sustained that both “there is” and “exists” are expressed by means of the ex-
istential quantifier (∃), which is, consequently, interpreted as having “ontological
import”.
The view that granting existence to an object does not add anything to the

description of this object is probably one of the greatest philosophical prejudices.
Certainly adding to a description of an object P that P exists (or not) changes
essentially our knowledge about this object. I can describe P and P may turn
out to be my hallucination. If this fact is unknown to me and also to my inter-
locutor, then if she concludes that P exists – only because P has some properties
which usually belong to existent objects – then her conclusion is false. Thus the
information that P is not real, and so does not exist, is an essential completion
to the description of P . In fact the qualitative descriptions of many fictitious
objects, e.g. characters from “James Bond”, will not be much different from de-
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scriptions of real characters, even if evil characters from James Bond are much
less dangerous to us than real bandits. Real and merely possible golden thalers
in my pocket differ essentially, in that the latter are of no use.
At this point the defender of the view that existence is not a part of a de-

scription of an object might say that of course existent objects are different from
non-existent ones and that she is not claiming anything opposite. Her point is
that descriptions of those objects do not differ, since the information whether a
description refers to an existent or a non-existent object is not a part of this de-
scription. These are properties used in the description that enable us to check if a
described object exists, and using a property “existent” for determining whether
it is really existent would be like reading the same newspaper twice to make sure
that it is telling the truth (to use a popular philosophical metaphor). In other
words, the information that an object exists does not change the conditions under
which sentence asserting the existence of this object are true, and is not used in
the procedure of verification. In this way objects are like sentences. True and
false sentences differ a lot, but sentences “it is true that p” and “p” do not differ
with respect to the truth conditions they have to fulfill to be true and the pro-
cedure of checking their truth-value is exactly the same. Moreover, saying that
p is true will not make p true and similarly saying that P exists will not make
P exist. The last argument appears to be a weak sophism in this respect that it
works similarly with other properties: saying that P is red, will not make P red,
since P is either red or not and, exactly the same way, P either exists or not.
Even if we find the above arguments weak, there is much more to say against

the first-order “existence predicate”. One of the strongest argument consists in
showing how the assumption that existence is a (first-order) predicate allows con-
structing so-called ontological proof. We will not reconstruct this argument here
(as it is well-known in philosophy and not relevant for our further investigations),
but focus rather on so-called meinongean paradoxes of non-existent objects. If
existence is a predicate which can be assigned to some objects or not, and thus
we have both existent and non-existent objects, we need to answer the question
“what does it mean to be an object”.
In the most classical theory of non-existent objects, given by Meinong, to every

single property and to every set of properties, there is a corresponding object,
either an existent or a non-existent one. Thus, there is, for instance, an object
that has the property of being blue as its sole property, one might call it “the
object blue”, or simply “blue”. There is aslo an object that has the property of
being round and the property of being blue, and no other properties (the object
“round and blue”). And so forth. But “an object blue” cannot exist since it is
impossible to have blue as a sole property. Certainly, “an object blue” is not
identical with the property “blue”, and it seems that every colored object needs
to have also e.g. shape and size. Such an object (“blue”) must be incomplete and
indeed Meinong admits that such objects cannot exist, they are not only non-
existent but even necessarily non-existent objects (Reicher, 2008). Furthermore,
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according to this theory, there can be also an object which is round and square
(or even, to make it explicit, round and not round), which breaks the law of
contradiction. Again, Meinong replies that the law of contradiction applies only
to the existent objects and “round square” is a necessarily non-existent object.
But this is not the end of problems. If “blue” is an object that has “blue” as its
sole property, it has also a property “of having only one property”, but then it
has at least two properties, so we again get a contradiction.
Because of the above difficulties, non-existent objects together with exis-

tence predicate were not liked by many logicians and philosophers, although
neo-meinongean theories, trying to find ways out of the aporias while preserv-
ing non-existent objects, also grew in large numbers. Later on we will refer to
one of the most interesting, developed by Graham Priest, which uses a possible
worlds semantics for this purpose. The reason why we do not want just to give
up on these problematic non-existent objects is that identifying existence with
the existential quantifier, or – using Quine’s words – claiming that “to exist is to
be a value of a bound variable”, is not in the least deprived of weaknesses. Since
we quantify in natural language over both real and merely possible objects, e.g.
objects from fictional discourse, we are back to the problem of logical form and
truth-value of sentences that use terms referring to such objects.

4.3 An existential journey into many worlds

Our proposal is a combination of intuitions coming from two different approaches
to the problem of fictitious discourse. We mean the intentional-story operator
and Graham Priest’s application of possible worlds semantics to the problem of
non-existent object. We below briefly present those approaches.

4.3.1 The intentional story-operator strategy

Let us use the already mentioned example about Zeus: From the two sentences:
(a)“Zeus lived on Mount Olympus” and (b)“Zeus lived on Mount Tabor”, the first
one is obviously “truer” than the second one, since according to Greek mythology
it was Olympus that was the seat of gods. Moreover, we deny the truth of the
sentence (b) not because we do not believe in Zeus, but since it contradicts
our knowledge about mythology, whilst (a) is clearly true in the light of this
knowledge. This reference to context (mythology) leads us directly to the solution
that sentences like (a) or (b), so treating about some fictitious entities, are in fact
abbreviations of longer sentences with a silent so-called story-operator.
According to the story-operator strategy, we have to interpret sentences of

fictional discourse as incomplete (Miller, 2008). A complete reading of, for in-
stance, (a) Zeus lived on Mount Olympus would be as follows: (a’) According to
the story S (Greek mythology): Zeus lived on Mount Olympus.
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The expression “according to the story S” is the so-called “story-operator”.
This is a sentence operator, so the whole sentence is in its scope. Thus (a) may be
false if taken in isolation, but (a’) the complete reading is true. What is crucial
is that (a’) does not imply that anyone lived on Olympus; neither does it imply
that Zeus exists (or existed). The problem of this solution is that it does not
work equally well for all kinds of sentences of fictional discourse. Consider, for
instance: (d) Zeus is a character from Greek mythology. This sentence is true; but
if we put a story-operator in front of it, we get a falsehood: (d’) According to the
story S: Zeus is a character from Greek mythology, since according to the Greek
mythology, Zeus is an eternally living god (of flesh and blood). To avoid the above
problem we may say that there are two kinds of sentences of fictional discourse:
internal (e.g. (a) ) and external (e.g.(d)) and the story-operator strategy can be
applied to internal sentences only.

4.3.2 Non-existent objects and possible worlds

Graham Priest’s (2005) strategy assumes that there are non-existent objects and
existence is a first-order predicate. Then the Meinongean paradoxes can to be
omitted (at least so is claimed by the author) with the use of possible words
semantics.
The author introduces the distinction between quantifier and ontological com-

mitment. Both the universal and existential quantifiers are treated in this ap-
proach as deprived of any existential import. A sentence Some(A,B) has the
form ∃x(A(x) ∧ B(x)), but the quantifier ∃ should be read just as “some” and
not as “exists”. Hence, ∃xA(x) means just that some x are such that A(x) and it
does not mean that there are A’s or that A’s exist. Accordingly, by Some(A,B)
we just claim that some objects from the domain are such that they have both:
property A and property B and not that such objects exist.
This theory gives “an object” a similar meaning to that given by Meinong. It

is not just something real or existing, since there are non-existent objects as well.
“An object” is anything that has at least one property. There are as many objects
as there are combinations of properties, just not all of them are existent objects,
namely not all of them exist in the actual world. Still, however ridiculous it may
sound, non-existent objects exist too, but in other (non-actual) worlds, which is
why they should be rather called “possible” than “non-existent”, e.g. elves exist
in the fantasy world, Zeus – in the world of Greek mythology. Moreover, like
a real neo-meinongean solution, this proposal accepts impossible objects such as
“round squares”. They exist in impossible worlds.
Sentences from fictional discourse refer to non-existent objects and may be

true or false just like sentences concerning real entities – with respect to the
appropriate world in which they exist. Existence is a simple fist-order predicate
which can be assigned to some objects in some possible worlds. “A chimera
exists” is a sentence of a form ∃x(Ch(x) ∧ Ex(x)), where Ex is a simple first-
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order predicate that reads as “is existent”. Quantification is ontologically neutral.

4.3.3 Modal index

Both above-described solutions are based on some good intuitions: the story-
operator strategy – that sentences from fictional discourse refer to some given
context, Priest’s solution – that these “contexts” are possible worlds and that
various objects exist in various worlds. The strategy we propose is quite similar
to Priest’s solution but avoids treating existence as a predicate.
What we propose is to move the existential import to the level of quantifying

over possible worlds, so that existence becomes a kind of “modal index”. Possible
worlds are characterized qualitatively and existence of different entities in those
worlds follows from the worlds’ characteristics. For example fantasy worlds are
such that they assume elves as their inhabitants, thus we know that in those
worlds elves exist. Let us use here Kripke’s example: if I dug out some remains
of an animal similar to a horse with one horn, I would not discover that unicorns
existed. What I would find out, would be rather that there lived some animals
similar to mythological unicorns, but not that unicorns had ever existed, since
unicorns are fictitious beings and one of their characteristics is that they do not
occur in our world. Our world does not apply to unicorns, but a fantasy world
does. On the other hand if I, in some way, opened a gate to another dimension and
entered a different world with some fantasy flowers, trees and silver one-horned
horses on the meadows, then I could say that I probably saw real unicorns (even
if real possible worlds cannot be observed by any telescopes).4

Thus existence of some objects is their belonging to chosen possible worlds –
a kind of function assigning objects to worlds. All the objects that belong to the
actual world exist in the basic (actual or real) sense. Possible objects exists in
the sense that they belong to some possible worlds (mythological, fantasy, worlds
of imagination, etc.) Existence is hence ambiguous, but only in this sense that it
indexes many possible worlds. Thus even if “to exist” is univocal, sentences of a
form “A exists” are ambiguous, since they presuppose different models, in which
their truth-value can be evaluated.
Sentences in natural language have existential presuppositions concerning in

what kind of world (or set of worlds) we are, or which worlds we should consider
to evaluate their truth-value. Sentences using so-called “non-empty terms” (so
terms referring to some real objects) have a presupposition that we are in the
actual world (we are considering the actual world’s description). This is the
default existential presupposition we make. On the other hand sentences from
fictional discourse presuppose fictional world descriptions. That is why “Some
elves have pointed ears” may be true even if there are no elves in our world,
4For this example and also for the first suggestion that existence could be a modal index –

given in one of our philosophical conversations in Warsaw, I would like to thank to my friend
Piotr Wilkin.
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since this sentence is not about our world, but about some fantasy world (or
worlds). This approach gives rise to multiple interpretations of fictional discourse
sentences:

Ambiguity of presuppositions

Let E = {w |w  ∃x(elf(x))} (Thus E is a set of all “elvish” worlds.)

1. (A) Some elves have pointed ears.

• (A’-1) ∃w : w  ∃x(elf(x) ∧ p.e.(x)) 5

• (A’-2) ∃w : w  ∃x(elf(x)) ∧ ∀x(elf(x)→ p.e.(x))

(Thus both A′ − 1 and A′ − 2 implicitly state that E is non-empty.)

• (A”) w  ∃x(elf(x)∧p.e.(x)), where w is a world-variable whose value
is provided by the pragmatic context of the utterance.

2. (B) All elves have pointed ears.

• (B’) ∀w ∈ E : w  ∀x(elf(x)→ p.e.(x)) ∧ E 6= ∅ 6

• (B”) w : w  ∃x(elf(x)) ∧ ∀x(elf(x) → p.e.(x)), where w is a world-
variable whose value is provided by the pragmatic context of the ut-
terance.

In general, both A and B (below) have a similar presupposition – that we are
in the set of worlds in which there are elves. The ambiguity lies deeper – when
we have to deal with more than one possible world in which given objects exits.7

A sentence (A) “Some elves have pointed ears” may mean that (A’) there is
a possible world in which there are elves and elves in that world have pointed
ears: (A’-1) some of them (but not all) or (A’-2) all of them. In both cases the
sentence will be true provided that in case (A’-2) the scalar implicature of “some”
is moved to the level of worlds, i.e. we assume that there are additionally some
possible worlds in which elves exist, but do not have pointed ears. Thus it means
that we know fairy-tales of elves with pointed ears, but also fairy tales of elves
of different kind. This first reading seems most general and likely to appear if a
sentence is given without any context.
In the second reading (A”) we presuppose that we are in some chosen possible

world (namely given by a context – explicit or presupposed on the basis of some
pragmatic data, e.g. our interlocutor is a fan of Tolkien’s books) in which there

5Abbreviation p.e. represents a property “has pointed ears”.
6This is where existential import is moved!
7We avoid now the problem of vagueness of “some” and assume for our analysis that a

sentence (A) should be interpreted as “There are elves with pointed ears” with implicature
“not all elves have pointed ears”.
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are elves and some of them (but not all) have pointed ears. Of course this inter-
pretation requires the specification of a context, or may just appear if a subject
is acquainted only with one kind of fairy-tale about elves (satisfying additionally
this condition). In such a case, when we just choose one specific world, we of
course do not have to care how many more possible worlds there are in which
elves exist (with or without pointed ears), since everything is considered with
respect to the given world. What is worth noting is that the scalar implicature
of “some” has to work at least at one level: the level of worlds or the level of
considered objects in the given world. It would not of course harm if we could
apply scalar implicature on both levels and have many “elvish” worlds, some of
them such that some (but not all) of their elvish inhabitants have pointed ears
(A’-1).
As far as the universal sentence (B) “All elves have pointed ears” is concerned

we again end up with two possible readings: one more general and context-free
and the second more specific. Thus, (B) may mean: (B’) in all possible fairy tales
about elves (and there are such! – this is where the existential import of universal
quantifier is moved to) all elves have pointed ears. This is however quite a strong
requirement and as soon as the context of an utterance can be used to specify
the possible world to which we refer, some subjects may understand this sentence
as weaker and satisfied in less restricted conditions, namely that the universal
condition must be satisfied only on the level of objects in the chosen possible
world. Then (B) means that there is the possible world (the given one) in which
elves exists and all elves in this world have pointed ears. The latter, although
seemingly existential, can still be an interpretation of (B) even if there will be
other worlds in which elves have normal ears. What is worth noting is that this
is the point at which (A) and (B) almost collapse into one reading.
To understand our experimental situation it is also important to analyze, what

happens when sentences use abstract, new terms, that are introduced into the
language, e.g. “wyszczyki”, “buzaki”, etc., namely what kind of interpretation is
given by a subject who is presented a task with such terms. Most probably such
a sentence is then treated as world-creating. A subject assumes that “buzaki”
or “wyszczyki” are just some entities, in whatever world they may exist. Such
an assumption is not direct, but appears when the default presupposition about
the actual world has to be suspended. The below dialogue pictures the reasoning
process.8

Subject: (reading the first given question) “You know that some
wyszczyki are two-colored...” What are wyszczyki? Is this a species
of bird? Is this a tricky question?

Experimenter: Not tricky. Do not focus on this, just answer the ques-
tion, according to what you think.

8A subject interviewed with the use of examples from the second experiment.
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Subject: But this is not anything in the world, is it?

Experimenter: No, it is not.

Subject: Ok, well, anyway... I can conclude that some are not two-
colored.

What we can see is that, when the ontological status of objects in discourse
is unknown to us, the default existential presupposition is made: that we are in
the actual world. This presupposition may change when new information is given
that this is just an invented term not denoting anything in the actual world. The
default presupposition is suspended, but the whole sentence is not rejected as
deprived of meaning (if we do not know what kind of entities are wyszczyki, how
can we verify if some of them are red or not?) The sentence is instead taken as
granted and its truth as given. The expression “you know that” is here essential,
since the truth of the premise is ascertained. Thus, a subject is left with a problem
of interpreting the given sentence – giving a model in which it can be true. It
requires fixing the ontology, on which a subject can base her reasoning. Thus,
a subject assumes a possible world description with such objects as wyszczyki,
some of which are two-colored. A description is incomplete, but that is irrelevant
since worlds, as we already mentioned are dynamic mental construction.

So-called existential import

Now we analyze so-called existential import assuming the above interpretations.
First we observe that B′ implies (if we leave out now the problem of implicatures)
all three readings of A, namely: A′ − 1, A′ − 2 and A′′, B′′ implies A′ − 1 and
A′ − 2, but A′′ only if the world variable is the same in B and A. We suppose
that it is the last interpretation (A′′ resp. B′′) that appears in the experimental
situation, since premises are treated as world-creating, especially in the case of
abstract (new in language) terms. Then the conclusion is generated (or evaluated)
as referring to the the world-description given in the premise. It can of course be
more complex in the case of empty terms referring to some well-known possible
objects, as elves. Then the context may interfere in the process of establishing
interpretation:

Subject 9: “All elves have pointed ears...” Do you mean all possible
elves I know, or some chosen kind of elves, like Tolkien’s elves?

In any case, such an assumption will lead to inferring so-called existential
import, i.e. the sentence “Some elves have pointed ears”, provided that this
conclusion will not be understood as referring to some different world, which is
not the one given by the premise.

9From the internet-forum discussion
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4.3.4 Constructing worlds

According to the classical approach to modality, possible worlds are static struc-
tures, namely sets of objects with relations defined on them. One might wonder
how a logical construct that is a possible world is actually constructed. Two main
approaches can be proposed here:

• objects are treated as primitive

• laws are treated as primitive

In the latter approach, we have some laws that define a possible world and
“force” the existence of some objects. In the former, we first select some ob-
jects and then just “throw” them into the world. We can, for example, create
a world by selecting some real and fictitious objects and arranging them into a
certain configuration; on the other hand, we can think of a possible world as an
initially empty container that satisfies some global conditions, e.g. some physical
or magical laws, and welcome into that world those very objects that are forced
by these laws. To give an example of this approach: if in some world elves are like
humans with respect to reproduction, then the existence of some elf in this world
forces the existence of her parents. (In this case, we can also meaningfully speak
of ontological commitment with respect to possible objects.) Those approaches
need not, however, be viewed as mutually exclusive. In most cases, a possible
world will be constructed heterogeneously with some primitive laws and some
primitive objects. Possible worlds are hence hybrid monsters and the process of
their construction is dynamic. This means that first we throw some objects from
our world, postulating also some laws and, by their power, other objects are born
into the world. One might think this approach faces a vicious circle problem. If
some laws force the existence of a given object in a given world, does this object
already exist in this world? If so, do the laws really force anything? The answer
to this objection lies in the dynamics of the process of world construction. Possi-
ble worlds are not static. It makes little sense to speak of a world as a complete
construction – what is given to us is just a world-description from the appropriate
stage of the dynamic world-building process.
Another hybrid aspect of possible worlds is the possibility of having mixed

worlds – possible worlds that are a mixture of the actual world and some fictional
elements (or fictional world and some real elements). This possibility comes from
allowing individual objects to “travel” between worlds. Of course, in most possible
worlds there are some real objects, such as tress, animals, humans, etc. However,
there is a difference between individual objects and the objects denoted by general
terms. The latter are possible objects of a real species rather then real objects
by themselves, and the individual designata of such species-terms do not have
to come from the actual world. With objects denoted by individual terms the
matter is altogether different. Let us consider a fable in which the author of this
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thesis discovers a magical gate to some fairy-land, where she meets elves. The
possible world of such a story would be a hybrid of the real world and the “elvish”
world. And more importantly, the main character in this world would be the real
object (real individual human-being) from the actual world. In this sense, we
believe in the rigid designation of individual terms. The identity of the author of
this thesis is not changed in all possible worlds as far as she is referred to by her
proper name.

Possible objects and paradoxes

First of all we observe that if existence is not a predicate but a modal index the
problems that arise by using existence in the characteristics of an object (e.g. the
ontological argument for existence of God) are avoided. What about the status of
objects? Of course it might seem that we reject the Humean account that “to be
an object” is “to be an existent object”, but on the contrary we agree with this
account, however we assume that existence has two meanings: the “real”, when
it indexes the actual world and the “possible”, when it indexes some possible,
but not actual, worlds. Thus “to be an object” is to be “existent object in some
possible world”. What is distinguished is hence not the existence itself, but the
actual world.
The final questions concern how to cope with so-called “incomplete” (“the

blue”) and contradictory (“round squares”) objects. In the case of contradictory
objects we follow Priest’s proposal that they can exist in those worlds in which the
law of contradiction does not hold, so worlds with paraconsistent logics. Actually,
we consider contradictory objects neither troublesome nor interesting enough to
focus on them. Objects like “the blue” require, however, devoting few sentences
to cope with them. We think that there are no such objects as “the blue”. Not
everything that can be characterized qualitatively, or that seems to be character-
ized qualitatively, is an object. One might ask, what is then “an object”. The
reply is that the notion of “an object” is primitive, which is why the statement
that “to be an object is to be an existent object (in some possible world)” does
not include a vicious circle. It is rather a claim than a definition. Defective
objects are no objects, in no possible world in the universe of universes.
To see why defective objects like “blue” are rejected, we need to observe first

that in a sense all possible objects are incomplete. This follows from the fact that
they are, like whole worlds, dynamic constructs, or rather more precisely they are
either real objects form the actual world or dynamic constructs. In both cases
they are incomplete. The final complete descriptions of such objects are never
available to us. What are available are only certain object-states i.e. descriptions
of certain states of given objects. In the case of real objects incompleteness
concerns how they will develop along the time dimension10, whereas possible

10It is another philosophical question to reply whether past real objects, that existed and
ceased to exist, are complete or whether they are more like constructs and hence incomplete.
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objects may change in all possible dimensions, and hence may be incomplete also
in their pastness. Let us take as an example Tolkien’s elves. We know a lot about
them as entities, how they looked, what kind of family relations they had, what
was their history, what languages they spoke, and that they all sailed away to
Valinor. But what about a sentence “Arwen wore a blue cloak on the day of her
three-hundredth birthday” or “Arwen has a mole on the left side of her neck”.
The verity of such sentences may depend on other facts about the world she
lives in, but most probably it is just a matter of the incompleteness of both the
world and Arwen as an object. Then, both the world and Arwen may develop so
that those sentences will be true or false. This leads us to even more interesting
conclusions. Imagine that someone writes a new story set in Tolkien’s world,
with some new characters participating along with the ones already existing in
the text. Do we want to say that it is still Tolkien’s world or that it is a new
possible world, let us say “Tolkien-plus”? Probably it would depend on how much
the new author added to the original setting. From this point of view, possible
worlds are fuzzy!11

Thus, if all possible objects are incomplete, why do we reject objects like
“blue”. The problem is that Meinongean “incomplete objects” are not really
incomplete, they pretend to be incomplete but in fact they are ex definitione
complete. If “blue” has one and only one property, then it is a static, complete,
though defective quasi -object, whereas possible objects may be incomplete con-
structs but they must be potentially complete and non-defective infinite collections
of properties – like real objects, which they imitate.

4.3.5 Why not discourse semantics?

The last few words about why we did not decide to use discourse semantics for
the analysis of existential import. Discourse representation theory (DRT), cre-
ated by Hans Kamp (1981) is a framework offering a representation language
for the examination of contextually dependent meaning in discourse. For exam-
ple, anaphoric pronouns such as “he” and “she” rely upon previously introduced
individual constants in order to have meaning. DRT uses variables for every in-
dividual constant in order to account for this problem. A discourse is represented
in a discourse representation structure (DRS), which is a mental representation
built up by the hearer as the discourse unfolds. The common semantic function
of non-anaphoric noun phrases occurring in discourse is the introduction of a new

11One might ask what about the real world. This is difficult since as in the case of possible
worlds, they are nothing more as mental constructs, in the case of the real world we must
differentiate between the world itself and its representation, namely our ontology of the real
world. For sure the latter (our ontology of the real world) is fuzzy. We would not stop conceiving
our world of real just because one elf was born in the forests in the North. But it is counterfactual
reasoning and shows fuzziness of the ontology and not of the world itself. To the metaphysical
question whether the world itself is fuzzy we are not going to give any reply.
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discourse referent (DR), which is in turn available for the binding of anaphoric
expressions. DRS contains variables (DR) as well as sentences in formal language
ordered like in the original discourse. Since discourse referents are mental repre-
sentations the recipient has in mind the problem of ontological status of fictitious
objects does not arise. Empty and non-empty terms are analyzed in the DRT in
exactly the same way – as introducing new discourse referents.

Contrary to what may seem at the spot, our solution is to a large extent
similar to DRT. Since objects as well as worlds are treated here in a sense as
incomplete algorithms, mental constructs, one might understand worlds as dis-
course representation structures and possible objects as discourse referents. The
reason why we engage possible worlds semantics rather than DRT is that in the
latter approach the ontological problem is not touched at all and the philosophi-
cal problem of interpreting existential sentences about fictitious objects is left out
unsolved. DRT provides only an algorithm for introducing discourse referents. At
a next stage – when a truth definition of DRT is given – discourse representation
structure may be embedded in “the world”. However without such a mapping
DRT remains at the level of mental representation and the question of reality
of referents does not arise. What does it mean that some objects exist? This
question is unanswered. On the other hand, the possible worlds semantics allows
to deal with this problem in an elegant way.

Furthermore, possible world semantics allows to clearly differentiate between
possible objects and their representations. The important point is that represen-
tations are always representations of something – of objects that exist indepen-
dently, and they should not be identified with objects themselves. When I say
that a horse is four-legged I do not mean that my representation of a horse is
such, but a horse itself. The need of such a distinction is quite obvious in the
case of non-empty terms. Why would we then mistake possible objects with their
representations?

The reason is probably that possible objects are illusions. Of course there are
no elves, no Greek gods, no flying horses and all sensible people know this. Thus,
it seems that in this case we deal only with our images or so to say representations.
However this is a misunderstanding. Zeus is not just my representation. I have
of course a representation of Zeus, but Zeus himself is an intersubjective referent
in a discourse. It is illusionary, incomplete, a kind of algorithm under permanent
construction, but it is by no means my subjective representation. The same
concerns possible worlds, they may be mental constructions, some may even be
my own and private mental constructions, not known to anybody else, but as soon
as they are shared in discourse by at least two individuals they obtain independent
ontological status in the Fregean Third Kingdom.
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4.4 Summary

In this chapter we proposed how to deal with the philosophical problem of ex-
istential import. We rejected both the possibility that the universal quantifier
is characterized by existential import as well as the assumption that such an
existential load is an element of the meaning of the natural-language quanti-
fier “some”. We suggest instead that quantification is ontologically neutral, and
hence both sentences: with “all” and “some” may be true or false in domains
that are traditionally considered as empty (thus with no elements from the real
world), and hence that sentences describing real objects and sentences describing
fictional or hypothetical objects share not only a syntactic, but also a semantic
structure. The difference between such sentences lies only in the presupposed
worlds to which these sentences refer, or rather the worlds in reference to which
their truth-value may be determined. This kind of presupposition is called ex-
istential since it says in what kind of worlds the considered entities exist. The
default presupposition in the case of so-called non-empty terms as well as new-
introduced terms (whose world-affiliation is unknown) is that the actual world is
the reference model. Sentences about existence are hence ambiguous. “Elves ex-
ist” is true when interpreted as “In some possible world there are elves” and false
when read with the presupposition that the reference model is the real world. We
propose that existence may be treated as a relation between certain world-state
descriptions and object-states, both objects and worlds being dynamic constructs.
It may then be represented as an index of a truth-value predicate, namely index
referring to the model in which the truth-value of a natural-language sentence
should be evaluated. Because worlds are treated as dynamic constructs, we dis-
cuss shortly the nature of the world-building process, which in most cases is
supposed to be heterogenous, that is with some primitive world-laws as well as
some primitive objects.
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Conclusions and perspectives

In our thesis, we discussed two related properties of reasoning with quantifiers in
natural language: scalar implicatures and existential import. The close relation
between these two phenomena arises from the analysis of the so-called implica-
tional scale. Scalar implicature refers to inferring negations of stronger items
from the weaker on the sale; whilst the stronger items are supposed to imply all
the weaker. However, inferring both “most” and “some” from the strongest on
the scale “all” requires an assumption that domains are non-empty or that the
universal quantifier is, similarly like “some” and “most”, existentially loaded.
To investigate the above dependencies between quantifiers, we conducted rea-

soning experiments checking people’s active inference-production as well as their
passive evaluation of given inferences. We observed that scalar implicatures oc-
cur with a high frequency in subjects reasoning. They are the most willingly
generated inferences and also the most frequently evaluated as correct. On the
other hand, weaker items are not willingly inferred from the stronger items, in
this inferring “some” from “all” (resp. “somenot” from “no”) is especially rare.
Moreover, the analysis of subject reasoning with the use of empty and non-empty
domains showed no significant difference in people’s inferences with respect to
ontological status of the objects referred to. Subjects inferences of sentences with
“some” or “most” from universal sentences were invariant on whether fictional or
real objects were mentioned.
Based on our results and especially on the lack of any connection between

subject’s inferences and emptiness of domains, we explain all the observed phe-
nomena in terms of scalar properties of quantifiers and refuse to analyze inferences
with universal premises and particular conclusions in terms of existential import.
We propose to treat quantifiers “some” and “most” as vague with flexible de-
notations. We provide a formalization of vagueness of quantifiers in terms of
fuzzy semantics, and assume that quantifiers have default denotations which can
be extended in the process of reasoning. Since default denotations of “‘some”
and “most” do not include the whole domain as a witness set, the implicature
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“not all” is explained by the default meaning of these quantifiers. We also briefly
discuss how the denotations are extended as well as how vagueness of the de-
fault denotation of “some” results with so-called strong scalar implicature of this
quantifier.
Explaining all the inference relations between considered quantifiers in terms

of scalar properties is not sufficient, since it does not solve the problem of inter-
preting existentially quantified sentences in fictional discourse. Therefore, to deal
with this issue we propose to use a dynamic modification of possible worlds se-
mantics, treating worlds as mental constructions describing certain world states.
Existential sentences presuppose then a certain world or class of worlds that set
up a domain of discourse. The most common natural-language use of the word
“exists” is treated as an implicit assignment of objects to the description of the
real world. What is more, in this approach not only worlds, but also objects are
understood as incomplete dynamic constructs.
Our experimental study together with the proposed theoretical framework is

by no means complete and should be understood as a part of a wider project.
At the end of Chapter 2 and 3 we specified prospective research problems that
seem worth considering in the light of obtained results. Summarizing the most
important points we pose the following general open questions:

1. How “some” and “most” are used in small and big domains, how their se-
mantics is dependent on cardinality and (presumably) on qualitative char-
acter of domains?

2. Are sentences with vague quantifiers treated as probable or partly true and
if yes, then under what conditions people’s certainty about them changes?

Variants of the passive experiment with the use of a scale (both a number
scale and a scale with modal expressions) on which subjects would estimate
how certain they are about the inferences they accept could shed a light on
this question.

3. Are there any individual differences in the way people understand “some” or
“most” and make inferences with these quantifiers? Thus, are implicatures
somehow dependent on individual understanding of quantifiers?

Although our present experiments deny such an option, it should be still
carefully analyzed and confirmed with further research.

4. Which of the cognitive mechanisms is more plausible to lie behind the in-
ferences All/Some (or All/Most): suspension of implicature or extension
of quantifiers?

5. Finally, in relation to the above, how do active and passive competencies
differ with respect to considered inferences?
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Regression analyses from Chapter 2.4.3

Linear regression

For the linear regression of some on bdot , ANOVA was not significant
(F (1, 14) = 4, 485; t(14) = −2, 118; p = .053). Moreover, the assumptions of
analysis were violated. Scatterplot (zpred vs zresid) displayed some heteroscedas-
ticity and the assumption of normally distributed residuals was not satisfied.
The three remaining analyses were significant, however they were difficult to

interpret because the assumptions were again violated.
Regression of sn on proc:
R was significant for regression (R2 = .707) (adjusted R2 = .686), which

means that 70, 7% of variance in the dependent variable can be predicted by scores
of the independent variable. F (1, 15) = 33, 805; t-test for coefficient (B = .153)
t(14) = 5, 814; p < .0001. (Constant B0 = 9, 097 p < .0001) The assumption of
normally distributed residuals was violated! The other assumptions were satisfied.
Regression of sn on bdot :
R was again significant (R2 = .64) (adjusted R2 = .614). F (1, 14) = 24, 884;

t-test for coefficient (B = 1, 441) t(14) = 4, 988; p < .0001 (constant B0 = 9, 968
p < .0001)
The assumption of normally distribution of residuals was again violated, also

the plot of regression standardized residual revealed some non-linearity. The
Durbin-Wason test had slightly too law value (1, 557).
Regression of some on proc
R for regression was significant but low. R2 = .318 (adjusted R2 = .269).

F (1, 14) = 6, 514; t-test for coefficient (B = −.121) t(14) = −2, 552; p = .023
(constant B0 = 22, 967 p < .0001) Again the residuals were not normally dis-
tributed and scatterplot (zpred vs zresid) revealed some heteroscedasticity.
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Cubic regression

ANOVA for cubic regression of some on bdot : R2 = .612 (adjusted R2 = .515);
F (3, 12) = 6.309; p = .008.
T-tests for coefficients for bdot : t(12) = 3.115; bdot2: t(12) = −3.269 and

bdot3: t(12) = 3.119 were all significant on the level of p < .01 (Constant was not
significant.)
The model equation:

some = 4.107 + 13.614bdot− 3.218bdot2 + .202bdot3. (A.1)

ANOVA for cubic regression of some on proc: R2 = .863 (adjusted: R2 =
.829); F (3, 12) = 25.224; p < .0001
T-tests for coefficients for proc: t(12) = 6.194, proc2: t(12) = −6.132 and

proc3: t(12) = 5.731 were significant on the level p < .0001 (Constant was not
significant.)
The model equation:

some = −4.544 + 2.172proc− .052proc2 + 0proc3. (A.2)

Logarithmic regression

Logarithmic regression of sn on bdot : R2 = .744 (adjusted: R2 = .726);
F (1, 14) = 40.745, p < .0001. T-test for coefficient: (B = 5.712) t(14) = 6.383,
p < .0001. Constant B0 = 8.497 was significant: p < .0001.
Logarithmic regression of sn on proc: R2 = .777 (adjusted: R2 = .761);

F (1, 14) = 48.832, p < .0001. T-tests for coefficient: B = 6.106, t(14) = 6.988,
p < .0001. Constant B0 = −6.569 was not significant.
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Tests from the first experiment

Picture test:

Gender:

Age:

Field of study (level):

Tutorial:

Looking at the above picture you can say that:

1. Most dots are black

2. Some dots are black

3. Some dots are not black

Since these sentences are true about this picture.
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You cannot, however, say that:

1. All dots are black

2. Most dots are not black

3. No dots are black

Since these sentences are false about the picture.

Instructions:

Look carefully at the below pictures. There are 20 of them. In the box next
to the picture write down all the sentences (of form a,b,c,d,e or f) you think are
true about the picture. The sentences should begin with words: “most”, “all”,
“some” or “no” and can be both positive and negative. Please note that
there can be more than one true sentence. Try to write down all the sentences
you think are true. If you think you that no sentence is true, draw a line.
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Direct inferences - empty terms

Age:

Gender:

Field of studies/level:

Tutorial:

Below you can read 12 sentences. You can infer some other sentences from
them. Under each sentence write down all the sentences that in your opinion fol-
low from the given one. Your sentences should begin with words “all”, “most”,
“no”, “some” and can be both positive or negative. There can be more
than one such inference for each given sentence. If you think that you cannot
infer anything, draw a line.
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Tasks:

1. Most mermoglins are pink.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
mermoglins and pink colour (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or
“no”)?

2. All szaruchy are vicious.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
szaruchy and being vicious (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or
“no”)?

3. Some puppishants are not friendly.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
puppishants and being friendly (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all”
or “no”)?

4. No mroczniaki wear scarfs.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
mroczniaki and scarfs (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or
“no”)?
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5. All mermoglins are quadrupeds.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
mermoglins and quadrupeds (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all”
or “no”)?

6. No present queen of Poland is a widow.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
present queens of Poland and widows (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”,
“all” or “no”)?

7. Most mgłowce have a cap.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
mgłowce and caps (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?

8. Some wietrzydła have claws.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
wietrzydła and claws (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?
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9. Most leprocracks do not have wings.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
leprocracks and wings (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or
“no”)?

10. Some gromblins have magical power.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
gromblins and magical power (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all”
or “no”)?

11. Some traclocks are not intelligent.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
traclocks and computer being intelligent (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”,
“some”, “all” or “no”)?

12. Most Sarcotrits are not witches.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
Sarcotrits and witches (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?
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Direct Inferences – non-empty terms

Age:

Sex:

Field of studies/level:

Tutorial:

Below you can read 12 sentences. You can infer some other sentences from
them. Under each sentence write down all the sentences that in your opinion fol-
low from the given one. Your sentences should begin with words “all”, “most”,
“no”, “some” and can be both positive or negative. There can be more
than one such inference for each given sentence. If you think that you cannot
infer anything, draw a line
Some of the given sentences may seem to you absurd or false. Do not worry

about it.
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Tasks:

1. Most of philosophy students wear berets.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
philosophy students and berets (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all”
or “no”)?

2. All internists have hats.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
internists and hats (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?

3. Some swimmers are not runners.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
swimmers and runners (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or
“no”)?

4. No elephants are green.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
elephants and green colour (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or
“no”)?
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5. All lawyers like cheese.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
lawyers and cheese (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?

6. No politician has a bike.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
politicians and bikes (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?

7. Most Warsaw citizens have umbrellas.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
Warsaw citizens and umbrellas (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all”
or “no”)?

8. Some professors are Mozart admirers.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
professors and Mozart admirers (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”,
“all” or “no”)?
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9. Most anthropologists are not fans of diving.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
anthropologists and fans of diving (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”,
“all” or “no”)?

10. Some cellists are violinists.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
cellists and violinists (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”, “some”, “all” or “no”)?

11. Some mathematicians are not computer scientists.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
mathematicians and computer scientists (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”,
“some”, “all” or “no”)?

12. Most students in Amsterdam are not volleyball players.
What, if anything, can you say, on the basis of the above sentences, about mutual relations between
students in Amsterdam and volleyball players (in positive or negative sentences, beginning with “most”,
“some”, “all” or “no”)?
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Two-premise test – non-empty terms

Age:

Gender:

Field of study (level):

Tutorial:

Below you can read 20 examples of different pairs of sentences. From these
pairs of sentences you can infer another sentences. For instance if you know that:

All smokers are mathematicians.

All Lithuanians are smokers.

You can tell that:

All Lithuanians are mathematicians.

If you think you can tell something else about mutual relations between
Lithuanians and mathematicians, you can write it down here...

Read carefully the below examples. Under each pair of sentences write down
all those sentences (concerning the given relation) which you think can be inferred
from a given pair. Your sentences should begin with the words “all”, “most”,
“some”, or “no” and can be positive or negative.
Some of the sentences may seem to you false or absurd in the light of your

knowledge about the world, e.g. “All dentists like mandarins”. Do not worry
about it. Try to reason only on the basis of the given sentences and not on the
basis of your knowledge.
Remember that it may be possible to infermore than one conclusion from

a given pair of sentences. If, in your opinion, you cannot infer anything, draw a
line!
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Tasks:

1. You know that:

No alpinist is a fan of sailing.

Most logicians are alpinists.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between logicians and fans of sailing?

2. You know that:

No scientific book has a green cover.

Most books are not scientific books.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between books and green covers?

3. You know that:

No firemen are doctors.

Most Alaska inhabitants are not doctors.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Alaska inhabitants and firemen?
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4. You know that:

All photographers are philatelists.

Most Warsaw University employees are not philatelists.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Warsaw University employees and photogra-
phers?

5. You know that:

Most German philosophers are metaphysical idealists.

Most Germans philosophers are not logicians.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between metaphysical idealists and logicians?

6. You know that:

No Georgians have green bikes.

Most philologists have green bikes.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Georgians and philologists?
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7. You know that:

All dentists have three children.

No Madagascarian has three children.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Madagascarian and dentists?

8. You know that:

Most lawyers have orange cars.

Most lawyers are pragmatists.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between pragmatists and orange cars?

9. You know that:

All musicians have notebooks

All Latvians are musicians.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Latvians and notebooks?
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10. You know that:

No student is a fan of waking up early.

Most students are not singers.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between singers and fans of waking up early?

11. You know that:

No doctor is a writer.

All general practitioners are doctors.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between general practitioners and writers?

12. You know that:

All algebraists are mathematicians.

Most algebraists are not French.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between French and mathematicians?
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13. You know that:

All feminists have straw hats.

Most women are not feminists.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between women and straw hats?

14. You know that:

All chemists are flutists.

Most florists are not flutists.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between florists and chemists?

15. You know that:

Most politicians have cookery-books

All politicians are corrupt

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between being corrupt and having a cookery-book?
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16. You know that:

No Slovak is a plumber.

Most Slovaks are ecologists.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between ecologists and plumbers?

17. You know that:

No biologist is an expert on Plato.

Most experts on Plato are not fencers.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between biologists and fencers?

18. You know that:

Most Englishmen are not dentists.

All dentists are fans of mandarins.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between fans of mandarins and Englishmen?
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19. You know that:

All Chinese are ethnographers.

Most Asians are Chinese.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Asians and ethnographers?

20. You know that:

No Lithuanian is Australian.

Most Australians are owners of kangaroos.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between owners of kangaroos and Lithuanians?
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Two-premise test – empty terms

Age:

Gender:

Field of study (level):

Tutorial:

Below you can read 20 examples of different pairs of sentences. From these
pairs of sentences you can infer another sentences. For instance if you know that:

All dwarves have beards.

All gnomes are dwarves.

You can tell that:

All gnomes have beards.

If you think you can tell something else about mutual relations between
gnomes and beards, you can write it down here...

Read carefully the below examples. Under each pair of sentences write down
all those sentences (concerning the given relation) which you think can be inferred
from a given pair. Your sentences should begin with the words “all”, “most”,
“some”, or “no” and can be positive or negative.
Remember that it may be possible to infermore than one conclusion from

a given pair of sentences. If, in your opinion, you cannot infer anything, draw a
line!
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Tasks:

1. You know that:

No creatures living in underground holes are friendly.

Most pupiszatka are creatures living in underground holes.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between pupiszatka and being friendly?

2. You know that:

No dwarf has a blue cap.

Most leprokraki are not dwarves.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between leprokraki and blue caps?

3. You know that:

No wizard is defenceless.

Most grombliny are not defenceless.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between grombliny and wizards?
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4. You know that:

All wietrzydła are dangerous.

Mostmgłowce are dangerous.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between mgłowce and wietrzydła?

5. You know that:

Most trakloki are beings with magical power.

Most trakloki are not good archers.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between beings with magical power and archers?

6. You know that:

No flying elephants know Polish.

Most pteroklaki know Polish.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between pteroklaki and flying elephants?
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7. You know that:

All klumpiaki have violet scarfs.

No szaruchy have violet scarfs.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between szaruchy and klumpiaki?

8. You know that:

Most beings living on Venus planet are not Venusians.

Most beings living on Venus planet are intelligent.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Venusians and being intelligent?

9. You know that:

All beings living on Mars have blue skin.

All Martians are beings living on Mars.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Martians and blue skin?
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10. You know that:

No witch has pink gloves.

Most witches are not Zarkotrytki.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between Zarkotrytki and pink gloves?

11. You know that:

No creatures eating sand are Liliputs.

All sandmen are creatures eating sand.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between sandmen and Liliputs?

12. You know that:

All squares are quadrangles.

Most squares are not square circles.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between square circles and quadrangles?
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13. You know that:

All singing cats bring bad luck.

Most mroczniaki are not singing cats.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between mroczniaki and bringing bad luck?

14. You know that:

All talking frogs are enchanted queens.

Most living queens of Poland are not enchanted queens.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between living queens of Poland and talking frogs?

15. You know that:

Most leprokraki have mischievous beings.

All leprokraki have a goblet of gold.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between mischievous beings and having a goblet of gold?
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16. You know that:

No mermogliny have silver horseshoes.

Most mermogliny are flying horses.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between flying horses and having silver horseshoes?

17. You know that:

No archer is a gromblin.

Most grombliny are not goblins.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between goblins and archers?

18. You know that:

Most beings living on Never-planet are not swampmen.

All swampmen have swamp hildren.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between living on Never-planet and having swampchil-
dren?
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19. You know that:

All flying quadruped have sharp teeth.

Most mermogliny are flying quadrupeds.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between mermogliny and having sharp teeth?

20. You know that:

No elephant is a flying quadruped.

Most flying quadrupeds are pteroklaki.

What (if anything) can you tell on the basis of these sentences about the
mutual relations between pteroklaki and elephants?





Appendix C

Tests from the second experiment

Test 1 a

Gender:

Age:

Field of study (level):

Instructions:

Below you can read 60 question. Read them carefully and based on your
intuition mark YES or NO.

1. You know that some buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

2. You know that most wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

3. You know that most mgłowce do not have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

153
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4. You know that some buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

5. You know that most mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

6. You know that some mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO

7. You know that most buzaki are not green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

8. You know that most wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

9. You know that some leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

10. You know that some zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO

11. You know that some mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO
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12. You know that most klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO

13. You know that most leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

14. You know that some mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

15. You know that most leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

16. You know that most mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

17. You know that most klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

18. You know that most mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

19. You know that some grombliny do not have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO
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20. You know that some wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

21. You know that most grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

22. You know that most zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

23. You know that most grombliny do not have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

24. You know that most mroczniaki do not bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

25. You know that most zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO

26. You know that some mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

27. You know that most grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO
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28. You know that most leprokraków do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

29. You know that some klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy have
rad tails?

YES / NO

30. You know that some trakloki are not intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

31. You know that some grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

32. You know that most buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaków are not
green?

YES / NO

33. You know that most wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO

34. You know that some mroczaniki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

35. You know that most trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO
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36. You know that most mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

37. You know that some klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO

38. You know that some zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

39. You know that some grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

40. You know that most mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

41. You know that most klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

42. You know that some leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

43. You know that most zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO
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44. You know that some wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

45. You know that some klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

46. You know that some mgłowce do not have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce have
caps.

YES / NO

47. You know that some leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

48. You know that most mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

49. You know that most trakloki are not intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

50. You know that some mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

51. You know that some wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO
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52. You know that most mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO

53. You know that some zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

54. You know that most trakloki are intellinegt.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

55. You know that some buzaki are not green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are green?

YES / NO

56. You know that some trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

57. You know that most buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are green?

YES / NO

58. You know that some mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

59. You know that some mroczniaki do not brink bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO
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60. You know that some trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO
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Test 1 b

Gender:

Age:

Field of study (level):

Instructions:

Below you can read 60 question. Read them carefully and based on your
intuition mark YES or NO.

1. You know that all mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no mgłowce have caps?

YES / NO

2. You know that all grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

3. You know that all mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

4. You know that some mgłowce do not have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

5. You know that some wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

6. You know that some grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO
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7. You know that some grombliny do not have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

8. You know that all mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

9. You know that no klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO

10. You know that some wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO

11. You know that some mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

12. You know that no zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO

13. You know that no leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

14. You know that some trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all trakloki are intel-
ligent?

YES / NO
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15. You know that no mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

16. You know that some buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

17. You know that some mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

18. You know that some mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

19. You know that no mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

20. You know that no wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

21. You know that some buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all buzaki are green?

YES / NO

22. You know that no zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all zarkotki have long
ears?

YES / NO
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23. You know that no wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO

24. You know that all buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no buzaki are green?

YES / NO

25. You know that some wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

26. You know that some mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

27. You know that all grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

28. You know that some trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

29. You know that some leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

30. You know that some zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO
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31. You know that all wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

32. You know that some klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

33. You know that some grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

34. You know that all leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

35. You know that all klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

36. You know that some mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO

37. You know that some mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mgłowce have caps?

YES / NO

38. You know that some klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no klawuchy have red
tails?

YES / NO
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39. You know that all mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

40. You know that all mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

41. You know that some leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

42. You know that all trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

43. You know that some leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

44. You know that some mroczniaki do not bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

45. You know that no mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

46. You know that no mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO
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47. You know that no trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

48. You know that all trakloki are intelligent

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no trakloki are intel-
ligent?

YES / NO

49. You know that some mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

50. You know that all buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are green?

YES / NO

51. You know that some buzaki are not green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are green?

YES / NO

52. You know that all zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

53. You know that no leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

54. You know that no grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO
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55. You know that some zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

56. You know that no klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all klawuchy have red
tails?

YES / NO

57. You know that some zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no zarkotki have long
ears?

YES / NO

58. You know that some trakloki are not intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

59. You know that no buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

60. You know that some klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO
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Test 2 a

Gender:

Age:

Field of study (level):

Instructions:

Below you can read 60 question. Read them carefully and basing on your
intuition mark YES or NO.

1. You know that most buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all buzaki are green?

YES / NO

2. You know that most zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

3. You know that most mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

4. You know that most wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

5. You know that most leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

6. You know that no buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO
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7. You know that no grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

8. You know that all mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

9. You know that no klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

10. You know that no leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

11. You know that all grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

12. You know that all buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

13. You know that all zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

14. You know that most trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all trakloki are intel-
ligent?

YES / NO
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15. You know that all mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

16. You know that most klawuchów have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO

17. You know that most mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

18. You know that all klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

19. You know that no wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

20. You know that most mgłowce do not have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

21. You know that most mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO

22. You know that most zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no zarkotki have long
ears?

YES / NO
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23. You know that all leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

24. You know that all buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are green?

YES / NO

25. You know that most grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

26. You know that most trakloków are not intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

27. You know that most mroczniaki do not bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

28. You know that most leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

29. You know that no mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

30. You know that no wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO
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31. You know that all trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloków are
not intelligent?

YES / NO

32. You know that all mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

33. You know that most mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mgłowce have caps?

YES / NO

34. You know that no klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO

35. You know that no leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

36. You know that no mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO

37. You know that no trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

38. You know that most wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO
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39. You know that most leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

40. You know that all mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

41. You know that most klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no klawuchy have red
tails?

YES / NO

42. You know that all grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

43. You know that no mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

44. You know that no mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

45. You know that no zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

46. You know that most grombliny do not have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO
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47. You know that most mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

48. You know that most klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

49. You know that most grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

50. You know that no zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO

51. You know that most mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

52. You know that most zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO

53. You know that all wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

54. You know that most wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO
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55. You know that most mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

56. You know that all trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

57. You know that all mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce do not
ave caps?

YES / NO

58. You know that most buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

59. You know that most trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

60. You know that most buzaki are not green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that some buzaki are green?

YES / NO
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Test 2 b

Gender:

Age:

Field of study (level):

Instructions:

Below you can read 60 question. Read them carefully and basing on your
intuition mark YES or NO.

1. You know that no mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

2. You know that all buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are green?

YES / NO

3. You know that all mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO

4. You know that most grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

5. You know that no mgłowce do not have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

6. You know that most zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO
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7. You know that all mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

8. You know that most mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all mroczniaki
bring bad luck?

YES / NO

9. You know that all mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce do not
have caps?

YES / NO

10. You know that most trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all trakloki are intel-
ligent?

YES / NO

11. You know that no wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
not two-colored?

YES / NO

12. You know that most grombliny do not have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no grombliny have claws?

YES / NO

13. You know that all grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

14. You know that most klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no klawuchy have red tails?

YES / NO
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15. You know that most wyszczyki are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

16. You know that most mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no mermogliny are pink?

YES / NO

17. You know that most klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

18. You know that most mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mgłowce have caps?

YES / NO

19. You know that most buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all buzaki are green?

YES / NO

20. You know that no leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki do
not like cheese?

YES / NO

21. You know that most mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

22. You know that no wyszczyki not are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyków are
two-colored?

YES / NO
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23. You know that all trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloków not
are intelligent?

YES / NO

24. You know that no leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraków like
cheese?

YES / NO

25. You know that most mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

26. You know that most zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no zarkotki have long
ears?

YES / NO

27. You know that most wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

28. You know that all mgłowce have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mgłowce have
caps?

YES / NO

29. You know that most mermogliny are not pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no mermogliny are
pink?

YES / NO

30. You know that most buzaki are not green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no buzaki are green?

YES / NO
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31. You know that all buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

32. You know that most zarkotki do not have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no zarkotki have long ears?

YES / NO

33. You know that most mroczniaki do not bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no mroczniaki bring bad luck?

YES / NO

34. You know that no buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most buzaki are not
green?

YES / NO

35. You know that all trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

36. You know that most wyszczyków are not two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no wyszczyki are two-colored?

YES / NO

37. You know that most leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no leprokraki like cheese?

YES / NO

38. You know that all grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO
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39. You know that most buzaki are green.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all buzaki are
green?

YES / NO

40. You know that no mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mermogliny are
not pink?

YES / NO

41. You know that no zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki do not
have long ears?

YES / NO

42. You know that all mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki bring
bad luck?

YES / NO

43. You know that most mgłowce do not have caps.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no mgłowce have caps?

YES / NO

44. You know that all wyszczyki are two-colored.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most wyszczyki are
two-colored?

YES / NO

45. You know that all zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO

46. You know that no zarkotki have long ears.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most zarkotki have
long ears?

YES / NO
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47. You know that all leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

48. You know that no trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most trakloki are not
intelligent?

YES / NO

49. You know that most leprokraki like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

50. You know that most trakloki are intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all trakloki are
intelligent?

YES / NO

51. You know that no klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy have
red tails?

YES / NO

52. You know that no klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchy do not
have red tails?

YES / NO

53. You know that most grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that all grombliny have
claws?

YES / NO

54. You know that no mroczniaki bring bad luck.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most mroczniaki do
not bring bad luck?

YES / NO
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55. You know that most leprokraki do not like cheese.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no leprokraki like
cheese?

YES / NO

56. You know that most mermogliny are pink.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that not all mermogliny
are pink?

YES / NO

57. You know that no grombliny have claws.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most grombliny do
not have claws?

YES / NO

58. You know that most klawuchy do not have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that no klawuchy have red
tails?

YES / NO

59. You know that all klawuchy have red tails.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that most klawuchów have
red tails?

YES / NO

60. You know that most trakloki are not intelligent.

Can you say, on the basis of the above sentence, that it is not the case that
no trakloki are intelligent?

YES / NO
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Abstract

The thesis discusses two properties of reasoning with quantifiers in natural lan-
guage: scalar implicatures and existential import. The notion of scalar impli-
cature refers in this case to inferring “not all” from both “some” and “most”,
or “not most” from “some”; existential import – to the question whether the
universal categorial sentence “All A’s are B” implies that there are A’s. Tradi-
tionally it is connected with the subalternation relation in the Aristotle’s Square
of Opposition, namely with inferring “Some A’s are B” from “All A’s are B”.
We conducted a series of reasoning experiments to check the above properties

with respect to people’s active inference-production (which we call active logical
competence) as well as their passive evaluation of given inferences (passive logical
competence). We compared reasoning in empty and non-empty domains. Based
on our results and especially on the lack of any connection between subject’s
inferences and emptiness of domains, we explain all the observed phenomena in
terms of scalar properties of quantifiers and refuse to analyze inferences with
universal premises and particular conclusions in terms of existential import. We
propose to treat quantifiers “some” and “most” as vague with flexible denotations.
We provide a formalization of vagueness of quantifiers in terms of fuzzy semantics,
and assume that quantifiers have default denotations which can be extended in
the process of reasoning. The implicature “not all” is explained by the default
meaning of “most” and “some”.
To deal with the issue of interpretation of existential sentences from fictional

discourse we propose to use a dynamic modification of possible worlds semantics.
We treat worlds as mental constructions describing certain world states. Existen-
tial sentences presuppose a certain world or class of worlds that set up a domain
of discourse.
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